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Summary

With the advent of Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), software started playing a crucial role in the computer network architectures, with the end-hosts representing natural enforcement points for core network functionalities that go beyond simple switching and routing. Recently, there has been a definite shift in the paradigms used to develop and deploy server applications in favor of microservices, which has also brought a visible change in the type and requirements of network functionalities deployed across the data center. Network applications should be able to continuously adapt to the runtime behavior of cloud-native applications, which might regularly change or be scheduled by an orchestrator, or easily interact with existing “native” applications by leveraging kernel functionalities - all of this without sacrificing performance or flexibility.

In this dissertation, we explore the design space of software packet processing applications within the new “cloud-native” era, and we propose a novel paradigm to design, run, and manage software network functions that follow the same approach of micro-services. We present Polycube, a software framework that enables the creation of efficient, modular, and dynamically reconfigurable in-kernel networking components available with vanilla Linux. Polycube exploits the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) framework to execute the data plane of those network functions and introduces a set of additional components and common APIs that make it easier to develop and manage those services. We design and evaluate the use of this paradigm through bpf-iptables, a clone of iptables characterized by improved performance and scalability. Then, we explore the possibility of enhancing the capabilities of end-hosts through the use of programmable network interface cards (SmartNICs) to offload partially (of fully) existing packet processing applications, in particular in the domain of DDoS Mitigation. In the last part of the dissertation, we present Kecleon, a compiler framework that can be used to dynamically optimize generic software data planes, taking into account the runtime characteristics and packet processing behavior of the original network function. We believe that the combination of these works can lay the foundation for a new model of packet processing applications that is better suited for modern cloud environments, having the capability to be dynamically re-combined, re-generated, and re-optimized without sacrificing programmability, extensibility and performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the main reasons behind the success of Internet and its widespread revolves around the “end-to-end” principle [138, 15]. The general idea behind it is that, a network designed according to this principle should keep application-specific features on the end-hosts of the network while maintaining its core simple. Intermediate nodes, such as switches and routers, are just “dumb” forwarding devices that send packets between one end-host to another, while more sophisticated features are implemented in the software running on the end-host devices.

During the years, this approach has been successfully applied to both wide area networks (WAN) and data center networks (DCN). The simplicity and stateless model of the core network have facilitated the implementation of fixed functionalities running on specialized network hardware processors or application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), fostering the introduction of more network providers that led to the rapid growth of the Internet traffic. On the end-hosts, the increased flexibility and programmability of the software have encouraged the innovation resulting in the realization of ground-breaking applications such as the World Wide Web.

While the end-to-end principle still stands as a fundamental design framework in computer networking, in recent years, the distinction between the “dumb core” and the “smart edge” has gotten blurred, with different trends that tip the balance more on a direction or the other. Modern network providers (ISPs) started running their networks as a business, relying on the provision of value-added services such as content distribution [137, 6, 122], safe browsing, or anti-malware, also rented to third-parties to provide more advanced features and increase their revenue [95]. Data center networks followed the same path; the growing need for security and reliability has caused the network to implement more sophisticated features such as proxies, intrusion detection and prevention systems, firewalls, caches and load-balancers, implemented within dedicated hardware network appliances (i.e., middleboxes) built for the specific application purposes [140].

On the other hand, motivated by the high infrastructure and management costs, which result from the complex and specialized processing of the above-mentioned
devices, the advent of “network softwarization” proposed traditional network service to be transformed into pure software images that can be executed on (cheap) general-purpose servers - running on VMs or cloud sites. Then, by using Software Defined Networking (SDN) [131], network traffic can be steered through a chain of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) in order to provide aggregated services.

With the introduction of these concepts, it becomes more evident that software started playing a crucial role in the network dataplane architectures, with the end-hosts that increasingly became a natural enforcement point for core network functions such as load balancing [76, 94, 74, 16], congestion control [3, 89, 119], and application-specific network workloads - thanks also to the development and availability of programmable network devices (e.g., SmartNICs). The new requirements in terms of flexibility (software is intrinsically easier to program and to update compared to the hardware implementations), and the recent advances in terms of speed for the software packet processing have contributed to the proliferation of a myriad of VNFs frameworks that provide implementations of efficient and easily programmable software middleboxes [35, 90, 169, 86, 93, 100, 170, 123, 125].

Current solutions to implement the dataplane of those software packet processing applications rely mostly on kernel bypass approaches, for example by giving to the user-space direct access to the underlying hardware (e.g., DPDK [54], netmap [133], FD.io [83]) or by following a unikernel approach, where the only the minimal set of OS functionalities, required for the application to run, are built within the application itself (e.g., ClickOS [106, 66, 96]). These approaches have perfectly served their purposes, with efficient implementations of software network functions that have shown potential for processing 10-100Gbps on a single server [134, 105, 72].

Recently, the advent of new networking technologies such as 5G, edge computing, IoT, has brought a significant increase in the total number of connected devices and cloud service load, requiring network operators to change the previously monolithic paradigm used to develop and deploy server applications in favor of micro-services. Cloud-native technologies are used to develop applications built with services packaged in containers, deployed as microservices, and managed on elastic infrastructure through agile DevOps processes and continuous delivery workflows [87]. This paradigm shift has also brought a visible change in the type and requirements of network functionalities deployed across the data center, given the new workloads and applications running on the servers. For instance, cloud-native platforms, like Kubernetes [82], rely on different network providers (a.k.a., network plugins) to implement the underlying data plane functionalities and transparently steer packets between the micro-services.

Those new requirements can be summarized by the following points:

- **Runtime flexibility:** A single cloud-native application is composed of several services, each of which has thousands of instances that might constantly
change and be dynamically scheduled by a data center software called orchestrator. Within this world, the service communication is fundamental, and the network should follow the same behavior by continuously adapting to the runtime characteristics to ensure end-to-end performance and reliability [13].

- **Low overhead:** Networking components should handle the communication of each server in the cluster. As a consequence, the cost to be paid for running network functions, in terms of resource consumption, for each server becomes significant. This is even more evident within edge clouds, where the number of available resources is limited.

- **Agile service development:** One of the biggest advantages of the microservice paradigm, together with the concept of building loosely-coupled, fine-grained services is the *continuous delivery* (CD) software development process; a small change to the application requires re-building and re-deploying only a small part of the entire service. Newer software data planes should follow the same approach, making it possible to easily update the existing application by providing a replacement that does not disrupt the typical service workflow [43].

- **Automatic optimizations:** From a developer’s point of view, writing an efficient and, at the same time, easy to maintain software data plane is a daunting task. Most of the time is just a matter of finding the right trade-off between *simplicity* (e.g., modularity, easy-to-read code) and the *performance*. As a consequence, we often see application-specific, and ad-hoc techniques applied only to particular use-cases [72, 105], which do not perform well on other scenarios or for a broader spectrum of applications. To better adapt to this new “frenetic” environment, the network components should be able to automatically adapt themselves to the runtime condition with the minimum amount of programming overhead.

- **Work with vanilla Linux kernel:** Applications are now running on the host operating system that is shared between the different components (e.g., containers), which in turn rely on existing kernel functionality to accomplish their tasks [9]. It is then crucial that network functions can easily interact with existing “native” applications and also leverage kernel functionalities (e.g., TSO, skb metadata, etc.), without sacrificing performance and flexibility.

Unfortunately, the previously mentioned kernel-bypass approaches are at a stake when adopted in this new scenario, for different reasons [120]. First, they require the exclusive allocation of resources (i.e., CPU cores) to achieve good performance; this is perfectly fine when we have a single dedicated machine for the networking purposes but it becomes overwhelming when this cost has to be paid for every server in the cluster since they permanently steal precious CPU cycles to other application
tasks. Second, they require to re-implement the entire network stack in userspace, losing all the well-tested configuration, deployment and management tools developed over the years within the operating system. Third, they rely on custom or modified versions of network drivers, which may not be available on on-demand cloud platforms, also requiring a non-negligible maintenance cost. Last but not least, they have difficulties (and poor performance) when dealing with existing kernel implementations or communicating with applications that are not implemented using the same approach, requiring them to adhere to custom-defined APIs (e.g., mTCP [88]) or to change the original application logic (e.g., StackMap [165]). As a consequence, most of the existing cloud-native network providers today still rely on functionalities and tools embedded into the operating system network stack (e.g., iptables, ipvs, linux bridge). Unfortunately, the drawbacks of this approach are also evident. First of all, fixed kernel network applications are notoriously slow and inefficient given their generality, which impairs the possibility to specialize the software network function depending on workloads or the type of application that is running on top of it. Secondly, software network functions that live in the kernel have also proven hard to evolve due the complexity of the code and the difficulties in maintaining, up-streaming or modifying the kernel code (or the respective kernel modules).

In this dissertation, we present our steps towards the definition and realization of a novel class of software network applications that can fulfill those new requirements, removing the limitation seen with the existing approaches. We first present **Polycube**, a framework that can be used to build flexible and efficient in-kernel software network functions that follow the same approach of “cloud-native” applications, enabling the creation of efficient, modular and dynamically reconfigurable networking components, available with vanilla Linux. It exploits the recently added eBPF [107] subsystem to build the data plane of the network function. We will show how Polycube enables the writing of complex networking components that can be used to provide flexible and optimized replacements of existing (fixed) in-kernel implementations such as *iptables*, while keeping the same semantic and syntax of the original application, but with improved performance. Then, we move the focus to **Kecleon**, a compiler framework that can be used to dynamically optimize software data planes at run time by adopting a dynamic approach to the data path compilation, where not only the static features but also the runtime data of the original application are exploited to generate a custom version of the original data plane that would be optimal to the data plane semantic and the packet processing behavior at the same time. While the two systems focus on different layers, the combination of both can lay the foundation of a new paradigm in building software packet processing applications that can be dynamically re-combined, re-generated, re-compiled and re-optimized without sacrificing performance, programmability or extensibility.
1.1 Summary of Contributions

We start the first part of the dissertation (Chapter 3) by exploring the possibility of using the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) [107] as a base subsystem to build complex software packet processing applications. So far, eBPF was mainly used for monitoring tasks such as memory, CPU, page faults, traffic, and more, with a few examples of traditional network services, e.g., that modify the data in transit. However, it also has some characteristics that make it the right candidate for running data plane applications. First of all, eBPF can process a packet entirely in kernel space, without context switches or packet copies between kernel and user space. Second, it leverages a set of features that are already present in a modern Linux kernel, without requiring additional kernel modules that are difficult to create and maintain. Third, the possibility to compile and inject the code at runtime paves the way to context-based customization of each network function. Eventually, eBPF programs can cooperate with the kernel TCP/IP stack, possibly complementing existing networking features. We make the following contributions. We first analyze the possibility to create complex network functions that go beyond simple proof-of-concept data plane applications, and we present the most promising characteristics of this technology. Then, we indicate the main encountered limitations, and some solutions that can mitigate the latter. Second, we summarize the most important lessons and, finally, we provide a quantitative characterization of the most significant aspects of this technology.

The above findings made us reaching to the conclusion that creating network functions based entirely on eBPF is sometimes complicated given the lack of a common framework that provides useful abstractions to developers to solve common problems or known limitations. Even though eBPF allows complex and user-defined operations to be performed in the kernel, it is not Turing-complete. As a consequence, it cannot support truly arbitrary processing, making the implementation of some common functionalities (e.g., ARP handling in a router) challenging. Furthermore, no abstractions current exist to implement the (complex) control plane of a service, hence forcing developers to dedicate a considerable amount of time to handle common control plane operations (e.g., user-kernel interaction). This motivated us to rethink how to enable a network function model where in-kernel network applications can be adjusted, injected and modified in a simple and defined way, hence enabling the dynamicity and flexibility required by new data center workloads. We present Polycube (Chapter 4), an overarching coherent software architecture that allows in-kernel network services to be managed in a logically centralized manner. With Polycube, we make the following contributions. First, we make it possible to create complex network services that can overcome the eBPF limitations. We define a specific structure of a service where each function can include an efficient in-kernel data plane (based on eBPF) and a flexible user-space control plane. Then,
we handle through a specific programming API the interaction between the differ-
ent components, while keeping strong characteristics of isolation and composability.
Second, we manage the creation of complex network applications by allowing the
arbitrary construction and concatenation of different services to create arbitrary
chains of in-kernel network functions. Third, we introduce a generic model for the
control and management plane of each network function that simplifies manageabil-
ity and accelerates the development of new network services. We make it possible
to change the current version of a given Polycube service dynamically or to modify
the service chain at runtime, hence achieving a new type of customizability and
flexibility inside the Linux kernel. Finally, we identify and quantify the overhead
introduced by the Polycube abstractions, and we show the design and the perform-
ance improvements that Polycube services can bring into the new cloud-native
environment (e.g., by presenting an implementation of a k8s CNI plugin). In a
 nutshell, Polycube allows us to achieve the same modularity, flexibility, and devel-
opment process that is possible with user-space Network Functions but inside the
Linux kernel, with all the benefits that go with it.

To better present the advantages of this new model and the power of Polycube,
in Chapter 5 we present **bpf-iptables**, a fully-functional replacement of **iptables**
that emulates its filtering semantic but exploiting a more efficient matching algo-
rithm. We show how **bpf-iptables** achieves a notable boost in terms of perform-
ance compared to the current implementation of iptables, particularly when a high
number of rules is involved, all of this within a vanilla Linux kernel. We make three
main contributions in this work. Firstly, we present the design of **bpf-iptables**
together with the main challenges and possible solutions to preserve the original
**iptables** filtering semantic. To the best of our knowledge, **bpf-iptables** is the
first solution that provides an implementation of the **iptables** filtering completely
in eBPF. Secondly, we give a comprehensive analysis of the main limitations and
challenges required to implement a fast matching algorithm in eBPF, keeping into
account the current limitations of the above technology. Third, we show a set of
data plane optimizations that are possible thanks to the flexibility and dynamic
compilation (and injection) features of eBPF, allowing us to create at runtime an
optimized data path that fits perfectly with the current ruleset being used.

To further enhance the capabilities of end hosts, while keeping the best possible
trade-off between **resource consumption** and **performance**, we have evaluated the
possibility to exploit **programmable** network interface cards (a.k.a., SmartNICs) to
offload partially (or fully) existing packet processing functions. In particular, we
took the DDoS mitigation as a use-case for this study. In Chapter 6, we then present
an architecture that can be used to transparently offload a portion of DDoS mitigati-

go to a SmartNIC, thus achieving a balanced combination of the in-kernel
packet processing flexibility with eBPF to operate traffic sampling and aggregation,
with the performance of hardware-based filtering. We first analyze the various
approaches that can be used to design an efficient and cost-effective DDoS mitigation
solution. As generally expected, our results show that offloading the mitigation task to the programmable NIC yields significant performance improvements. However, we also demonstrate that due to the memory and compute limitations of current SmartNIC technologies, a fully offloaded solution may lead to deleterious performance. Second, as a consequence of the previous findings, we propose the design and implementation of a hybrid mitigation pipeline architecture that leverages the flexibility of eBPF/XDP to handle different types of traffic, and the efficiency of the hardware-based filtering in the SmartNIC to discard traffic from malicious sources. Third, we present a mechanism to transparently offload part of the DDoS mitigation rules into the SmartNIC, which takes into account the most aggressive sources, i.e., the ones that primarily impact on the mitigation effectiveness.

Starting from the experience gained in the design and implementation of this new type of in-kernel network services (e.g., bpf-iptables), we noticed that one of the most important characteristics that contributed to the better efficiency and performance of these applications is the possibility to specialize the corresponding network data plane at runtime, according to the specific application logic. For example, in bpf-iptables a lot of optimizations are applied at runtime according to the type of organization of the rules in the data set; this, combined with the dynamic injection of eBPF program in the kernel allowed us to notably outperforming all the other existing kernel implementations. Motivated by this work, we then tried to answer the following question; “is it possible to perform these runtime optimizations outside of the application context?”. Taking a step back, we realized that traditional approaches to design and develop packet processing functions are based on a static compilation. The compiler’s input is a description of the forwarding plane semantic, and the output is a binary code that can accommodate any pre-defined processing behavior. Although improving hot-code paths during the execution of a software program is nowadays possible with compilers that support Profile Guided Optimizations (PGO), Feedback Directed Optimizations (FDO), those techniques have been architected to optimize generic computer programs. Therefore, they do not easily accommodate the requirements of network data planes programs that have packets as input. In the last part of this dissertation, we then present Kecleon, a runtime compiler for generic packet processing applications that can dynamically generate an optimized version of the original application’s data plane depending on its runtime behavior. Kecleon is designed to be independent not only from the application itself but also from the technology on which the application is implemented. It applies several dynamic optimizations at the compiler’s Intermediate Representation (IR) level, to either be generic and to also transparently exploit existing compiler’s analysis techniques and optimizations. Kcercleon takes into account (i) the network configuration, e.g., to prune branches and instructions that are considered unreachable at runtime, (ii) the run time table content, e.g., selecting the most appropriate data structure (hash-based versus tree) to store the current data can speed up the lookup process and (iii) traffic patterns,
e.g., detecting the most frequently accessed entries to create an optimized fast-path code for them. We illustrate the details of Kecleon in Chapter 7.

1.2 Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 3 briefly introduces the eBPF subsystem and its main features, together with several insights and limitations we have found while implementing complex data plane applications with this technology. Chapter 4 presents Polycube, a software architecture that applies the micro-service paradigm to the world of in-kernel network functions. Chapter 5 shows one of its applications, \texttt{bpf-iptables}; a more efficient and scalable clone of \texttt{iptables} built around eBPF. Then, Chapter 6 focuses on the DDoS mitigation use case, and presents a study of the combination of the in-kernel packet processing flexibility performed with eBPF with the performance of programmable hardware-based filtering performed into a SmartNIC. In Chapter 7, we present Kecleon, a compiler framework that can be used to dynamically optimize software data planes at run time. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation and discusses suggestions for future work.

\textbf{Previously Published Work.} This thesis includes previously published and co-authored works. In particular, Chapter 3 is adapted from [114], Chapter 4 from [108] and Chapter 5 from [115, 22]. Chapter 6 is adopted from [109], which is the result of a collaboration with the research center “Fondazione Bruno Kessler: FBK”. Finally, the work in Chapter 7, which is still in a preliminary phase, is the result of a collaboration with the University of Cambridge, UK, and it has not been published yet.

1.3 Research Projects Not Included in This Dissertation

As part of the master course, the author worked on other topics that are not covered in this dissertation. However, they fall under the common goal of building more efficient and flexible networks at the edge of the network (e.g., on resource-constrained Customer Premise Equipment). Even though these topics were explored almost three years ago, their motivations and results achieved are still considered timely given the recent works that go on the same directions (e.g., [139], [62], [40]).

- \textbf{Transforming a Traditional Home Gateway into a Hardware accelerated OpenFlow switch} [112, 113]. Software Defined Networking (SDN) proposes a new paradigm that allows network administrators to manage network services from a centralized point of control through abstraction of lower
level functionality. The SDN innovation brought significant advancements to different areas, such as the administration of home networks. Traditional home gateways are, however, hard to manage as new applications are introduced and moved at the customer premises; applying SDN to these devices would enable to program and control the home network from a central point of control, allowing users to manage and configure the behavior of their network via high-level applications.

In this work, we described our experience in porting OpenFlow on already existing hardware switch with no support for the OpenFlow standard. We presented our architecture that integrates a hybrid software and hardware pipeline and that is able to compensate the hardware limitations in terms of supported matches and actions, offloading only part of the OpenFlow rules, which are properly translated into the corresponding hardware related commands. We illustrated the design choices used to implement the functionalities required by the OpenFlow protocol (e.g., packet-in, packet-out messages) and finally, we evaluated the resulting architecture, showing the significant advantage in terms of performance that can be achieved by exploiting the underlying hardware, while maintaining an SDN-type ability to program and to instantiate desired network operations from a central controller.

- **Enabling NFV Services of Resource-Constrained CPEs** [27]. Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) are often implemented using virtual machines (VMs), since they provide an isolated environment compatible with classical cloud computing technologies. Unfortunately, VMs are demanding in terms of required resources and therefore are not suitable for resource constrained devices such as residential CPEs. Such hardware often runs a Linux-based operating system that supports several software modules (e.g., iptables) that can be used to implement network functions (e.g., a firewall), which can be exploited to provide some of the services offered by simple VNFs, but with reduced overhead.

In this work, we proposed and validated an architecture that integrates native software components in a Network Function Virtualization (NFV) platform, making their use transparent from the user’s point of view. Our solution enables an NFV orchestrator to optimize the scheduling of the Network Functions (NFs) by initializing services that require to be close to end users such as IPsec terminators or low-latency services, directly on the user CPE, while other components of the same service (e.g., the NAT module) are executed in a remote data center.
Chapter 2

Background and Motivations

In this chapter, we explore the available alternative that we have today to build software packet processing applications, along with their motivations, implications, and challenges. First, we explore the most important characteristics of packet processing performed in kernel-space or user-space, showing the corresponding pro and cons of both approaches (section 2.1). Finally, we provide a brief overview of the extended Berkeley Packet Filter subsystem (section 2.2) and why we think it may be beneficial for networking applications (section 2.2.1).

2.1 Userspace vs. Kernelspace networking

In recent years, thanks to the introduction and spread of Network Function Virtualization (NFV), software has gained a considerable importance, with a lot of network functionalities deployed at the end host that go beyond traditional switching and routing between VMs and containers. Current alternatives to building such software network applications can be organized into two categories: user-level (or kernel-bypass) approaches, and kernel-level implementations, where we use functionalities embedded in the operating system networking stack.

Userspace networking. Moving functionalities from hardware to software has increased performance demands for software network applications, favoring the appearance of specialized network facilities such as DPDK, netmap, and SRIOV. To avoid expensive user-kernel transitions, those systems directly access the network hardware from userspace, writing their network stack focused on performance and optimizations. As a results, they produce considerable benefits both in terms of throughput and latency. However, they have also some drawback, which we summarize within the following points:

- High resource consumption. Most of the kernel-bypass solutions require the exclusive allocations of one (or more) CPU cores to handle high-speed
packet processing. This model works well for replicating in software a “mid-
dlebox” approach, where a single machine is dedicated to networking purposes
(e.g., routing, switching, or load-balancing). However, in a scenario (e.g., new
cloud environments) where most of the machines (and CPUs) are dedicated
to userspace applications (e.g., web servers), those approaches may result
overwhelming.

- **Difficult integration with “native” applications/environments.** Applications
  that are currently relying on kernel-level functionalities or using
kernel (e.g., socket) APIs cannot be transparently used when the userspace
application has direct access to the underlying network hardware. Several
companies have debugging tools developed over the years that cannot be
used with kernel-bypass approaches [104]; Kubernetes network providers still
count on `iptables`, `ipsets`, `ipvs` to provide security or load-balancing between
containers. Solutions exist to allow their co-existence. For instance, the Ker-
nel Native Interface (KNI) in DPDK or Netmap allow passing packets between
the userspace application to the kernel network stack, or StackMap [165] that
allows using the kernel TCP/IP stack directly. Unfortunately, these solutions
will either result in sub-optimal performance [101] or will require the use of
custom drivers, custom kernel modules, or modified kernels, which are not
always available in every environment.

- **Security issues.** Bypassing the Linux networking stack does not only im-
plies an incompatibility with several applications but also may bring security
issues [60]. The Linux TCP/IP stack has some non-trivial and incredibly
powerful features that have been developed over the years and that are well-
tested and quite reliable. Of course, re-writing all from scratch will have
the advantage of better design and then better performance [88, 105], but it
would still require a lot of time before having a stable userspace networking
stack comparable, in terms of features and compatibility, to the Linux kernel
one.

**Kernel space networking.** The alternative to handling all packets from a userspace
process is to perform the processing entirely in the kernel, reducing at minimum the
number of kernel/userspace transitions, which are the primary source of overhead.
Except for the evident advantages of compatibility with existing applications and
tools, and the ability to run within a vanilla Linux kernel, this approach also has
some drawbacks.

- **Poor performance.** The Linux TCP/IP stack is made of several layers
and abstractions given by the generality of the design, which has to be valid
for several types of hardware and architecture. On one side, this offers better
compatibility between the different layers and a good level of abstraction from
the underlying hardware, but on the other hand, it is also the main source of the poor performance of the system. A packet entering the Linux TCP/IP stack has to cross all the different layers, making it very hard to bypass or “jump” from one layer to another.

- **Difficult development process.** Adding kernel-level functionalities is a non-trivial and lengthy process. Writing custom kernel modules may require a non-negligible effort to keep compatibility across the different kernel versions, or it may incur reluctance from customers to include them in the production system (a crash in the kernel module will hurt the entire system). On the other hand, upstreaming functionalities into the mainline kernel requires to “convince” maintainers of their relevance for the whole of the community. It often results in either long delays before a feature is accepted and available in future kernel releases, and it would break up the innovation cycles for a company that wants to implement features that are useful only for their use cases.

Until a few years ago, the approaches mentioned above were the only alternatives available to develop kernel-level network functionalities. However, the recent introduction and evolution of the “classic” BPF [107] subsystem, called extended BPF, has introduced exciting features and concepts that make developing and running kernel-level functionalities easier and more efficient.

### 2.2 The extended Berkley Packet Filter (eBPF)

The Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) is an in-kernel virtual machine for packet filtering that has been deeply revisited starting from 2013 and is now known as extended BPF (eBPF). In addition to several architectural improvements, eBPF introduces the capability of handling generic event processing in the kernel, JIT compiling for increased performance, stateful processing using maps, and libraries (helpers) to handle more complex tasks, available within the kernel.

eBPF allows a user-space application to inject code in the kernel at runtime, i.e., without recompiling the kernel or installing any optional kernel module. eBPF programs can be either written using eBPF assembly instructions and converted to bytecode using `bpf_asm` utility or in restricted C and compiled using the LLVM Clang compiler. The bytecode can then be loaded using the `bpf()` system call. For this process to succeed, the program has to get through a sanity-check from the eBPF verifier, that walks the control flow graph to ensure termination, simulates the execution to check that memory and registers are always in a valid state, and verifies that the calls to helper functions are allowed.

A loaded eBPF program follows an event-driven architecture and it is therefore hooked to a particular type of event (e.g., the arrival of a packet). Each occurrence
of the event will trigger the eBPF program execution, and, based on the type of event, the program might be able to alter the event context\(^1\). Furthermore, programs are stateless by their nature, as each run is independent of the others. For this reason, the eBPF provides maps, data structures accessible using helper functions, needed to share information between (i) different runs of the same program, (ii) various programs, or (iii) a program and the userspace.

For networking purposes, program execution is triggered by the arrival of a packet. Two hooks are available to intercept packets and possibly mangle, forward or drop them: eXpress Data Path (XDP) and Traffic Control (TC). XDP programs intercept RX packets right out of the NIC driver, possibly before the allocation of the Linux socket buffer (skb), allowing, e.g., early packet drop. TC programs intercept data when it reaches the kernel traffic control function, either in RX or TX mode. Multiple eBPF programs can be instantiated at the same time, even attached to different hooks. Furthermore, eBPF programs can either operate in isolation (returning the packet to the hook they are attached to) or be chained, e.g., to create a more complex service, using a low-overhead linking primitive called

\(^1\)For networking program, the event context is represented by the packet itself, while for eBPF program attached to generic kernel function, the context is represented by the function’s arguments.
Figure 2.2: (a) Forwarding performance comparison between XDP and DPDK with small packets (64B) redirected between different NICs. DPDK uses one control thread, so only 5 to 6 are available for the forwarding. (b) CPU usage differences between DPDK, XDP, and Linux when dropping packet with a variable offered load. The data were obtained from [75].

**tail call.** Tail calls are a sort of long jump from one program to another; differently from *function calls*, this primitive does not permit to return to the previous context.

A high-level view of the eBPF architecture, including both code injection and run-time processing, is depicted in Figure 2.1.

### 2.2.1 eBPF for Network Functions

The most attractive features that we have found in the eBPF subsystem can be summarized within the following points:

- **Easy development process.** eBPF programs follow the same development process of userspace applications. Custom applications can be developed independently from the kernel development process. They can be dynamically injected into the kernel using the `bpf()` system call, without having to install custom kernel modules or relying on modified kernels. This would also let the user defining the behavior of the program, making it specialized for the current applications and workloads, as opposed to fixed kernel implementations.

- **High-speed packet processing.** eBPF programs are JIT-compiled into native machine code before being executed\(^2\), which provides more considerable advantages compared to an interpreted execution. Moreover, the execution

---

\(^2\)This is valid only if the eBPF JIT flag is enabled in the kernel. However, latest kernel releases have this flag enabled by default.
of these programs at the XDP [75] level enables a high-speed packet processing and forwarding, with performance also close to user-level approaches, as shown in Figure 2.2a.

- **Excellent performance/efficiency trade-off.** As shown in Figure 2.2b, eBPF programs do not require polling to read network packets from the device hardware; they are triggered only when a packet is received. As a consequence, if the machine running the eBPF application is not receiving any traffic, no CPU cycles will be consumed as opposed to DPDK, where the CPU usage is always 100% even if no packets are received.

- **Integration with the Linux subsystems.** eBPF programs cooperate with the kernel TCP/IP stack, interact with other kernel-level data structures (e.g., FIB or neighbor table), and leverage kernel functionalities (e.g., TSO, skb metadata, etc.), possibly complementing existing networking features. Legacy applications or debugging tools can continue to be used without any change to the existing applications.

- **Security.** As opposed to custom kernel modules, eBPF programs cannot crash the system. The in-kernel *verifier* ensures that all the operations performed inside the eBPF programs are correct and safe, discarding the injection of faulty programs.

- **Explicit structure of NF operations.** Finally, eBPF programs have a clear distinction between stateless and stateful code; the operations outside the eBPF VM environment are carried out only through specific “helper” functions that have a well-defined syntax and construct. Multiple analysis frameworks developed over the years [166, 153, 126] have forced this assumption to simplify the analysis of NF operations to find buggy development semantic behavior (verifier safety does not imply “semantic safety”) or to analyze the performance of a NF [85, 132]. eBPF programs have this assumption as part of the original design, making it easier to apply that type of analysis and concepts.

---

3Of course, a bug in the verifier [52, 51] can reverse this assumption but this can be considered as a remote scenario.
Chapter 3

Creating Network Service with eBPF: Experience and Lessons Learned

3.1 Introduction

The extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) is a recent technology that enables flexible data processing thanks to the capability to inject new code into the Linux kernel at run-time, which is fired each time a given event occurs, e.g., a packet is received. While its ancestor, the Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) was used mainly to create packet filtering programs, eBPF has been successfully used primarily in monitoring tasks [69, 45, 28, 70]. Surprisingly, its usage in traditional network applications, such as data plane services, has been less intense.

In fact, the creation of complex network functions that go beyond simple proof-of-concept data plane applications has proven to be challenging, due to the several limitations of this technology, although it is evolving fast, as shown by the significant number of patches and new features added almost daily in the Linux kernel. In addition, eBPF is not (yet) backed by a rich ecosystem of tools and libraries aimed at simplifying the life of potential developers; the BPF Compiler Collection (bcc) [17] is more oriented to tracing than packet manipulation.

However, eBPF is very promising due to some characteristics that can hardly be found all together, such as the capability to execute code directly in the vanilla Linux kernel, hence without the necessity to install any additional kernel module; the possibility to compile and inject dynamically the code; the capability to support arbitrary service chains; the integration with the Linux eXpress Data Path (XDP) for early (and efficient) access to incoming network packets. At the same time, eBPF is known for some limitations such as limited program size, limited support for loops, and more, which may impair its capacity to create powerful networking programs.
This chapter presents our experience in developing complex network services with eBPF and shows the most promising characteristics of this technology as well as the main encountered limitations, as they appear in everyday life of a typical developer. This chapter will discuss the actual importance of the above limitations with respect to the necessity to create complex network applications and the possible solutions (if any). Finally, it will also discuss some of the peculiar advantages of this platform, backed by experimental evidence taken from our services. At the end, we ponder advantages and limits of the eBPF technology, analyzing its suitability as a platform for the development of future complex network services targeting mainly virtualized environments.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 represents the central part of the chapter, highlighting our experience when coping with different aspects of eBPF, and the main lessons learned. Finally, Section 3.3 provides the necessary evidence to the previous findings and Section 3.4 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Experiences and Insights

This section presents the main challenges encountered while implementing complex network functions with eBPF, together with different insights we adopted (or could be adopted) to accomplish this task.

3.2.1 eBPF limitations

eBPF suffers from some well-known limitations due to its restricted virtual machine, which are needed to guarantee the integrity of the system. This Section discusses the impact of the above limitations and highlights some other, less known issues that arise when creating network services.

3.2.1.1 Limited program size

eBPF programs are executed within the kernel context; for this reason, their size is limited to a maximum of 4096 assembly instructions to guarantee that any program will terminate within a bounded amount of time. This restriction may be limiting when creating network functions that perform complex actions in the data plane, considering that the BPF assembly instructions generated after the code compilation could be significantly higher than the number of lines of code of the C source file.

Learning 1: This limitation can be circumvented by partitioning the network function into multiple eBPF programs and jumping from one to another through tail calls. This technique enables the creation of network services as a collection of
loosely coupled modules, each one implementing a different function (e.g., packet parsing, classification, fields modification), with a very low overhead in jumping from a piece to another, as shown in Section 3.3.5. This attractive feature also comes with an upper bound limit of 32 nested jumps, which we found being more than enough to implement complex services.

3.2.1.2 Unbounded loops

Since eBPF applications can be loaded at runtime in the kernel, they are checked through an in-kernel verifier that ensures programs cannot harm the system. The verifier looks for multiple possible threats (e.g., state of BPF registers, type of values, etc.), rejecting the code in case backward jumps are detected, thus ensuring that all programs will terminate. We list some cases where this limitation may be a problem.

- **Parsing nested headers**: this is the case of IPv6, which requires to loop through all the extensions headers to find the last header indicating the type of the upper-layer protocol in the payload of the packet. A similar issue affects MPLS and VLAN headers, whose number of instances is not known a priori. Creating a network function that performs these actions in eBPF is not possible unless we introduce additional constraints, as described below.

- **Arbitrary processing of packet payloads**: this is required for example to check the presence of a signature in the payload. While there are cases in which this loop can be avoided thanks to the availability of specific helpers that perform the entire job (e.g., to recalculate the L3/L4 checksum), in general the necessity to perform a loop scanning the entire packet cannot be excluded a priori.

- **Linear scanning of data structures**: algorithms that require a linear scan of data structures (e.g., a map) may need to be adapted for the eBPF environment. A possible example is a firewall that looks for the rule that matches a given packet, which is usually performed through a linear scan across all the active policies.

**Learning 2**: Although the eBPF assembly does not support backward jumps, as far as bounded loop are concerned, we can exploit the `pragma unroll` directive of the LLVM compiler to rewrite the loop as a repeated sequence of similar independent statements. This can be achieved by imposing a constant upper bound limit to the loop, such as the maximum number of IPv6 headers, nested MPLS labels,
packet size\textsuperscript{1}. This solution presents two limitations: (i) the size of the program increases, with the possible consequences (and solutions) shown in 3.2.1.1; (ii) we may not be able to guarantee that all cases are handled, e.g., in case of an exceptional number of IPv6 headers is present. However, even if the lack of the support for unbounded loops seems to be an important limitation, we found it not so critical in our programs, as it can be often circumvented by creating bounded loops, although this is left to the responsibility (and experience) of the developer.

3.2.1.3 Send the same packet on multiple ports

This is still a rather common operation even in modern local area networks, e.g., to handle broadcast frames (e.g., ARP requests), multicast, or flooding (e.g., in an 802.1D bridge). However, at least three issues can be encountered when implementing this feature. First, we may need to loop through all the interfaces to forward the packet the desired number of times; this can be implemented only if we are able to set an upper limit on the loop and unroll it (as discussed in Section 3.2.1.2). Second, the packet must be cloned before sending it on an additional interface; this can be done with the \texttt{bpf_skb_clone_redirect()} helper, which simultaneously duplicates and \textit{forwards} the original packet to a target interface. However, this helper is available only when the program is attached to the TC hook, while an equivalent helper is not available for XDP programs\textsuperscript{2}. Third, if the service is part of a virtual chain composed by multiple NFs connected through tail calls such as in [1], the aforementioned approach fails. In fact, the redirect function will be followed by a tail call, which never returns the control to the caller, hence preventing the caller code to send a packet to multiple ports.

3.2.1.4 Packet-driven processing

While the execution of an eBPF program is triggered by an event, the only event that is supported by TC/XDP programs is a frame traversing the selected kernel hook. This prevents the eBPF data plane to react to other events such a timeout that signals the necessity to periodically send a packet (e.g., neighbour greetings in routing protocols), or to refresh an expired entry in a table. The above events have to be handled elsewhere, such as in the slow path (Learning 3) or in the control plane (Section 3.2.1.6).

\textsuperscript{1}A patch [50] that adds support for bounded loops without the necessity to use the \texttt{pragma unroll} directive has been recently proposed and it may be integrated in future kernel versions.

\textsuperscript{2}For the sake of precision, XDP offers only the \texttt{bpf_redirect_map()} helper, which sends the packet to a port but does not clone it.
3.2.1.5 Putting packets on hold

In some cases, network functions may need to put the current frame on hold while waiting for another event to happen. This is the case of a router that holds a packet while waiting for an answer to its own ARP request aiming at discovering the MAC address of the next hop; the original packet should be released after receiving the ARP reply. Unfortunately, eBPF does not have a “steal” action such as in Netfilter, hence preventing this technology to take the ownership of the packet. Possible workarounds to this problem can be envisioned, such as copying the entire packet in a temporary memory, but they may not be suited for all cases (e.g., handling retransmissions, as the packet has to be released when a timeout occurs).

Learning 3: Taken together, limitations 3.2.1.3-3.2.1.5 suggest the necessity to introduce a novel data plane component that is no longer limited by the eBPF virtual machine, which executes arbitrary code that can cope with the cases in which the current eBPF technology cannot be used. This brings to the evidence the necessity of a slow path module, executed in userspace, that receives packets from the eBPF program and reacts consequently with arbitrary processing defined by the developer; for example by modifying the packet and sending it back in the egress queue of a specific netdevice. The necessity of this module is also highlighted in [157] where the authors use the OvS userspace module to process packets that do not match a flow in the OvS kernel eBPF data path.

3.2.1.6 No support for complex control planes

So far, eBPF has been used mostly for tracing applications, which feature a very simple control plane such as reading data from maps. As a consequence, existing eBPF software frameworks provide a nice set of abstractions that help developers to create data plane code (hook handling, maps, etc), while it is rather primitive with respect to the control plane, enabling userspace programs mainly to read/write data from maps. Networking services are rather different and often require a sophisticated control plane not just to read/write data from maps, but to create/handle special packets (e.g., routing protocols), to cope with special processing that may complicate (and slow down) the data plane if handled here (e.g., ARP handling; Section 3.2.1.5), or to react to special events such as timeouts (Section 3.2.1.4).

Learning 4: This results in non negligible difficulties when implementing the (complex) control plane of a service, as it forces developers to dedicate a considerable amount of time to write the code that handles common control plane operations from scratch, without any help from existing software frameworks.

3In Linux, a netdevice is a physical or virtual network interface card.
3.2.2 Enabling more aggressive service optimization

The traditional approach when implementing a network function is to (i) create a program that contains all possible use cases and control flows (branches) and (ii) make it completely agnostic with respect to its actual configuration, which is pushed in the data plane afterwards. With eBPF, this approach is no longer the only option; in fact, programs can be compiled from their C source code and injected in the kernel at runtime, with the system already up and running. This allows us to take advantage of the runtime service conditions (e.g., traffic pattern, service configuration, interface from which the traffic is received/sent) to empower more aggressive optimizations compared to traditional programs. This section presents three techniques of this type, enabled by the use of eBPF as data plane for our networking services.

3.2.2.1 Moving configuration data from memory to code

A conventional approach for configuring a network function is to save data (e.g., the public/private ports in a NAT, the set of rules in a firewall) in memory, which will be accessed by the run-time code each time a packet is received. In the eBPF domain, this corresponds to saving data in maps, which provide a bidirectional userspace-kernel communication channel. While this approach is the only viable option for other technologies, eBPF enables the loading of new code dynamically, hence allowing the creation of situational-specific code that also embeds the data needed for the current processing. This technique leverages the superior processing capabilities of modern CPUs (e.g., speculative execution), trading more processing instructions for fewer memory accesses, which are known to introduce a noticeable penalty in particular when random data access patterns are required, which lead to cache ineffectiveness.

**Learning 5:** Hardcoding parameters in the eBPF code in a way that the service can directly use them without any explicit memory access may lead to significant performance gains (Section 3.3.3.2). However, this requires to handle configuration changes by dynamically reloading the program with the updated parameters; more details will be presented in Section 3.2.2.3.

3.2.2.2 Code tailoring

A network function can have a different set of features that are not always needed at runtime. For example, our bridge supports both VLANs and Spanning Tree, but they may not be required (hence be turned off) at a given time. The amount of code needed to handle these features is not negligible and can impact the forwarding performance of the eBPF network function.
Learning 6: Our experiments showed that cutting the superfluous code, at runtime, will bring a significant reduction in the number of control flows and branches of the program, hence simplifying the new code and improving the overall performance of the service, as shown in section 3.3.3.1.

3.2.2.3 Dynamic reloading

The previous two techniques can provide substantial performance gains; however, their value would be impacted without the possibility to reload the program at runtime with a more appropriate version, while maintaining at the same time the state (e.g., maps) and configuration of the old program. Dynamic code reloading is currently supported in eBPF, but the existing software frameworks do not offer any help, leaving this responsibility in the developer’s hands and hence requiring additional complexity when writing efficient network services. Our prototypical code that supports this feature is strongly hinged on reducing the service disruption and packet loss (see Section 3.3.3). While the new service is compiled and injected, the old one still handles the traffic. When the new program is ready, maps of the old instance are attached to it and then atomically swapped by substituting the pointer to the old program with the new one. At this point, the new program will start processing the traffic, and the old one is unloaded.

3.2.3 Data structures

eBPF does not have the concept of “raw” memory as used by classical computers; data are in fact stored in memory areas structured according to a predefined access model (e.g., hash map, lru map, array). As of this writing, there are seventeen types of map that can be used by an eBPF program. Even though the existing set of maps is very large and allows to fulfill the requirements of the majority of applications, in the next two subsections we present some cases in which it may not be enough.

3.2.3.1 Stack map

We may envision a service that needs to maintain a pool of elements that can be consumed (e.g., through a pop action to get the first free element of the pool) or produced (e.g., a push operation to insert an item back in the pool) atomically, hence similar to the behavior of a stack; this is the case of a NAT service, which needs to keep the list of available TCP/UDP ports. Unfortunately, this type of data structure is not present among the set of maps available in eBPF. Although its behavior can be emulated using an array and a global counter, used as the index of the first element to retrieve, it is subject to concurrency problems when multiple instances of the same program access the same data from different kernel threads, causing race conditions.
3.2.3.2 Map with timeout

A typical scenario for networking functions is to have entries in a table with an associated timeout; when an entry is not accessed for a specific time interval, it expires and is removed from the list (e.g., the filtering database of a bridge). Unfortunately, eBPF does not have such a map. This behavior can be emulated by (i) inserting an additional field in the entry that corresponds to the current timestamp and (ii) check, at every access, that the item has expired; if so, the entry is deleted and the service continues as if the entry was not present. Obviously, entries that are no longer accessed will never be deleted unless an LRU (least recently used) map is used. This approach partly complies the lack of this table in eBPF (indeed, it is the approach used to implement our 802.1D bridge), even if it complicates the data and control plane of the service that must take care of discarding old entries, with possible racing conditions.

3.2.3.3 Concurrent map access

When a hook triggers an eBPF program in the kernel, multiple instances of the same eBPF application can be executed simultaneously on different cores. A normal eBPF map has a single instance across all cores and could be accessed simultaneously by the same eBPF program running on different cores. eBPF maps are native kernel objects that are protected through the kernel Read-Copy-Update (RCU) [163] mechanism, which makes their access thread safe, regardless of whether the interaction occurred from userspace or directly from the eBPF program. The fact that map access is thread-safe does not exclude the presence of data races, given the implicit multi-threading capabilities of eBPF and the impossibility to use locks.

The interaction between the control plane and the data plane is also subject to race conditions since they do not have a standard synchronization mechanism. For example in a network bridge, if the cleanup of the filtering database is performed in the control plane, we could create the following situation: (i) the control plane reads an entry from the filtering database and realizes that it is too old, so it must be removed, (ii) the data plane receives a packet for that entry and updates the filtering database with the new timestamp, (iii) the control plane eliminates the newly inserted entry, producing an unexpected behavior.

Learning 7: We have noticed that map access is thread-safe since these structures are protected by the RCU mechanism. However, a race condition can still happen either between control and data plane or from the same eBPF program running on different cores. Unfortunately, we have not yet found a definitive and general solution for all cases. It is, therefore, the developer who has to take care of this problem and find alternative solutions depending on the application logic.
3.2.4 High performance processing with XDP

XDP provides a mechanism to run eBPF programs at the lowest level of the Linux networking stack, directly upon receipt of a packet and immediately out of driver receive queues. It has two operating modes; the first one, called Driver (or Native) mode, is the primary mode of operation; to load eBPF programs at this level, the driver of the netdevice must support this model. Running network applications in XDP produces significant performance benefits (as shown in Section 3.3.4) since the application can perform operations on the packet (e.g., redirect, drop or modify) before any allocation of kernel meta-data structures such as the skb, spending fewer CPU cycles for processing the packet compared to the conventional stack delivery. The second one, called Generic (or SKB) mode allows using XDP within drivers that do not have native support for it, providing a simple way to use and test XDP programs with less dependencies.

In section 3.2.4.1 we show the main differences between XDP and the other network hook point, i.e., TC; we will then present the main drawbacks found in the current support of the Linux kernel for both XDP Driver (section 3.2.4.2) and XDP Generic mode (section 3.2.4.3).

3.2.4.1 Limited helpers

XDP programs are only allowed to call a subset of helpers compared to eBPF services attached to the Traffic Control (TC) layer. In general, eBPF has a set of base helpers (e.g., map lookup/update, tail calls) available for all types of programs, with some specific helpers for each category of hook; approximately 29 available in TC and only 7 in XDP. We summarize the main differences in the following list:

- **Checksum calculation**: Primitives for checksum computations were not fully available in XDP as they are in TC. It is going to be fixed in the upcoming version 4.16 [31] of the Linux kernel, but this prevents an eBPF program exploiting this feature to be executed on an older kernel. In that case, the solution is to recompute the checksum “by hand”, with dedicated code in the XDP program.

- **Push/Pop headers**: XDP does not offer any helper to push and pop a VLAN tag from the packet or to perform tunnel encapsulation or decapsulation. In case this feature is needed, the XDP program can use the more generic bpf_xdp_adjust_head() helper, which provides the ability to adjust the starting offset of the packet along with its size, so it is possible to manipulate the packet according to the application logic.

- **Multi-port transmission**: As already highlighted in 3.2.1.3, an equivalent of the bpf_skb_clone_redirect() helper available in TC is missing in XDP. This does not allow to forward a packet on several ports at the same time,
which is required by different network applications (e.g., bridge, router), unless we implement this feature in the slow path.

**Learning 8:** Writing programs with XDP does not have significant differences compared to TC; most of the actions such as direct packet modification, access to maps or the use of tail calls remain identical with the other hook points. However, the limited number of helpers forces the developer to use more generic functions or to implement those functionalities in the slow path, complicating the code and making it less portable, with the consequence that the code must different depending on the kernel hook to which it is attached.

### 3.2.4.2 XDP Driver mode limitations

Most XDP-enabled drivers today use a specific memory model (e.g., one packet per page) to support XDP on their devices. Among the different actions allowed in XDP, there is the possibility to redirect the packet to another physical interface (XDP_REDIRECT). While this action is currently possible within the same driver, in our understanding, it is not possible between interfaces of different drivers. The main problem is the lack of a common layer/API that the drivers can use to allocate and free pages. With this model, when a driver performs a packet transmission, it can communicate the actual sending, back to the Rx driver, which may recycle the page without having to run into costly DMA unmap operations\(^4\). This lack of generality limits the network applications that can take advantage of the speed gain provided by XDP, that have to entrust the normal stack processing to make the correct forwarding of the packet.

### 3.2.4.3 Generic XDP limitations

As previously mentioned, XDP generic can be used to run XDP programs even on drivers that do not have native XDP support. Although they are executed right after the skb allocation, thus losing the advantages available in the driver mode, it still provides better performance than other hook points such as TC, as shown in section 3.3.4. When triggered, XDP generic programs can modify the content of the received packet; however, if the packet data are part of a cloned skb, an XDP program cannot be executed on this packet, since cloned skb cannot be modified. This leads to some limitations such as handling TCP traffic; in fact, our network function running on the XDP generic hook was never be able to receive TCP traffic, since most of the packets belonging to TCP sessions are cloned, in order to be later retransmitted, if necessary.

\(^4\)An interesting discussion on this topic is available here [37]. A patch towards that direction is available in [38].
Learning 9: Although writing programs compatible with both XDP and TC is not a significant problem, their use is not interchangeable. Using XDP programs as substitutes of TC services is not always possible, resulting advantageous only for specific applications. For example, connecting containers with XDP services may not be appropriate since most of its advantages given by the the early stage in which frames are captured would be lost. The XDP hook has been designed to work mainly in ingress, making tricky the modelization of services such as a firewall that would need, for example, to capture packets generated by the host and going outside the network interface; this is instead possible using TC as a hook point in ingress and in egress.

3.2.5 Service function chaining

The possibility to connect eBPF programs through tail calls in kernel facilitates the combination of network services (e.g., bridge, router, NAT) in a virtual chain, with considerable advantages as shown in [1]. In this way, eBPF services can connect either (i) through a netdevice or (ii) through a tail call, directly to another eBPF module. However, this requires the creation of a different source code based on the port the eBPF program is attached to, since the assembly instructions used in the two cases are different, which is an unnecessary complication for a developer.

Learning 10: To make the internal logic of the service independent from the connection type, we can introduce the concept of virtual port, which is used by the network function to receive and forward the traffic, and we can dynamically generate the proper source code for any given port. However, the creation of this level of abstraction, so that eBPF programs are independent from the type of interconnection with the outside world, is certainly possible but requires a significant effort of the programmer as it is not explicitly foreseen by any available framework.

3.3 Experimental Evaluation

This Section provides experimental evidence about the topics discussed in Section 3.2, showing the impact of the main eBPF limitations and the improvements made in our prototypes. This evaluation leverages some of the network services we have implemented, hence exploiting real applications as a test-bench for our measurements.

3.3.1 Test environment and evaluation metrics

Our testbed encompasses two machines (Intel i7-4770 CPU running at 3.40GHz, four cores plus hyper-threading, 8MB of L3 cache and 32GB RAM) physically
connected to each other through two direct 10Gbps links terminated in an Intel X540-AT2 Ethernet NIC. Both machines feature an Ubuntu Server 16.04.4 LTS, kernel 4.14.1\(^5\), with the eBPF JIT flag enabled.

Throughput was tested by generating a unidirectional stream of 64B packets through Pktgen-DPDK 3.4.9, with a rate that is dynamically adjusted to achieve no more than 1% packet loss; depending on the test, packets may be looped to the sender machine. Latency tests were carried out with Moongen [58], which generates the same traffic pattern as before but it exploits the hardware timestamp on the NIC to determine the traveling time of a frame when returns back to the sender; by default, one frame every millisecond is sampled. All tests were repeated ten times and the figures contain error bars representing the standard error calculated from the different runs.

Unless explicitly stated, all tests generate traffic so that only one CPU core is involved in the processing. Consequently, throughput in case of real deployment can be much higher than the reported values thanks to the session-based traffic load balancing provided by the Linux kernel, which automatically exploits multiple CPU cores for the processing.

3.3.2 Overcoming eBPF limitations

3.3.2.1 Slow-path forwarding performance

Section 3.2.1 showed the most important eBPF limitations that prevent the implementation of all the features required by complex network applications in the data path, which can be delegated to a more flexible userspace component, although with reduced performance.

To validate this module, we used our 802.1D bridge with two ports connected to the physical interfaces of the machine under test. The bridge service uses the slow path when a packet for an unknown MAC destination is received; in that case, it will be sent to the slow path module, which floods that packet to all output ports. To test this feature, we forced our bridge to send each packet to the slow path, from where they are forwarded to the output port.

Figure 3.1a shows the throughput calculated in different networking hook points, i.e., Traffic Control, XDP Generic and XDP Native between the slow path and the fast path. We notice that, while the fast path forwarding varies depending on the hook point used (XDP performs better than the Traffic Control), the same is not valid for the slow path; the latter, in fact, uses the same mechanism to send the packet to userland regardless the hook point type to which the eBPF program is\(^5\)

\(^5\)We noticed that with newer kernels (e.g., 4.15/6) there is a marked performance deterioration, as shown in Figure 3.1a, supposedly due to the fixes introduced after the Meltdown and Spectre vulnerability disclosure.
attached, hence representing the bottleneck for this test. Moreover, we notice that processing a packet in the slow path takes about three times more time than the same processing done in the kernel. In this case, the maximum forwarding rate is about 0.3Mpps regardless of packet size, since most of the time is spent in moving the packet to userspace (and back), significantly reducing the forwarding speed.

Figure 3.1b indicates the latency measurements calculated in the same conditions as before; we can notice that as long as the traffic remains below the maximum throughput calculated for each hook point, the latency values are almost the same regardless the hook type; this is due the batching mechanisms adopted by the driver that introduce a fixed cost on the packet processing. On the other hand, slow path processing incurs in a higher overhead due to the additional copy of the packet between kernel-userspace. Also, we notice how the latency grows when approaching the maximum value calculated in the previous test; in this case, the packet loss value increases considerably with a consequent delay in the packet processing. For example, the throughput of the bridge service calculated in Traffic Control is 2.22Mpps, and the peak in latency is seen at 2.5Mpps (in the graph, we do not show the absolute value for readability reasons, but it is, in all three cases, over one millisecond). The same behavior is identified in XDP Generic and XDP Native, where the spike is at 3Mpps and 4Mpps respectively. These numbers indicate the importance of performing most of the actions in the eBPF fast-path, reducing the number of trips to the slow path. It is worth noticing that in real cases we have seen few packets to be raised as exceptions and sent through the slow path, being closer to 100% of the packets handled in the kernel for normal applications.
3.3.3 Enabling more aggressive service optimization

3.3.3.1 Code tailoring

To evaluate the potential benefits of this technique we took our bridge service and we changed its features at runtime, enabling the VLAN and Spanning Tree (STP) and measuring the final throughput using the same traffic, independently from the enabled feature. Figure 3.2a shows how the complexity increases, in terms of BPF instructions, when functionalities requiring more complex actions are enabled. For instance, handling STP requires to parse and recognize BPDUs, requiring also the intervention of the control plane. This complexity is then reflected in the overall forwarding performance of the service, where we can see a drop of up to 20% of the throughput between the baseline, in which acts as a simple L2 learning Bridge, to the full version of the bridge that supports VLAN and STP. Note that this performance improvement would not be possible without the code tailoring and the dynamic reloading, forcing the user to work with the full version of the bridge even if those features were not required at that moment.

3.3.3.2 Moving configuration data from memory to code

To estimate the goodness of this technique, we used our bridge service, comparing the actual throughput in the three different hook points, when the optimization is enabled and when it is not, as shown in Figure 3.2b. In this specific case, the optimization consists in moving the content of the filtering database from memory (i.e., a map) directly into the code, with the entries statically embedded in it, for example via a switch-case on the destination MAC address to forward the packet on the right port. Obviously, we set a maximum limit to the entries directly written in the code. This feature permits to optimize the most common case, by statically inserting the entry within the code, hence avoiding (costly) memory accesses, with performance benefits ranging from 5% or 10%, with the possibility of obtaining higher gains by combining this technique with the previous one.

3.3.3.3 Reloading

This technique is heavily used in our services (in conjunction with the ones described above) to adjust the code injected in the kernel with the updated runtime service parameters. Table 3.1 shows the cost of this technique by comparing the reloading time for different services, which can be split into two pieces. The first one is the time needed to compile the C source code into eBPF assembly instructions while the second is the time required to inject the program in the kernel, which involves a pass in the in-kernel verifier.

We notice how the compilation phase consumes most of the reloading time (we leverage bcc [17] to appropriately package eBPF modules in the kernel) while only
Effect on the end-to-end throughput, using the code tailoring technique (left) and the moving configuration from memory to code (right).

Table 3.1: Reloading time of various eBPF services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>C LOC</th>
<th>BPF Insn</th>
<th>Compilation (ms)</th>
<th>Injection (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kernel .h</td>
<td>UAPI .h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall*</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>1564</td>
<td>8683</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBDSR</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBRP</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This service uses a chain of eBPF programs; the time shown refers to the time needed to compile and inject the entire programs chain, which comprises several eBPF programs.

A small part, around 1%, is spent on the in-kernel injection. Also, we realized that using the Linux standard kernel headers introduces a considerable overhead as they internally include other headers that are not needed by our eBPF program. By carefully selecting the headers present in the uapi directory, which are often smaller and more compact, we noticed a significant reduction in compilation time, as shown in the firewall service in Table 3.1. In fact, this service uses multiple eBPF programs in the data path; optimizing the compilation time of every small program reduces the overall reloading time of the service. It is important to notice that bcc provides additional primitives to facilitate the interaction with the eBPF ecosystem; during the compilation phase, the code is then rewritten mapping the bcc-provided...
helpers into the corresponding eBPF functions. The compilation time shown in the Table 3.1 is the sum of three phases (of approximately the same duration) during which the code is pre-processed, rewritten and ultimately compiled producing the final BPF assembler code.

Some works such as [42] keep compiled versions of their services and then perform an optimization directly on the compiled code, without this additional overhead. However, we believe that this mechanism limits the potential of previous techniques, reducing their possible optimizations. Although in this case the overall reloading time would not be negligible, as we explained in Section 3.2.2.3, we swap the existing program with its optimized version after the program has been compiled and injected, thus avoiding any service disruption.

### 3.3.4 High performance processing with XDP

**XDP Native.** The performance benefits of Native XDP services are evident from the previous figures. In fact, attaching the same program in XDP Native mode leads to an increase in performance of about 65% (Figures 3.1a-3.1b), allowing to achieve higher throughput. In addition, when comparing XDP programs with the other hook points at the same throughput, it brings to a significant reduction of CPU consumption due to the lower overhead for packets management. This speed comes with the limitation that programs of this type can only be used when the entry points of the chain are physical or virtual interfaces, while they must return to the normal stack delivery in case of different workloads (e.g., containers).

**XDP Generic.** Previous figures show that XDP Generic provides about a 25% of performance improvement compared to Traffic Control (TC), allowing us to conclude that it can be used to speed up the performance of services even for drivers that do not have native XDP support. Generic XDP programs may be directly attached to virtual ethernet interfaces (veth) providing services to workloads such as containers, with hopefully a performance increment. However, this feature may result difficult to apply in real-world scenarios, due to the problem mentioned in Section 3.2.4.3.

### 3.3.5 Service function chaining

The ability to directly connect eBPF services to each other in the kernel (section 3.2.5) is a significant advantage of this technology. This section evaluates the overhead of the tail calls in the three different hook points by using a simple program that forwards a packet between two physical interfaces, but whose code

---

6Recently, support for receiving frames with XDP has been added to the tuntap driver [162].
includes a growing number of (empty) tail calls. As shown in Figure 3.3, the overhead of the tail calls is almost negligible up to 8, which is enough for most of the applications, while it increases significantly with 16 and 32; the reason of this additional overhead is given by the presence of indirect jumps, which are converted to retpoline [30] to protect against the branch target injection vulnerability disclosure (a.k.a., Spectre).

### 3.4 Conclusions

This chapter presents our experience in developing complex network applications with eBPF, an up-and-coming technology that allows executing code at runtime in the Linux kernel, without the need to package custom kernel modules. We described the main limitations of this technology demonstrating how, in most cases, these can be circumvented without affecting the necessities of real network applications. In other cases, we have proposed alternative solutions to overcome these limitations. Thus, we identified and discussed several ideas related to the possibility of injecting code dynamically in the kernel that opens the way to several new optimizations strategies. Finally, we verified the real applicability of the proposed ideas and the consequent performance advantages, exploiting the several applications we created for our experiments. We are confident that this type of practical learnings can positively influence ongoing development and advancements in the field of eBPF-based network services and applications.

*Note:* The eBPF subsystem is in continuous development and new features, as well as performance improvements, are added daily. As a consequence, it is possible that some performance results or limitation presented in this chapter are now obsolete. For instance, support for stack and queue maps was added recently, the overhead
given by consecutive tail calls has been almost removed [32] and the maximum num-
ber of instructions for every eBPF program has been increased to 1 million [150].
On the other hand, most of the limitations and results showed in this work are still
valid since they are part of the security model of the eBPF subsystem.
Chapter 4

Polycube: A Framework for Flexible and Efficient In-Kernel Network Services

4.1 Introduction

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) enables network services to be transformed in pure software images that are executed on standard servers. This technology guarantees lower costs thanks to the reduction of the number of physical appliances [59] and to the possibility to rely on (cheap) commodity hardware. At the same time, it enables more agile services thanks to the click-and-play nature of the software.

The most common approach to NFV is through a set of (chained) VMs or containers, connected by means of a virtual switch [127]. This often includes heterogeneous applications, built from different vendors, with diverse characteristics e.g., in terms of configuration protocols and life-cycle management, which complicates day-by-day operations [123]. This heterogeneity impairs also on the possibility to achieve higher throughput through cross-NF optimizations, as each application operates in isolation. For instance, even simple approaches, such as zero-copy or shared memory between cascading functions (e.g., [20, 79, 123, 134]), are often very difficult to deploy in practice. Furthermore, advanced features such as service decomposition [96], fault-tolerance [143], high availability [67, 129], should be provided separately for each VNF, complicating the design of the control plane and making the system more complex [63]. Finally, the computational requirement for the above VNFs is often huge, due to the number of different components involved (e.g., hypervisors, VMs with their guest operating systems, vSwitch, etc.) not to mention the cost in moving a packet during its journey, due to the many components traversed and the several transitions between kernel and user space.

Driven by the above-mentioned issues, several NFV frameworks [125, 73, 123]
have been presented with the goal of providing both a programming model (for building NFs) and an execution environment (for running NFs) together with a set of common abstractions that avoid re-implementing same functionality across different services. The majority of the state-of-the-art NFV frameworks rely on kernel-bypass approaches (e.g., DPDK [54], Netmap [133]) to provide high-level performance in terms of throughput and latency.

Although they bring unquestionable performance improvements, there are some scenarios where they may not be appropriate or their performance result limited, as we have seen in the previous chapters. On the other hand, the alternative to them is to perform the processing entirely in the kernel. A few years ago, this would have been a “dumb” idea; the monolithic design of the Linux kernel was a great limitation for two desired properties of network function: performance and flexibility. Network applications relying on kernel components (e.g., OvS [127]) have been proved hard to evolve due to the cost of managing kernel modules or to deal with a large and complex codebase, “convince” maintainers of its usefulness, and wait for a new release; a process that may take several months, or years. However, the recent introduction of the extended Berkeley Packet Filter has introduced a new type of application deployment method for the Linux kernel, resuming the opportunity to achieve (i) the desired flexibility, thanks to the possibility to dynamically inject userspace defined programs into the kernel without having to restart the machine or rely on custom kernel modules, and (ii) performance, since it is possible to “skip” specific sections of the TCP/IP stack, if not needed.

In this chapter we present Polycube, a novel software framework that enables the creation, deployment and management of in-kernel network functions. In particular, it offers (i) the possibility to implement complex functions where the data plane is executed in the kernel context, (ii) enables the creation of arbitrary service chains, hence simplifying the creation of complex services through the composition of many elementary components and (iii) offers a service-agnostic interface that decouples the control and management logic (which is generic and valid for all services) from the actual service logic, hence enabling the dynamic and seamless deployment of arbitrary network services. In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:

- We show the design and architecture of Polycube (section 4.3). Although Polycube contains several ideas and concept that are shared among the existing NFV frameworks (e.g., modularity, functional service decomposition), it applies them to the kernel world, which implies different challenges and design solution to be achieved in this scenario. To the best of our knowledge, Polycube is currently the only opensource framework that provides a unified architecture for the development, execution and chaining of in-kernel network functions.
• We provide a description of the APIs and abstractions provided to the developers to simplify the development of new services (section 4.4).

• We demonstrate the practical benefits and of the Polycube programming model with a complex application, namely a network provider plugin for Kubernetes (section 4.8).

Polycube source code, documentation and implementations of the various network services are available at GitHub [12].

4.2 Design Goals and Challenges

The main objective of Polycube is to provide a common framework to network function developers to bring the power and innovation promised by NFV to the world of in-kernel packet processing. This has been made possible in the recent years thanks to the introduction of eBPF. However, eBPF was not created with this goal in mind; it serves only as a generic virtual machine that enables the execution of user-defined program into the kernel, attaching them to specific points into the Linux TCP/IP stack or to generic kernel functions (e.g., kprobes).

Common structure and abstractions for developing in-kernel NFs. The eBPF subsystem and, more generally, in-kernel applications do not have the concept of virtual ports from which the traffic is received or sent out. Moreover, as we have seen in Chapter 3, the realization of complex network functionalities are not always possible in eBPF, given its security model that is forced by the in-kernel verifier to ensure that the execution of the program does not harm the system. For instance, no abstractions current exist to implement the (complex) control plane of a service, hence forcing developers to dedicate a considerable amount of time to handle common control plane operations (e.g., user-kernel interaction).

Polycube must provide a common programming framework and models to allow developers to use high-level abstractions to solve common problems or known limitations in an efficient and transparent way, while the framework optimizes the implementations of those abstractions, ensuring high performance.

Simple management and execution of the NFs. Polycube must allow external operators (e.g., SDN controllers, orchestrators, network administrators) to configure in-kernel functionalities to support a diverse set of use cases. This implies the possibility to compose and configure the datapath functionalities or to dynamically upgrade or substitute a given service at runtime. A clear separation between the in-kernel data plane and the control plane would be desired, so that is becomes easier to dynamically regenerate and reconfigure the data path to implement the user policies.
Programmable and extensible service chaining. In a NFV environment, a packet is typically processed by a sequence of NFs, giving the possibility to run different NFs at the same time, which are also manufactured by multiple vendors. Polycube must enable the possibility to create chain of NFs in the kernel, guaranteeing the correct forwarding sequence and same degree of isolation between them.

4.3 Architecture Overview

This Section introduces first the main ideas that inspired the design of Polycube; then it will present the resulting software architecture and the most significant implementation details.

4.3.1 Unified Point of Control

All network functions within Polycube feature a unified point of control, which enables the configuration of high-level directives such as the desired service topology. In addition, it facilitates the provisioning of cross-network function optimizations that could not be applied with separately managed services. Polycube supports this model through a single, service-agnostic, userspace daemon, called polycubed, which is in charge of interacting with the different network function instances. Each different type of virtual function is called Cube, which are similar to plugins that can be installed and launched at runtime. A new Cube can be easily added to the framework within a specific registration phase, in which the service sends the information required for its identification, such as the service type or the minimum kernel version required to run the service. When the service is registered, different instances of it can be created by contacting polycubed, which acts mainly as a proxy; it receives a request from a northbound REST interface and forwards it to the proper service instance, returning back the answer to the user.

4.3.2 Structure of Polycube services

Each Polycube service is made up of a control plane and a data plane. The data plane is responsible for per-packet processing and forwarding, while the control and management plane is in charge of service configuration and non-dataplane tasks (e.g., routing protocols). Although this separation between the control and data plane is common in many network functions architectures, Polycube provides a clear separation between these components; each service is composed of a set of standard parts that make it easier for the programmers to implement the desired behavior, while Polycube takes care of creating all the surrounding glue logic, handling all the interactions and communications between the different components.
4.3.2.1 Data plane

The data plane portion of a network service is executed per packet, with the consequent necessity to keep its cost as small as possible. A Polycube service data plane is characterized of a fast path, namely the eBPF code that is injected into the kernel, and a slow path, which handles packets that cannot be fully processed in the kernel or that would require additional operations, slowing down the processing of the other packets.

Fast path. When fired, the fast path retrieves the packet and its associated meta-data from the receive queues, then it executes the injected eBPF instructions. Typical operations are usually very fast, such as packet parsing, lookups in memory (e.g., to classify the packet), and map updates, such as storing data in memory (e.g., statistics), for further processing. When those operations are carried out, the fast path returns a forwarding decision for that particular packet or send it to the slow path for further processing.

Polycube supports the composition of a service fast path as a set of micro-functional blocks, which can be created by stitching multiple eBPF programs together, controlled and injected separately from the control plane using the Polycube service-independent APIs. This set of eBPF micro-blocks, called micro-cubes ($\mu$Cubes), are part of a single Cube instance and are handled by an unique control plane and slow path module, as opposed to different Cube instances that have their own controllers. This modular design introduces the necessity to specify an order of
execution of the $\mu$Cubes inside the NF; when a packet reaches a Cube composed of different micro-blocks, Polycube has to know the first module to execute, which in turn will trigger the execution of the others $\mu$Cubes within an arbitrary order based on its internal logic. To do this, Polycube introduces the concept of HEAD $\mu$Cube, which is unique within the Cube itself and represents the entry point of the entire service, whose execution is triggered upon the reception of a packet in a port. Then, it can “jump” to the others $\mu$Cubes. Having a different set of eBPF programs, each one performing a specific function, is useful in particular for two reasons. First, it allows the developer to handle each feature separately, enabling the creation of loosely coupled services with different functionalities (e.g., packet parsing, classification, field modification) to be dynamically composed and replaced; each single $\mu$Cube can be substituted at runtime with a different version or can be directly removed from the chain if its features are not needed anymore. Second, it can be useful to overcome some well-known eBPF limitations such as the maximum size of an eBPF program or the inability to create unbounded loops in the code.

**Slow path.** Although eBPF offers the possibility to perform some complex and arbitrary actions on packets, it suffers from some well-known limitations due to its restricted virtual machine, which however are necessary to guarantee the integrity of the system. Those limitations may impair the flexibility of the network function, which (i) may not be able to perform complex actions directly in the eBPF fast path or (ii) could slow down its execution, adding more instructions in the fast path to handle exceptional cases. To overcome those limitations, Polycube introduces an additional data plane component that is no longer limited by the eBPF virtual machine and it can hence execute arbitrary code. The slow path module is executed in userspace and interacts with the eBPF fast path using a set of components provided by the framework. The eBPF fast path program can redirect packets (with custom meta-data) to the slow path, similar to Packet-In messages in OpenFlow. Similarly, the slow path can send packets back to the fast path; in this case, Polycube provides the possibility to inject the packet into the ingress queue of the network function port, simulating the reception of a new packet from the network, or into the egress queue, hence pushing the packet out of the network function.

**4.3.2.2 Control and management plane**

The control plane of a virtual network function is the place where out-of-band tasks, needed to control the data plane and to react to possible complex events (e.g., Routing Protocols, Spanning Tree), are implemented. It is the point of entry for external players (e.g., service orchestrator, user CLI) that need to access service’s resources, modify (e.g., for configuration) or read service parameters (e.g., reading statistics) and receive notifications from the service fast path or slow path. Polycube
defines a specific control and management module that performs the previously described functions. It exposes a set of REST APIs used to perform the typical CRUD (create-read-update-delete) operations on the service itself; these APIs are automatically generated by the framework starting from the service description (i.e., a YANG model of the service), removing this additional implementation overhead to the programmer. To interact with the service, an external player has to contact polycubed, which uses the service instance, contained in the URL, to identify which service the request is directed and dispatches it to the corresponding service control path, which in turn serves the request modifying its internal state or reflecting the changes to the service data path instance. More details on how the control plane and the REST APIs of each service are automatically generated is presented in Section 4.6.

4.3.3 Remote vs Local services

The separation between the data and control plane allows to execute the two components separately, not necessarily on the same server. While the former is running in the server, the latter can be executed either locally or remotely. Polycube may support both local services, installed as local applications on the same server of polycubed and whose interaction is through direct calls, and remote services, possibly running on a different machine and communicating with polycubed through RPC mechanism. When a new service is plugged into the framework, it communicates to polycubed if it is local or remote. In the first case, the path to the service executable (i.e., a dynamic library file) is specified and polycubed loads the library at runtime, forwarding the requests to the service control path as a normal function call. In the second case the service is registered by providing the remote RPC endpoint; in that case all subsequent requests for that service will be redirected through the RPC channel. Polycube provides a management interface that allows to control any service data plane, regardless of the service type and structure, hence being agnostic to the control plane location. It allows to get access to any registered service in the same way from its REST interface, facilitating the service developer who does not have to deal with the low-level details of the communication with the daemon.

4.4 APIs and Abstractions

Polycube provides a set of high-level APIs and abstractions to the developers to simplify the writing of a new service, both from the control plane and the data plane point of view. For example, it adds useful abstractions to manage special packets, to cope with special processing that may complicate (and slow down) the fast path, or to react to special events such as timeouts. Polycube implement such functions
### Helper Functions Provided by Polycube at Different Levels of the NF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Helper Function</th>
<th>Arguments</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast path (eBPF)</td>
<td>pcn_pkt_send</td>
<td>md, out_port</td>
<td>Redirect a pkt to a VNF interface (physical or virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast path (eBPF)</td>
<td>pcn_pkt_controller</td>
<td>reason</td>
<td>Send a pkt to the slow path with a given reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast path (eBPF)</td>
<td>pcn_pkt_controller_md</td>
<td>md, reason</td>
<td>Send a notification to userspace with a specific reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast path (eBPF)</td>
<td>pcn_call_ingress_program</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>Call the µCube at a given index attached to the ingress pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast path (eBPF)</td>
<td>pcn_call_egress_program</td>
<td>index</td>
<td>Call the µCube at a given index attached to the egress pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow path (user)</td>
<td>pcn_packet_in</td>
<td>pkt, md, reason</td>
<td>Callback executed when a notification is sent to userspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow path (user)</td>
<td>pcn_send_packet_out</td>
<td>pkt, dir</td>
<td>Send a packet out to the ingress or egress pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast/slow path</td>
<td>pcn_log</td>
<td>level, txt</td>
<td>Print debug messages with a given verbosity level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control plane</td>
<td>pcn_reload</td>
<td>code, idx</td>
<td>Reload the µCube at a given index with the new code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Helper functions provided by Polycube at different levels of the NF.

As additional methods loaded and compiled together with the user-provided data plane code; then, they will be part of the final object eBPF file that is injected into the kernel. Table 4.1 shows some of the main helper functions introduced by Polycube at different levels of the network service code, i.e., the eBPF fast-path, the slow path, and the control and management plane.

#### 4.4.1 Transparent Port Handling

A Polycube network service instance is composed by a set of virtual ports that are uniquely identified through a *name* and an *index* inside the service itself. Each port of the service can be attached to a Linux network device or to another service port by means of the *peer* parameter. When the fast path of the service decides to redirect the packet to a specific output port, it can use the `pcn_pkt_redirect()` function to send the packet to the next hop whether it is a net-device or another Polycube service. Although the implementations for the above two types of next
hops are quite different, Polycube hides this difference by providing a generic helper that receives the virtual index of the output port and, if the port is connected to a netdevice, redirects the packet to the attached netdevice, otherwise jumps directly to the next Polycube network function in the chain.

**Ports connected to the Linux TCP/IP stack.** One of the significant advantages of eBPF is that it is deeply tied to the Linux kernel subsystem, providing the same safety guarantees of the kernel as well as accessing primitives and functionalities available within the core, without having to implement them from scratch. A Cube may want to customize just a small portion of the entire journey of the packet in the Linux TCP/IP stack (e.g., performing rate limiting or DDoS mitigation); in this scenario, after being processed by the Cube the packet should follow the usual processing flow through the networking stack.

Polycube supports this scenario through the introduction of a special *port* value, called *Host Port*, which connects a port of the Cube directly to the Linux networking stack. When a Cube redirects a packet to this port, both from the control or the data plane, Polycube transparently send it to the host kernel networking stack, where it will continue the standard processing.

### 4.4.2 Fast-slow path interaction

In Polycube, each instance of a service has its own private copies of *fast* and *slow* paths; Polycube takes care of service isolation by delivering packets generated by the fast path to the corresponding slow path instance and vice versa. It uses two separate (hidden to the developers) eBPF programs, the *Encapsulator* and *Decapsulator*, which are instantiated and injected into the kernel when `polycubed` is started.

**Encapsulator.** Figure 4.2a shows the flow of operations performed when sending a packet from the eBPF fast path to the slow path running in userspace. If the packet currently processed in the eBPF service fast path requires additional inspections or further processing, it can be sent to the slow path module of the service by means of the `pcn_pkt_redirect_controller()` helper. This function receives as parameters the reason why the packet has to be sent to the slow path and, optionally, additional meta-data fields. Polycube hides the implementation details of the communication between the eBPF fast path program and the service slow path; it sends the packet to an eBPF control module (the *Encapsulator* shown in Figure 4.2a), that will copy the packet and its meta-data into a *perf ring buffer*, which
is used by `polycubed` to read the corresponding data from userspace\(^1\). Together with the custom metadata, the `Encapsulator` adds some internal information, such as the `index` of the Cube instance that has generated the message, which are used by the Polycube daemon to call the `packet_in()` function of the associated service’s slow path.

**Decapsulator.** This component handles the reverse communication, which happens when the slow path (or the control plane) of the service wants to inject a packet back in the fast path or send it out on a specific Cube port. In the first case, Polycube simulates the reception of the packet from a specific Cube port, which is specified by the control or slow path module through a specific Polycube helper function, while in the latter case the output port of the Cube is provided. When called, this function triggers the execution of the `Demultiplexer`, which copies the `index` of the Cube originating the message into a specific eBPF map shared with the `Decapsulator`; then, it sends the packet on a TAP interface specifically created by `polycubed`. Differently from the `Encapsulator`, it does not use the perf buffer to communicate with the `Demultiplexer`, which is only available for the kernel-userspace communication and not for the opposite. The reception of a packet on the TAP interface triggers the execution of the `Decapsulator` eBPF program, which

\(^1\)eBPF provides specific helpers that allow to store custom data into a perf event ring buffer. Userspace programs can then use this buffer as a data channel for receiving events from the kernel.
is attached to the eBPF hook point of the TAP interface. When executed, the De-
capsulator extracts the index of the eBPF program to call from the map and jumps
to the next program, following the same operations described in Section 4.5.

4.4.3 Debug mechanism

Polycube provides a debug helper that can be used in both fast and slow/
control path to print debug messages. Although this feature is quite common for
userspace programs, it is not the same for the eBPF programs. They can use
the `bpf_trace_printk()` function to print debug messages; once the program is
loaded, the verifier checks whether program is calling this function and allocates
additional buffers, which may slow-down the processing of the function. Polycube
uses a more efficient mechanism through the `pcn_log()` helper; when called, this
helper uses a `perf ring buffer` to send debug messages to `polycubed`, which redirects them to the current log file, as for the slow and control path. Finally, using
different log levels, `polycubed` is able to dynamically remove all the references to
the debug messages under the specified log level, reloading the service fast path to
reflect the changes.

4.4.4 Table abstractions

To store the network function state across different runs of the same program
or to pass configuration data from the control path to the fast path, a Polycube
service uses eBPF tables, which are defined into the service fast path and are created
when the program is loaded. Every eBPF table has a scope into the system, which
expresses the possibility to read and/or modify the table content from another eBPF
program. Polycube introduces the possibility to define `PRIVATE` tables, which are
only accessible from the same μCube where they have been declared and `PUBLIC`
tables, which are instead accessible from every μCube running in the machine. In
addition, since Polycube supports the possibility to compose the network function
data path as a collection of μCubes (i.e., simple eBPF programs), we added the
concept of `SHARED` tables, where a table can in fact be shared between a given set
of μCubes. In this case, when the table is instantiated, it is possible to specify the
namespace within which this table will be shared.

4.4.5 Transparent Support for Multiple Hook Points

Polycube supports two different type of services that corresponds to the existing
`networking` “attachments” points (a.k.a., eBPF hooks) available in the eBPF
subsystem, namely Traffic Control (TC) and eXpress Data Path (XDP). Although
in eBPF, the initial context and the type of operations available differ from the
two hooks, Polycube hides those differences allowing the developer to focus only on
Fast path transparency. Polycube provides the ability to write the data plane of a network function (i.e., the eBPF program) independently from the type of hook to which it is attached. TC and XDP programs differ in: (i) the initial context available when the eBPF program is triggered, which represent basically the received packet, (ii) the type of helpers that the program is allowed to call and (iii) the return type of the program, which communicates the forwarding decision for that specific packet. Polycube hides the above differences providing additional custom helper functions that are used to manipulate or perform different operations on the packets regardless from the type of program currently used. In particular, it “wraps” the execution of the program around two additional components that are executed before and after a packet enters and/or leaves the Cube. Those wrappers take care of converting the original context into a standard Polycube format and perform the reverse translation on the opposite direction. Note: we will see in Section 4.5 how these wrappers are fundamental for the implementation of the Polycube service chaining.

Slow & Control path transparency. Even the interaction between the fast and slow path is subjected to differences depending on the type of hook point in which the function is executed. As for the previous case, Polycube provides a transparent API for this interaction, hiding the details to the developers, who do not have to worry about the mechanisms used to exchange data. The encapsulator and decapsulator, shown in Section 4.4.2 are another example of this seamless interaction. The implementation of those components depend on the hook point at which the service is attached; when a packet from the control/slow path of a service is injected into the fast path, polycubed selects the appropriate control program depending on the type of the service instance.

4.4.6 Transparent Services

A Polycube standard service (i.e., a Cube) is made of a set of virtual ports. When a packet is received on a specific port, the Cube takes a forwarding decision to redirect the packet to one of its output interfaces. This process may depend on the specific port configuration and the behavior configured for each service. For example, a router Cube has an IP address associated to each of its ports; when a new packet arrives it checks the routing table to find the next-hop address and forward the packet consequently.

On the other hand, there are services that do not have any specific port configuration, and their behavior is independent from the number of ports or their parameters. To address this case, Polycube introduces the concept of transparent
cubes. A transparent cube does not take any forwarding decision. It is composed of an ingress pipeline that is called when a packet enters the service, and an egress pipeline that is called when the packet leaves the cube. Moreover, it has to be attached to a specific port that can be either a virtual port of another cube or a Linux netdev.

Transparent services attached to Cube’s port. Multiple transparent cubes can be attached to a port of a Cube by specifying a position in which the transparent service should be placed with respect to the others transparent cubes; this also defines the order of execution of the services. When attached, they have the possibility to inherit some specific parent’s port configurations that can be used to automatically configure the service itself. For example, in Figure 4.3a a NAT service attached to a router’s port can read the corresponding IP address and use it for the NAT translation.

Transparent services attached to netdevs. A transparent cube can be also directly attached to a Linux netdev, as shown in Figure 4.3b. When a packet reaches the netdevice, the ingress pipeline of the service is called; once completed, the packet is passed to the host’s TCP/IP stack. At the same way, when a packet is sent out to the netdevice, the egress pipeline is executed. Polycube loads the ingress pipeline into the eBPF ingress hook (i.e., XDP or TC_INGRESS) and egress (i.e., TC_EGRESS) hooks.

4.5 Service Chaining Design

A Polycube service chain involves of a set of network function instances that are connected to each other by means of virtual ports, which are in turn peered with a Linux networking device or another in-kernel NF instance. In the standard model, eBPF programs do not have the concept of port from which traffic is received or sent out; it only provides a tail call mechanism to “jump” from one program to another.
To provide this abstraction, Polycube uses a set of additional eBPF components and wrappers around the user-defined code; Figure 4.4 shows the resulting design.

When a packet traverses a chain in Polycube, it carries some metadata (e.g., ingress virtual port, module index), which are internally used by Polycube to correctly isolate the various NFs and implement the desired chain. In particular, the cube index is used to uniquely identify the Cube fast path inside the framework and it is uniquely generated when the Cube instance is created. Before injecting the Cube’s fast path, Polycube augments the user-defined code with a set of wrappers that are executed before and after the service itself. In particular, the pre-processor contains the set of functions necessary to process the incoming traffic, while the post-processor contains the helpers used by the fast path to send the traffic outside of the Cube.

**Pipeline Example.** We will now walk through a simple example to illustrate how packets are passed through the Polycube service chain. In Figure 4.4 we have an instance of a Polycube Bridge service, called br1 with two virtual ports connected respectively to a Linux networking device (i.e., netdev1) and to the first port of an instance of Router Cube, called r1. First, when a new port is created in the br1 instance, Polycube assigns a unique virtual port identifier (i.e., vport) to each port; in our case, the port attached to the router has id #0, while the other has...
id #1. At the same way, the router’s port attached to the bridge has id #0. When a new packet is received to the physical interface netdev1, it has to execute the br1 fast path and be presented as coming from the virtual port #1. To support this abstraction, every time a Cube port is peered with a Linux networking device, Polycube loads two additional eBPF programs. The Input eBPF program, which is attached to the ingress hook of the interface, is loaded and compiled at runtime with some pre-defined information such as the virtual port id (i.e., #1 in the example in the figure) associated by Polycube to that Cube port and the index of the module to which the port is attached (i.e., #11). Upon the reception of a new packet from the physical interface attached to the bridge, the input program is triggered; it copies the vport value into an eBPF per-cpu array map shared with the bridge instance and performs a tail call to the br1 pre-processor, using the hard-coded module index.

At this point, the control passes to the pre-processor module of br1, which extracts the vport from the shared map (and possible additional metadata such as the packet length, headers) and invokes the br1 code. The Cube fast path can then use the vport to send traffic outside as result of a forwarding decision; this is possible through a specific helper function contained in the post-processor, which will redirect the packet to the next module of the chain. The post-processor uses an additional auxiliary data structure, the ForwardChain, to obtain the index of the next module of the chain corresponding to the given vport. This map has a local scope and represents the actual connection matrix of the service instance with the rest of the world. In our example, the lookup into the ForwardChain map with vport #0 returns the next virtual port id of r1 (i.e., 0) and the index of the eBPF program corresponding to that Cube (i.e., 10). As before, the post-processor copies the vport into the shared map and “jumps” to the r1 pre-processor, which can then perform a tail call using the PatchPanel to get the real address of the next eBPF program. On the other hand, if br1 decides to redirect the packet to the port #0, the post-processor retrieves the next module index (i.e., 1) from the ForwardChain and jumps to this module, which corresponds to the Output program associated with the physical interface. As for the input program, this module is injected with a pre-defined if_index of the netdevice, which uses in the bpf_redirect() helper function to send the packet out on netdev1.

To simplify the pipeline example, we have omitted the case in which the Cube is composed of several µCubes (section 4.3.2.1). Conceptually, the operations remain the same; the only difference is that, after the pre-processor, the code of the MASTER µCube is called, which in turn uses an internal ForwardChain to jump from one µCube to another.

---

2The only way to share information from one eBPF program to another is to copy the data into shared eBPF maps. For the internal communications, Polycube uses per-cpu maps, which provide better performance thanks to their lockless access. Since a packet is processed only within a single core (eBPF does not allow preemption), this mechanism is safe.
4.6 Management and Control Plane

The capability to add (or remove) a network function dynamically (even from a remote server) into polycubed provides several advantages such as the possibility to update an existing service, adding functionality without modifying the network functions currently deployed and running. To support this model, the Polycube core (i.e., polycubed) has been designed to be completely independent from the type of network function that is installed. Polycubed has no idea of how the network function is composed internally or what are its functionalities, and it takes only care of forwarding the request to the proper service instance. This approach does not require changes to polycubed whenever changes to the individual service are needed; when the service is being updated, it is unplugged from the framework, updated and plugged-in again without affecting existing services. On the other hand, it complicates the service design, which has to define the interface to the outside (i.e., the REST APIs). To simplify this process, Polycube uses YANG [25] models, each one describing a specific service, to automatically synthesize the REST interface of the service.

4.6.1 Model-driven service abstraction

The YANG data modeling language allows to (i) model the structure of the data and the functionalities provided by the Polycube service, (ii) define the semantic of the service data and their relationship and (iii) express their syntax, which will be used to interact with the service itself. When a new service is registered, polycubed reads the provided YANG model and generates an internal representation of the service data together with a specific path mapping table used to access those data from outside. Whenever a new request for that service arrives, polycubed validates it (e.g., checking the correct format of an IP address, ports in a given range) according to the information specified in the YANG model, without having to rely on the service itself for those “ancillary” tasks.

4.6.1.1 Service base data model

Polycube provides to the developers a basic service structure that can be extended to compose the desired network function, offering fundamental abstractions (e.g., VNF ports, port peers, hook type) that are used to simplify the interaction between the different services and system components. The basic structure, shown in the YANG Listing 4.1, reflects the internal representation of a Polycube service, with its primary parameters and components. Every service within the framework is uniquely identified through a name, which is specified using the service-name extension; Polycube does not allow multiple services with the same name. The
module pcn-base-service-model {
  extension service-description {...}
  extension service-version {...}
  extension service-name {...}
  extension service-min-kernel-version {}

  grouping base-service-instance {
    leaf name {...}
    leaf uuid {...}
    leaf loglevel {...}
    leaf hook {
      type enumeration {
        enum TYPE_TC;
        enum TYPE_XDP_SKB;
        enum TYPE_XDP_DRV;
      }
    }
    list ports {
      key "name";
      unique "uuid";
      leaf name {...}
      leaf uuid {...}
      leaf peer {...}
    }
  }
}

Listing 4.1: The base YANG model of a Cube

**service-min-kernel-version** is used to indicate the minimum kernel version required to execute the service, since there are some eBPF functionalities that are available only on newer kernel versions; when the service is loaded, Polycube checks if the host is running a kernel version greater than or equal to this value. Finally, the **service-description** and **service-version** are used to describe the current service. While the previously mentioned information describe the service itself (e.g., a firewall Polycube NF), the variables under the **grouping** statement are specific for each service instance (e.g., a firewall *fw1*). Each instance is identified with a **name**, which is unique inside the service scope, the **hook** point at which the instance is attached to, and a list of **ports**, identified with a unique **name** inside the service instance and a **peer**.

### 4.6.1.2 Automatic REST API generation

Polycube uses the information in the YANG model to automatically derive the set of REST APIs that are used to interact with the service. As shown in
Figure 4.5: YANG to REST/CLI service description

Figure 4.5, each YANG resource is automatically mapped to a specific URL, while the different HTTP methods are used to identify the operations required for a particular resource. The GET operation allows to obtain the current value of a given resource on the Polycube service, the POST operation is used to create an instance of the resource, the PATCH operation is used to modify the current value of the resource and finally, the DELETE operation is used to delete the specified resource. This approach is similar to the one adopted by the RESTCONF specification [24], which aims at providing a programmatic interface for accessing data defined in YANG, allowing any client to communicate with the Polycube service by just knowing its YANG module.

4.7 Implementation

4.7.1 Polycube Core

As of today, the code of Polycube, i.e., polycubed is implemented in 28k lines of C++ code, running within an unmodified Linux without having to install custom drivers or specific kernel modules. It only requires a v4.15 as minimum kernel version to run the daemon; then, every specific service may have its own requirements
depending on the functionalities that they use. The Polycube daemon contains both the code required to handle the different Polycube NFs but also the service-agnostic server proxies, which parses at runtime the YANG model of every loaded service to generate the appropriate REST API and to perform the validation of the service parameters within the server itself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Function</th>
<th>Minim. kernel</th>
<th>LoC FP</th>
<th>LoC SP</th>
<th>LoC CP (AU/-MAN)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5798 / 1105</td>
<td>A L2 switch NF with support for VLAN and STP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS Mitigating</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1850 / 20</td>
<td>A NF that drops (malicious) packets based on a blacklist applied on either IP src and dst addresses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>5951 / 2945</td>
<td>A firewall service that drops or allows packets based on the configured rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Monitor</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>2330 / 673</td>
<td>Generic service used to inject eBPF code that monitors network traffic, collecting and exporting custom metrics. The data plane size depends on the injected code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Balancer (DSR)</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>3476 / 566</td>
<td>A version of the Maglev scalable load-balancer [57].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Capture</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>2511 / 822</td>
<td>A NF use to capture packets flowing through a Linux netdevice or between other cubes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy-Based Forwarder</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>2605 / 240</td>
<td>A simple ACL-based forwarder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3168 / 1030</td>
<td>A router NF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>6302 / 208</td>
<td>A NF that support Source, Masquerade, Destination NAT and Port Forwarding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iptables</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2254</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>6409 / 1787</td>
<td>Special service that emulates the behavior of iptables [115].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: A list of NF implemented with Polycube.
Polycube is built around the BPF Compiler Collection (BCC) [17], which provides a set of abstractions to interact with eBPF data structure or to load/unload eBPF programs, together with a compilation toolchain that include Clang/LLVM to allow a dynamic generation of the eBPF code that is injected in the kernel. Polycube extends those abstractions with additional helper functions targeted to networking services and to the Polycube NF structure. In particular, the availability of the compilation toolchain allows to re-compile the code at runtime, enabling more aggressive service optimizations that can be dynamically applied within the NF, as we will see in the next Chapters.

4.7.2 Polycube Services

To stress test the generality of the Polycube programming model and abstractions, we have implemented a large range of network functions. Table 4.2 briefly describes the type, role of each of them and the lines of code (LoC) required to implement the fast path (FP), the slow path (SP) and the control path (CP). In the former parameter we distinguish the LoC automatically generated from the YANG model (i.e., CP/AU) and the one manually written (i.e., CP/MAN).

At the time writing, there are 18 different services implemented in Polycube, with an overall number of about 54k lines of code, which include both the C++/C code of the control and slow path and the eBPF code of the fast path. These implementations suggest that Polycube succeed in the role of providing a generic and highly customizable framework that can be used to implement a wide variety of NFs.

4.7.2.1 Example: L2 Switch

Control Plane. In Listing 4.2 we show a small code snippet of the control plane (CP) of the Polycube L2 Switch NF, in order to show the Polycube programming model and abstraction provided.

```cpp
1 Switch(const std::string name, const SwitchJsonObject &conf)
2 : Cube(dp_code, conf.getCubeType()) {
3     logger() -> info('Creating Switch instance');
4     stp_enabled_ = conf.getStpEnabled();
5     addPortsList(conf.getPorts());
6     insertFdb(conf.getFdb());
7     updateStpList(conf.getStp());
8 }
```

Listing 4.2: Sample CP code from Polycube L2 Switch NF.

When a new Switch Cube instance is requested to polycubed (via CLI or REST API), the constructor is of the Switch object is automatically called, receiving the
name of the Cube together with a configuration object that contains all the parameters specified in the YANG model and automatically validated by polycubed. As shown in line #2, the constructor provides the data plane code (i.e., the eBPF code) to the Cube object, together with its type, which corresponds to the attachment point of the cube itself. Then, Polycube will take care of compiling and loading the code in the appropriate point of the NF chain.

When new request to the control plane arrives, other methods of the Switch object are asynchronously called, allowing the user to implement the desired behavior without having to handle the single REST API call. Listing 4.3 show an example of those methods. The stub of these methods is generated automatically from the YANG model; then, the user has to fill the corresponding methods with the specific implementation. In line #8 and #36 we can notice how Polycube provides also abstraction to interact with the eBPF data plane. In this case, it can retrieve the map fwdtable defined in the eBPF code and interact with it to set or get a specific entry.

```cpp
1 std::shared_ptr<FdbEntry> Fdb::getEntry(const uint16_t &vlan,
2                          const std::string &mac) {
3    std::lock_guard<std::mutex> guard(fdb_mutex_);
4
5    logger() -> debug("[Fdb] Received request to read map entry");
6    logger() -> debug("[Fdb] vlan: {0} mac: {1}", vlan, mac);
7
8    auto fwdtable = get_hash_table<fwd_key, fwd_entry>("fwdtable");
9    fwd_key key{
10       .vlan = vlan,
11       .mac = polycube::service::utils::mac_string_to_nbo_uint(mac),
12    };
13
14    return fwdtable.get(key);
15
16    logger() -> debug("[Fdb] Entry read successfully");
17 }
18 ...
19
20 void Fdb::addEntry(const uint16_t &vlan, const std::string &mac,
21                          const FdbEntryJsonObject &conf) {
22    std::lock_guard<std::mutex> guard(fdb_mutex_);
23
24    fwd_key key{
25       .vlan = vlan,
26       .mac = polycube::service::utils::mac_string_to_nbo_uint(mac),
27    };
28
29    fwd_entry value{
30       .timestamp = timestamp,
31       .port = port_index,
32       .type = STATIC,
33   
34   ```
Listing 4.3: Automatically generated methods of the Polycube L2 Switch NF.

Finally, Listing 4.4 shows the \texttt{packet\_in} method that is asynchronously called when a packet is sent from the DP to the CP. This method receives the packet itself and a set of metadata associated with it, that can be used to understand the reason of the CP intervention. Finally, when the packet is processed, as shown in line \#13, the packet can be sent out to a specific port.

```
1 void Switch::packet_in(Ports &port, PacketInMetadata &md, const std::vector<uint8_t> &packet) {
2     logger() \-&gt;debug("Packet received from port {0}", port.name());
3     switch (static_cast<SlowPathReason>(md.reason)) {
4         case SlowPathReason::BROADCAST:
5             broadcastPacket(port, md, packet);
6             break;
7         case SlowPathReason::BPDU:
8             if (stp_enabled_)
9                 processBPDU(port, md, packet);
10             else
11                 broadcastPacket(port, md, packet);
12                 port.send_packet_out(packet, tagged, vlan);
13             break;
14         default:
15             logger() \-&gt;error("Not valid reason \{0\} received", md.reason);
16         }
17 }
```

Listing 4.4: Packet-in method called when a packet is sent from the DP to the CP.

\textbf{Data Plane.} At the same way, Listing 4.5 shows a code snippet of the Polycube L2 Switch NF data plane. The ingress point of the NF is the \texttt{handle\_rx} method, which is called every time a new packet enters this NF. This method is called after the internal (and hidden) Polycube functions, whose behavior is to simulate the NF chain and fill the appropriate helper variable such as the \texttt{pkt\_metadata} structure, as explained in Section 4.5.

When the processing is completed, the DP can use the Polycube specific helper to redirect a packet to a specific NF interface (e.g., line \#59), following is journey through the Polycube NF chain or drop the packet, as shown in line \#56. On the other hand, if the packet requires further processing, it can be sent to the control plane with a specific \texttt{reason}, as shown in line \#63. Finally, it is worth to note that...
the `pcn_log()` functions can be used to print debug messages with specific levels of debug and they are automatically compiled in or out by Polycube without any user intervention.

```c
int handle_rx(struct CTXTYPE *ctx, struct pkt_metadata *md) {
    struct eth_hdr *eth = data;

    if (data + sizeof(*eth) > data_end)
        return RX_DROP;

    u32 in_ifc = md->in_port;

    pcn_log(ctx, LOG_TRACE, "New packet from port %d", in_ifc);

    // LEARNING PHASE
    __be64 src_key = eth->src;
    u32 now = time_get_sec();

    struct fwd_entry *entry = fwdtable.lookup(&src_key);

    if (!entry) {
        struct fwd_entry e; // used to update the entry in the fdb
        e.timestamp = now;
        e.port = in_ifc;

        fwdtable.update(&src_key, &e);
        pcn_log(ctx, LOG_TRACE, "MAC: %M learned", src_key);
    } else {
        entry->port = in_ifc;
        entry->timestamp = now;
    }

    // FORWARDING PHASE: select interface(s) to send the packet
    __be64 dst_mac = eth->dst;

    entry = fwdtable.lookup(&dst_mac);

    if (!entry) {
        pcn_log(ctx, LOG_DEBUG, "Entry not found");
        goto DO_FLOODING;
    }

    u64 timestamp = entry->timestamp;

    // Check if the entry is still valid (not too old)
    if ((now - timestamp) > FDB_TIMEOUT) {
        pcn_log(ctx, LOG_TRACE, "Entry is too old. FLOODING");
        fwdtable.delete(&dst_mac);
        goto DO_FLOODING;
    }

    // LEARNING PHASE
    __be64 src_key = eth->src;
    u32 now = time_get_sec();

    struct fwd_entry *entry = fwdtable.lookup(&src_key);

    if (!entry) {
        struct fwd_entry e; // used to update the entry in the fdb
        e.timestamp = now;
        e.port = in_ifc;

        fwdtable.update(&src_key, &e);
        pcn_log(ctx, LOG_TRACE, "MAC: %M learned", src_key);
    } else {
        entry->port = in_ifc;
        entry->timestamp = now;
    }

    // FORWARDING PHASE: select interface(s) to send the packet
    __be64 dst_mac = eth->dst;

    entry = fwdtable.lookup(&dst_mac);

    if (!entry) {
        pcn_log(ctx, LOG_DEBUG, "Entry not found");
        goto DO_FLOODING;
    }

    u64 timestamp = entry->timestamp;

    // Check if the entry is still valid (not too old)
    if ((now - timestamp) > FDB_TIMEOUT) {
        pcn_log(ctx, LOG_TRACE, "Entry is too old. FLOODING");
        fwdtable.delete(&dst_mac);
        goto DO_FLOODING;
    }
}
```

56
pcn_log(ctx, LOG_TRACE, "Entry is valid. FORWARDING");

FORWARD:

u32 dst_interface = entry->port;

// HIT in forwarding table
/* do not send packet back on the ingress interface */
if (dst_interface == in_ifc) {
    return RX_DROP;
}

return pcn_pkt_redirect(ctx, md, dst_interface);

DO_FLOODING:

pcn_log(ctx, LOG_DEBUG, "Send to controller");

pcn_pkt_controller(ctx, md, REASON_FLOODING);

return RX_DROP;

Listing 4.5: DP of the Polycube L2 Switch NF.

4.8 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of a set of Polycube NFs and we compare the results with existing in-kernel implementations. First, we measure the performance of standalone Polycube NFs and then we move to more complex scenarios where chains of NFs are involved (section 4.8.2). Finally, we evaluate the overhead imposed by Polycube programming model when compared to baseline programs written using the vanilla eBPF (section 4.8.3).

4.8.1 Setup

We run our experiments into a server equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 5120 14-cores CPU @2.20GHz (hyper-threading disabled) 19.25 MB of L3 cache and two 32GB RAM modules. The packet generator is equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E3-1245 v5 4-cores CPU @3.50GHz (8 cores with hyper-threading), 8MB of L3 cache and two 16GB RAM modules. We used Pktgen-DPDK [55] to generate 64-bytes UDP packets and to count the received packets. In fact, each server has a dual-port Intel XL710 40Gbps NIC, directly connected to the corresponding one of the other server. Both servers run Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS, with the DUT running kernel v5.6 and the eBPF JIT flag enabled (the default behavior for newer kernels).
Figure 4.6: Packet forwarding throughput comparison between Polycube pcn-bridge NF (in both XDP and TC mode) and “standard” Linux implementation such as Linux bridge (brctl) and OpenvSwitch (ovs).

4.8.2 Test Applications

4.8.2.1 Case Study 1: L2 Switch

In this test scenario, we evaluate the performance of a Polycube NF that emulates the behavior of a fully functional L2 switch with support for VLAN and Spanning Tree Protocol (STP). The pcn-bridge data plane is implemented entirely in eBPF, including the MAC Learning phase. More complex functionalities such as the handling of STP protocol BPDUs or flooding, as results of a miss in the filtering database, are relegated to the slow-path, given the impossibility of performing such actions entirely in eBPF. We measure the UDP forwarding performance between pcn-bridge and commonly used L2 switch Linux tools such as Linux bridge (v1.5)
Figure 4.7: Throughput performance between a Polycube load balancer NF (i.e., pcn-lbdsr), ipvs, the standard L4 load balancing software inside the Linux kernel and Katran, an XDP-based load balancer developed by Facebook.

and OpenvSwitch (v2.13)\(^3\). We can clearly notice, from Figure ??, that pcn-bridge outperforms the other tools in both TC and XDP mode, with a performance gain of about 3.6x for the latter. The advantages of XDP are more evident since packets are processed directly at driver level, avoiding the overhead given by the allocation of kernel data structures, which may be unnecessary for the simple forwarding use case. Moreover, we can notice how the performance of our pcn-bridge NF scale linearly with the number of cores used, reaching 10Gbps throughput with 64B packets with six cores involved\(^4\).

\(^3\) All the tests with OpenvSwitch have been carried out on kernel v5.0 since it does not support earlier versions.

\(^4\) To gradually use all cores, we have configured the hardware filtering on the NIC (i.e., Flow Director rules) to redirect different flows to distinct NIC’s RX queues.
4.8.2.2 Case Study 2: Load Balancer

In this test, we measure the performance of a Polycube load balancer NF (i.e., pcn-lbdsr). As for the previous scenario, this NF is implemented as a single µCube, with the data plane entirely handled in eBPF (no slow-path is involved). Polycube pcn-lbdsr can be configured with a list of virtual IPs (VIP), each one with an associated list of back-ends; we use the Maglev [57] hash to select the back-end server, which provides a better resilience to back-end server failures, a better distribution of the traffic load among the back-ends and the possibility to set different weights for each back-end server. To test this scenario, we used a fixed number of hosts5, as we compared the throughput results with IPVS v1.28 and Katran [76], an eBPF/XDP-based load-balancer developed and released as open-source by Facebook. Figure 4.7 shows the results of this test, with both pcn-lbdsr in TC and XDP mode that outperform ipvs by a factor of 2.2x and 6.5x respectively. Moreover, we want to notice that pcn-lbdsr in XDP mode offers performance comparable (or even higher) with Katran. This results is mainly given by the heavy use the Polycube NFs make of the dynamic reloading feature, which allows the NF to better adapt to the runtime configuration by compiling out features that are not required at runtime, hence, improving the overall data plane performance. The other big difference is that Katran is a standalone application built only for the load-balancing use case; on the other hand, Polycube offers a general framework to build and create complex NF chains, allowing to create more complex network typologies, while still providing performance comparable with “native” eBPF implementations.

4.8.2.3 Case Study 3: Firewall

The Polycube pcn-firewall NF is implemented as a series a µCubes that compose the entire firewall pipeline (even in this case, the slow path is not involved). It implements the Linear Bit Vector Search (LBVS) [98] classification algorithm to filter packets, with a sequence of µCubes each one in charge of handling specific fields of the packet (e.g., IP source, destination, protocol, etc.)6. Moreover, it is also able to “communicate” with the Linux routing table to check the next hop address before forwarding a packet to the egress interface7. For this test we used a synthetic ruleset generated by classbench [155], with all the rules matching the TCP/IP 5-tuple. The default rule of the firewall is to drop all the traffic, while

5We used the same configuration of [75] for the load balancer use case, setting one virtual IP per CPU core and 100 back-end servers for each VIP.

6A more detailed explanation of the Polycube firewall architecture is provided in [115], whose data and control plane has been implemented as a standalone Polycube network service.

7eBPF provides a specific helper that can be used to lookup the FIB Linux table directly from the XDP code.
Figure 4.8: Throughput performance comparing with 1000 rules between a Poly-cube firewall NF (i.e., pcn-firewall), iptables and nftables, which are two commonly used Linux firewalls and OpenvSwitch (ovs) with OpenFlow rules.

only the matching flows are “allowed” and redirected to the second interface of the DUT. The generated traffic is uniformly distributed among all the rules so that all generated packets should be forwarded.

We compare the performance of pcn-firewall with both iptables and nftables, the most used packet filtering software used in the Linux subsystem today. Then, we also load the same ruleset as a set of OpenFlow rules in the OpenvSwitch pipeline and we measure the performance under the same conditions mentioned before. The results are shown in Figure 4.8. Even in this case, we can clearly see how pcn-firewall outperforms the existing solutions by a 31.8x, 7.5x and 1.4x factor respectively for nftables, iptables and ovs. The reason of this is twofold. First, pcn-firewall implements a faster classification algorithm compared to the linear scanning implemented by Linux-native firewalls and second, it can adopt more aggressive

---

8To generate the OpenFlow rules we used Classbench-ng [7966918].
optimizations thanks to the dynamic reloading feature of Polycube, allowing the control plane to specialize the packet processing behavior depending on the actual firewall configuration (e.g., the deployed ruleset).

### 4.8.2.4 Case Study 4: K8s Network Provider

To demonstrate the capability of Polycube to enable the creation of complex applications created by chaining different network functions together, we present a real world use case that can be implemented within Polycube and the type of performance improvements that we can expect. In particular, we implemented a CNI plugin for Kubernetes [82], one of the most important open source orchestration system for containerized applications. A K8s network provider must implement Pod-to-Pod communication\(^9\), provide support for ClusterIP services\(^10\) and security policies; our prototype supports all of them. Our overall design includes the five different components: a NAT NF (pcn-nat), a L3 routing module (pcn-router), a

---

\(^9\)A Pod is the smallest manageable unit in a k8s cluster and is composed of a group of one or more containers sharing the same network.

\(^10\)A ClusterIP is a type of service that is only accessible within a Kubernetes cluster through a virtual IP. When a Pod communicates with this virtual IP, the request can be mapped to an arbitrary Pod running within the same physical host or into another one.
L2 switch application (pcn-bridge), a load balancer (pcn-lb) and a firewall component (pcn-firewall). These NFs are chained together by means of Polycube APIs, as shown in Figure 4.9, and are configured to support the main operations required by the k8s network plugin interface. Tests were carried out on a 3-node cluster, a master and two workers with Linux kernel v4.15, Intel Xeon CPU E3-1245v5 @3.50GHz with dual-port Intel XL710 40Gbps NIC cards connected point-to-point. We report the TCP throughput measured with iperf3 using the default parameters; the server was always running in a Pod, while the client was either in a physical machine or in another Pod depending on the test.

In Figure 4.10 and 4.11 we assess the performance of our Polycube network provider compared to other existing solutions. In particular, we consider the Pod-to-Pod connectivity and the Pod-to-ClusterIP connectivity. Results show that the Polycube k8s plugin reaches 15-20% higher throughput than other solutions in the case server and client are on the same node. When pods are on different nodes, the advantage of the plugin becomes less evident because of the influence of the physical network, but still better than other solutions. Indeed, those providers often relies on existing kernel components, such as iptables and Linux bridge, that we proved in the previous case to be less efficient than the Polycube counterparts.

Although our k8s plugin achieves better performance than the others in the two cases under consideration, it is always comparable in terms of functionality with the existing solutions, which are both more stable and complete. The main purpose here is to demonstrate the generality of the Polycube programming model and the performance benefits that can be obtained from eBPF-based NFs.
4.8.3 Framework Overheads

In this section we evaluate the overheads imposed by Polycube programming model when compared to baseline eBPF programs written outside the Polycube environment.

4.8.3.1 Overhead for simple NFs

To measure the baseline performance and the overhead introduced by the Polycube abstraction model to a single NF, we implemented the same operations performed by the xdp_redirect application [46], available under the Linux samples, as a standalone NF inside the Polycube framework (i.e., pcn-simplefwd). The application receives traffic from a given interface and, after swapping the source and destination L2 addresses of the packet, redirects it to a second interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Through.</th>
<th>LoC (FP)</th>
<th>LoC (S/CP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xdp_redirect</td>
<td>6.97Mpps</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tc_redirect</td>
<td>1.60Mpps</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcn-simplefw (XDP)</td>
<td>6.86Mpps</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcn-simplefw (TC)</td>
<td>1.55Mpps</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Comparison between vanilla-eBPF applications and a Polycube network function. All throughput results are single-core.

Table 4.3 shows a comparison between two very simple vanilla eBPF applications and a Polycube NF that performs the same operations, attached to either XDP or Traffic Control (TC) hooks. As we can notice, Polycube introduces a very small overhead compared to vanilla eBPF applications (6.86Mpps vs 6.97Mpps), which is required to provide the abstractions mentioned before (e.g., virtual ports). This is mainly given by the additional processing that happens before and after calling the fast path of the NF, which is totally hidden to the NF developer. As result, the number of LoC for both the fast-path (FP) and the slow and control path (S/CP) is considerably reduced, allowing the developer to focus on the core logic of the program and leaving the common tasks and the possible optimizations to the Polycube daemon. Note also that the sample vanilla applications that we are taking into account are extremely simple; for more complex applications, a developer using vanilla-eBPF has to implement, for example, the entire fast-slow path interaction, which requires a non-negligible amount of effort.

4.8.3.2 Overhead for chain of NFs

Figure 4.12 shows the overhead introduced by the Polycube service chain compared to the standard eBPF tail call mechanism. Of course, eBPF does not support
any type of abstraction required by a NF framework; a tail call performs only an indirect jump from one eBPF program to another. On the other hand, Polycube uses a set of additional components and abstractions that are executed before a packet enters and leaves a NF, e.g., to ensure isolation or virtual port abstraction. This additional overhead is more evident when a packet runs through an increasing number of virtual Cubes but it is necessary to ensure the correct execution of the NF chain. On the other hand, if the same Cube is composed by a set of $\mu$Cubes the overhead of crossing different $\mu$Cubes is almost negligible, reflecting the same behavior of the tail call mechanism in the “standard” eBPF approach.

### 4.8.4 Polycube vs Userspace Frameworks

The difference between kernel and user-space networking is well-known in the literature, with pro and cons on both sides that we partially explored in Section 2. Høiland-Jørgensen et al. [75] have analyzed the performance differences between
XDP and DPDK, showing a gap between the two approaches in favor of the latter; our tests (not reported here for the sake of brevity) simply confirm previous results. This overhead is almost inevitable, and is mainly given by the generality of the Linux operating system, which is structured in a way that make it easier to support different systems and configurations. Edeline et al. [56] have evaluated their userspace VPP [44] based middlebox framework, called mmb, against eBPF/XDP-based middlebox implementations, concluding how the latter makes a good in-kernel alternative for their solution. Polycube fills this gap, introducing a negligible overhead over the vanilla-eBPF subsystem (??), but greatly simplifying both the development and execution of chains of such in-kernel network services.

4.9 Conclusions

In this Chapter we have presented Polycube, a framework for developing, deploying and managing in-kernel virtual network functions. While most of the NFV framework today rely on kernel-bypass approaches, allowing userspace applications to directly access the underlying hardware resources, Polycube brings all the advantages and power of NFV to the work of in-kernel packet processing. It exploits the eBPF subsystem available in the Linux kernel to dynamically inject custom user-defined applications into specific points of the Linux networking stack, providing an unprecedented level of flexibility and customization that would have been unthinkable before. In addition, Polycube has been created with in mind the new requirements brought by the microservice evolution in cloud computing. Polycube services follow the same continuous delivery development of server applications and being able to adapt to continuous configuration and topology changes at runtime, thanks to the possibility to dynamically inject and update existing services without any traffic disruption. At the same time, they offer a level of integration and co-existence with the “traditional” ecosystem that is difficult and inefficient to achieve with kernel-bypass solutions, enabling a high level of introspection and debugging that are fundamental in this environment.

We have implemented a vast range of applications with Polycube and shown that it is not only easy to deploy and to program but also improves network performance of existing in-kernel solutions. Polycube adds a very small overhead compare to vanilla eBPF applications but provides several abstractions that simplify the programming and deployment of new services and enables the creation of complex typologies by concatenating different services together, while maintaining and improving performance.
Chapter 5

Accelerating Linux Security with eBPF iptables

5.1 Introduction

Nowadays, the traditional network security features of a Linux host are centered on `iptables`, which allows applying different security policies to the traffic, such as to protect from possible network threats or to prevent specific communication patterns between different machines. Starting from its introduction in kernel v2.4.0, `iptables` remained the most used packet filtering mechanism in Linux, despite being strongly criticized under many aspects, such as for its far from cutting-edge matching algorithm (i.e., linear search) that limits its scalability in terms of number of policy rules, its syntax, not always intuitive, and its old code base, which is difficult to understand and maintain. In the recent years, the increasing demand of network speed has led to the consciousness that the current implementation may not be able to cope with the modern requirements particularly in terms of performance, flexibility, and scalability [68].

Nftables [47] was proposed in 2014 with the aim of replacing `iptables`; it reuses the existing `netfilter` subsystem through an in-kernel virtual machine dedicated to firewall rules, which represents a significant departure from the `iptables` filtering model. Although this yields advantages over its predecessor, nftables (and other previous attempts such as ufw [161] or nf-HiPAC [117]) did not have the desired success, mainly due to the reluctance of the system administrators to adapt their existing configurations (and scripts) operating on the old framework and move into the new one [48]. This is also highlighted by the fact that the majority of today’s open-source orchestrators (e.g., Kubernetes [82], Docker [81]) are strongly based on `iptables`.

Recently, another in-kernel virtual machine has been proposed, the extended BPF (eBPF) [8, 151, 65], which offers the possibility to dynamically generate, inject and execute arbitrary code inside the Linux kernel, without the necessity to
install any additional kernel module. eBPF programs can be attached to different hook points in the networking stack such as eXpress DataPath (XDP) [75] or Traffic Control (TC), hence enabling arbitrary processing on the intercepted packets, which can be either dropped or returned (possibly modified) to the stack. Thanks to its flexibility and excellent performance, functionality, and security, recent activities on the Linux networking community have tried to bring the power of eBPF into the newer nftables subsystem [14]. Although this would enable nftables to converge towards an implementation of its VM entirely based on eBPF, the proposed design does not fully exploit the potential of eBPF, since the programs are directly generated in the kernel and not in userspace, thus losing all the separation and security properties guaranteed by the eBPF code verifier that is executed before the code is injected in the kernel.

On the other hand, bpfILTER [29] proposes a framework that enables the transparent translation of existing iptables rules into eBPF programs; system administrators can continue to use the existing iptables-based configuration without even knowing that the filtering is performed with eBPF. To enable such design, bpfILTER introduces a new type of kernel module that delegates its functionality into user space processes, called user mode helper (umh), which can implement the rule translation in userspace and then inject the newly created eBPF programs in the kernel. Currently, this work focuses mainly on the design of a translation architecture for iptables rules into eBPF instructions, with a small proof of concept that shows the advantages of intercepting (and therefore filtering) the traffic as soon as possible in the kernel, and even in the hardware (smartNICs) [160].

The work presented in this Chapter continues along the bpfFILTER proposal of creating a faster and more scalable clone of iptables, but with the following two additional challenges. First is to preserve the iptables filtering semantic. Providing a transparent replacement of iptables, without users noticing any difference, imposes not only the necessity to respect its syntax but also to implement exactly its behavior; small or subtle differences could create serious security problems for those who use iptables to protect their systems. Second is to improve speed and scalability of iptables; in fact, the linear search algorithm used for matching traffic is the main responsible for its limited scalability particularly in the presence of a large number of firewall rules, which is perceived as a considerable limitation from both the latency and performance perspective.

Starting from the above considerations, this Chapter presents the design of an eBPF-based Linux firewall, called bpf-iptables, which implements an alternative filtering architecture in eBPF, while maintaining the same iptables filtering semantic but with improved performance and scalability. bpf-iptables leverages XDP [75] to provide a fast path for packets that do not need additional processing by the Linux stack (e.g., packets routed by the host) or to discard traffic as soon as it comes to the host. This avoids useless networking stack processing for packets that must be dropped by moving some firewall processing off the host CPU entirely,
while still leveraging the rest of the kernel infrastructure to route packets between
the different network interfaces.

Our contributions are: (i) the design of bpf-iptables; it provides an overview
of the main challenges and possible solutions in order to preserve the iptables
filtering semantic given the difference, from hook point perspective, between eBPF
and netfilter. To the best of our knowledge, bpf-iptables is the first application
that provides an implementation of the iptables filtering in eBPF. (ii) A comprehensive analysis of the main limitations and challenges required to implement a fast
matching algorithm in eBPF, keeping into account the current limitations chapter 3
of the above technology. (iii) A set of data plane optimizations that are possible
thanks to the flexibility and dynamic compilation (and injection) features of eBPF,
allowing us to create at runtime an optimized data path that fits perfectly with the
current ruleset being used.

This Chapter presents the challenges, design choices and implementation of bpf-
iptables and it compares with existing solutions such as iptables and nftables.
We take into account only the support for the FILTER table, while we leave as future
work the support for additional features such as NAT or MANGLE, although they can
easily implemented by concatenating different eBPF-based network services that
implement such functionalities, as presented in Chapter 4.

5.2 Design Challenges and Assumptions

This Section introduces (i) the main challenges encountered while designing
bpf-iptables, mainly derived from the necessity to emulate the iptables behavior
with eBPF, and (ii) our initial assumptions for this work, which influenced some
design decisions.

5.2.1 Guaranteeing filtering semantic

The main difference between iptables and bpf-iptables lies in their underly-
ing frameworks, netfilter and eBPF respectively. Iptables defines three default
chains for filtering rules associated to the three netfilter hooks [135] shown in
Figure 5.1, which allow to filter traffic in three different locations of the Linux net-
working stack. Particularly, those hook points filter traffic that (i) terminates on
the host itself (INPUT chain), (ii) traverses the host such as when it acts as a router
and forwards IP traffic between multiple interfaces (the FORWARD chain), and (iii)
leaves the host (OUTPUT chain).

On the other hand, eBPF programs can also be attached to different hook
points. As shown in Figure 5.1, ingress traffic is intercepted in the XDP or traffic
control (TC) module, hence earlier than netfilter; the opposite happens for
outgoing traffic, which is intercepted later than netfilter. The different location
of the filtering hooks in the two subsystems introduces the challenge of preserving the semantic of the rules, which, when enforced in an eBPF program, operate on a different set of packets compared to the one that would cross the same netfilter chain. For example, rule “iptables -A INPUT -j DROP” drops all the incoming traffic crossing the INPUT chain, hence directed to the current host; however, it does not affect the traffic forwarded by the host itself, which traverses the FORWARD chain. A similar “drop all” rule, applied in the XDP or TC hook, will instead drop all the incoming traffic, including packets that are forwarded by the host itself. As a consequence, bpf-iptables must include the capability to predict the iptables chain that would be traversed by each packet, maintaining the same semantic although attached to a different hook point.

5.2.2 Efficient classification algorithm in eBPF

The selection and implementation of a better matching algorithm proved to be challenging due to the intrinsic limitations of the eBPF environment chapter 3. In fact, albeit better matching algorithms are well-known in the literature (e.g., cross-producing [148], decision-tree approaches [53, 147, 144, 130, 71, 159]), they require either sophisticated data structures that are not currently available in eBPF or an unpredictable amount of memory, which is not desirable for a module operating at

---

1 eBPF programs do not have the right to use traditional memory; instead, they need to rely on a limited set of predefined memory structures (e.g., hash tables, arrays, and a few others), which are used by the kernel to guarantee safety properties and possibly avoid race conditions. As a consequence, algorithms that require different data structures are not feasible in eBPF.
the kernel level. Therefore, the selected matching algorithm must be efficient and scalable, but also feasible with the current eBPF technology.

### 5.2.3 Support for stateful filters (conntrack)

*Netfilter* tracks the state of TCP/UDP/ICMP connections and stores them in a session (or connection) table (*conntrack*). This table can be used by *iptables* to support stateful rules that accept/drop packets based on the characteristic of the connection they belong to. For instance, *iptables* may accept only outgoing packets belonging to *NEW* or *ESTABLISHED* connections, e.g., enabling the host to generate traffic toward the Internet (and to receive return packets), while connections initiated from the outside world may be forbidden. As shown in Figure 5.1, *bpf-iptables* operates *before* packets enter in *netfilter*; being unable to exploit the Linux *conntrack* module to classify the traffic, it has to implement its own equivalent component (Section 5.4.5.)

### 5.2.4 Working with upstream Linux kernel

Our initial assumption for this work is to operate with the existing Linux kernel in order to bring the advantages of *bpf-iptables* to the wider audience as soon as possible. In fact, the process required by the Linux kernel community to agree with any non-trivial code change and have them available in a mainline kernel is rather long and may easily require more than one year. This assumption influenced, in some cases, the design choices taken within *bpf-iptables* (e.g., the definition of a new conntrack in eBPF instead of relying on the existing Linux one); we further analyze this point in Section 5.7, providing a discussion of the possible modification to the eBPF subsystem that could further improve *bpf-iptables*.

### 5.3 Overall Architecture

Figure 5.2 shows the overall system architecture of *bpf-iptables*. The data plane includes four main classes of eBPF programs. The first set (blue) implements the classification pipeline, i.e., the ingress, forward or output chain; a second set (yellow) implements the logic required to preserve the semantics of *iptables*; a third set (orange) is dedicated to connection tracking. Additional programs (grey) are devoted to ancillary tasks such as packet parsing.

The *ingress* pipeline is called upon receiving a packet either on the XDP or TC hook. By default, *bpf-iptables* works in XDP mode, attaching all the eBPF programs to the XDP hook of the host’s interfaces. However, this requires the
explicit support for XDP in the NIC drivers\(^2\); `bpf-iptables` automatically falls back to the TC mode when the NIC drivers are not XDP-compatible. In the latter case, all the eBPF programs composing the **ingress** pipeline are attached to the TC hook. The **egress** pipeline is instead called upon receiving a packet on the TC egress hook, before the packet leaves the host, as XDP is not available in egress [39].

Once in the **ingress** pipeline, the packet can enter either the **INPUT** or **FORWARD** chain depending on the routing decision; in the first case, if the packet is not dropped, it will continue its journey through the Linux TCP/IP stack, ending up in a local application. In the second case, if the **FORWARD** pipeline ends with an **ACCEPT** decision, `bpf-iptables` redirects the packet to the target NIC, without returning it to the Linux networking stack (more details in Section 5.4.4.2). On the other hand, a packet leaving the host triggers the execution of `bpf-iptables` when it reaches the TC egress hook, where it will be processed by the **OUTPUT** chain.

Finally, a control plane module (not depicted in Figure 5.2) is executed in userspace and provides three main functions: (i) initialization and update of the `bpf-iptables` data plane, (ii) configuration of the eBPF data structures required to run the classification algorithm and (iii) monitoring for changes in the number and state of available NICs, which is required to fully emulate the behavior of `iptables`, handling the traffic coming from *all* the host interfaces. We will describe the design and architecture of the `bpf-iptables` data plane in Section 5.4, while the operations performed by the control plane will be presented in Section 5.5.

\(^2\)NIC driver with native support for XDP can be found at [36].
5.4 Data plane

In the following subsections we present the different components belonging to the \texttt{bpf-iptables} data plane, as shown in Figure 5.2.

5.4.1 Header Parser

The \texttt{bpf-iptables} ingress and egress pipelines start with a Header Parser module that extracts the packet headers required by the current filtering rules, and stores each field value in a per-CPU array map shared among all the eBPF programs in the pipeline, called packet metadata. This avoids the necessity of packet parsing capabilities in the subsequent eBPF programs and guarantees both better performance and a more compact processing code. The code of the Header Parser is dynamically generated on the fly; when a new filtering rule that requires the parsing of an additional protocol field is added, the control plane re-generates, compiles and re-injects the obtained eBPF program in the kernel in order to extract also the required field. As a consequence, the processing cost of this block is limited exactly to the number of fields that are currently needed by the current \texttt{bpf-iptables} rules.

5.4.2 Chain Selector

The Chain Selector is the second module in the data plane whose role is to classify and forward the traffic to the correct classification pipeline (i.e., chain), according to the \texttt{iptables} semantic (Section 5.2.1). It anticipates the routing decision that would have been performed later in the TCP/IP stack and predicts the right chain that will be hit by the current packet. The traffic coming from a network interface would cross the \texttt{INPUT} chain only if it is directed to a local IP address, visible from the host root namespace, while incoming packets directed to a non-local IP address would cross the \texttt{FORWARD} chain. On the other hand, an outgoing packet traverses the \texttt{OUTPUT} chain only if it has been generated locally, i.e., by a local IP address. To achieve this behavior, \texttt{bpf-iptables} uses a separate Chain Selector module for the ingress and egress pipeline.

The Ingress Chain Selector checks if the destination IP address of the incoming packet is present in the \texttt{BPF_HASH} map that keeps local IPs and writes the resulting target chain in the \texttt{packet metadata} per-CPU map shared across the entire pipeline. This value is used by the next module of the chain (i.e., the conntrack) to jump to the correct target chain. On the other hand, the Egress Chain Selector, which is part of the egress pipeline, classifies traffic based on the source IP address and sends it to either the \texttt{OUTPUT} chain or directly to the output interface. In fact, traffic traversing the \texttt{FORWARD} chain has already been matched in the ingress pipeline, hence it should not be handled by the \texttt{OUTPUT} chain.
5.4.3 Matching algorithm

To get over the linear search performance of `iptables`, `bpf-iptables` adopts the more efficient Linear Bit-Vector Search (LBVS) [98] classification algorithm. LBVS provides a reasonable compromise between feasibility and speed; it has an intrinsic pipelined structure which maps nicely with the eBPF technology, hence enabling the optimizations presented in Section 5.4.4.2. The algorithm follows the divide-and-conquer paradigm: it splits filtering rules in multiple classification steps, based on the number of protocol fields in the ruleset; intermediate results that carry the potentially matching rules are combined to obtain the final solution.

**Classification.** LBVS requires a specific (logical) bi-dimensional table for each field on which packets may match, such as the three fields shown in the example of Figure 5.3. Each table contains the list of unique values for that field present in the given ruleset, plus a wildcard for rules that do not care for any specific value. Each value in the table is associated with a bitvector of length \( N \) equal to the number of rules, in which the \( i^{th} \) ‘1’ bit tells that rule \( i \) may be matched when the field assumes that value. Filtering rules, and the corresponding bits in the above bitvector, are ordered with highest priority rule first. The matching process is repeated for each field we operate with, such as the three fields shown in Figure 5.3. The final matching rule can be obtained by performing a bitwise AND operation on all the intermediate bitvectors returned in the previous steps and determining the most significant ‘1’ bit in the resulting bitvector. This represents the matched rule with the highest priority, which corresponds to rule #1 in the example in Figure 5.3. Bitmaps enable the evaluation of rules in large batches, which depend on the parallelism of the main memory; while still theoretically a linear algorithm, this scaling factor enables a 64x speedup compared to a traditional linear search on common CPUs.

5.4.4 Classification Pipeline

The `bpf-iptables` classification pipeline (Figure 5.4) is in charge of filtering packets according to the rules configured for a given chain. It is made by a sequence of eBPF programs, each one handling a single matching protocol field of the current ruleset. The pipeline contains two per-CPU shared maps that keep some common information among all the programs, such as the temporary bitvector containing the partial matching result, which is initialized with all the bits set to ‘1’ before a packet enters the pipeline.

Each module of the pipeline performs the following operations: (i) extracts the needed packet fields from the `packet metadata` map, previously filled by the `Header Parser` module; (ii) performs a lookup on its private eBPF map to find the bitvector
associated to the current packet value for that field. If the lookup succeeds, (**iii-a**) it performs a bitwise AND between this bitvector and the temporary bitvector contained in the per-CPU map. If the lookup fails and there is a wildcard rule, (**iii-b**) the AND is performed between the bitvector associated with the wildcard rules and the one present in the per-CPU map. Instead, (**iii-c**) if the lookup fails and there are no wildcard rules for that field, we can immediately conclude that the current packet does not match any rule within the ruleset; hence, we can exploit this situation for an early break of the pipeline (Section 5.4.4.2). Finally, except the last case, (**iv**) it saves the new bitvector in the shared map and calls the next module of the chain.

**Bitvectors comparison.** Since each matching rule is represented as a ‘1’ in the bitvector, **bpf-iptables** uses an array of \( N \) 64bit unsigned integers to support a large number of rules (e.g., 2,048 rules can be represented as an array of 32 \( \text{uint64}_t \)). As consequence, when performing the bitwise AND, the current eBPF program has to perform \( N \) cycles on the entire array to compare the two bitvectors. Given the lack of loops on eBPF, this process requires loop unrolling and is therefore limited by the maximum number of possible instructions within an eBPF program, thus also limiting the maximum number of supported rules. The necessity to perform loop unrolling is, as consequence, the most compelling reason for
5.4.4 Splitting the bpf-iptables classification pipeline

splitting the classification pipeline of bpf-iptables across many eBPF modules, instead of concentrating all the processing logic within the same eBPF program.

Action lookup. Once we reach the end of the pipeline, the last program has to find the rule that matched the current packet. This program extracts the bitvector from the per-CPU shared map and looks for the position of the first bit to 1 in the bitvector, using the de Bruijn sequences [102] to find the index of the first bit set in a single word; once obtained, it uses that position to retrieve the final action associated with that rule from a given BPF_ARRAY map and finally applies the action. Obviously, if no rules have been matched, the default action is applied.

5.4.4.1 Clever data sharing

bpf-iptables makes a massive use of eBPF per-CPU maps, which represent memory that can be shared among different cascading programs, but that exist in multiple independent instances equal to the number of available CPU cores. This memory structure guarantees very fast access to data, as it statically assigns a set of memory locations to each CPU core; consequently, data is never realigned with other L1 caches present on other CPU cores, hence avoiding the (hidden) hardware cost of cache synchronization. Per-CPU maps represent the perfect choice in our scenario, in which multiple packets can be processed in parallel on different CPU
cores, but where all the eBPF programs that are part of the same chain are guaranteed to be executed on the same CPU core. As a consequence, all the programs processing a packet $P$ are guaranteed to have access to the same shared data, without performance penalties due to possible cache pollution, while multiple processing pipelines, each one operating on a different packet, can be executed in parallel. The consistency of data in the shared map is guaranteed by the fact that eBPF programs are never preempted by the kernel (even across tail calls). They can use the per-CPU map as a sort of stack for temporary data, which can be subsequently obtained from the downstream program in the chain with the guarantees that data are not overwritten during the parallel execution of another eBPF program on another CPU and thus ensuring the correctness of the processing pipeline.

5.4.4.2 Pipeline optimizations

Thanks to the modular structure of the pipeline and the possibility to regenerate part of it at runtime, we can adopt several optimizations that allow (i) to jump out of the pipeline when we realize that the current packet does not require further processing and (ii) to modify and rearrange the pipeline at runtime based on the current bpf-iptables ruleset values.

**Early-break.** While processing a packet, bpf-iptables can discover in advance that it will not match any rule. This can happen in two separate cases. The first occurs when, at any step of the pipeline, a lookup in the bitvector map fails; in such event, if that field does not have a wildcard value, we can directly conclude that the current packet will not match any rule. The second case takes place when the result of the bitwise AND between the two bitvectors is the empty set (all bits set to 0). In either circumstance, the module that detects this situation can jump out of the pipeline by applying the default policy for the chain, without the additional overhead of executing all the following components. If the policy is DROP, the packet is immediately discarded concluding the pipeline processing; if the default policy is ACCEPT, the packet will be delivered to the destination, before being processed by the Conntrack Update module (Section 5.4.5).

**Accept all established connections.** A common configuration applied in most iptables rulesets contains an ACCEPT all ESTABLISHED connections as the first rule of the ruleset. When the bpf-iptables control plane discovers this configuration in a chain, it forces the Conntrack Label program to skip the classification pipeline if it recognizes that a packet belongs to an ESTABLISHED connection. Since this optimization is performed per-chain (we could have different configurations among the chains), the Conntrack Label module reads the target chain from the packet metadata per-CPU map previously filled by the Chain Selector and immediately performs a tail-call to the final connection tracking module that will update the conntrack table accordingly (e.g., updating the timestamp for that connection).
Optimized pipeline. Every time the current ruleset is modified, `bpf-iptables` creates a processing pipeline that contains the minimum (optimal) number of processing blocks required to handle the fields of the current ruleset, avoiding unnecessary processing. For instance, if there are no rules matching TCP flags, that processing block is not added to the pipeline. New processing blocks can be dynamically added at run-time if the matching against a new field is required. In addition, `bpf-iptables` is able to re-organize the classification pipeline by changing the order of execution of the various components. For example, if some components require only an exact matching, a match failed on that field would lead to an early-break of the pipeline; putting those modules at the beginning of the pipeline could speed up processing, avoiding unnecessary memory accesses and modules.

**HOMogeneous RUleset analySis (HORUS).** This optimization (that we called HORUS) is used to (partially) overcome two main restrictions of `bpf-iptables`: the maximum number of matching rules, given by the necessity to perform loop unrolling to compare the bitvectors, and the rule updating time, since we need to re-compute all the bitvectors when the ruleset is updated. The idea behind HORUS is based on the consideration that often, firewall rulesets (in particular, the ones automatically configured by orchestration software), contain a set of homogeneous rules that operate on the same set of fields. If we are able to discover this set of “similar” rules that are not conflicting with the previous ones (with higher priority), we could bring them in front of the matching pipeline for an additional chance of early-break. In addition, since those rules are independent from the others in the ruleset, we could compact all their corresponding bits in the bitvectors with just one, hence increasing the space for other non-HORUS rules. Moreover, adding (or removing) a HORUS rule does not require to update or even change the entire matching pipeline, but a single map insertion (or deletion) would be enough, thus reducing considerably the rule update time. When enabled, the HORUS module is inserted right before the Conntrack Label on and consists of another eBPF program with a `BPF_HASH` table that contains, as key, the set of fields of the HORUS set and, as value, the final action to apply when a match is found. If the final action is DROP, the packet is immediately dropped; if the action is ACCEPT, it will directly jump to the last module of the pipeline, the Conntrack Update. Finally, if no match is found, HORUS jumps to the first program of the classification pipeline, following the usual processing path.

An important scenario where HORUS shows its great advantages is under DoS attacks. In fact, if all the rules of the HORUS ruleset contains a DROP action, matching packets will be immediately discarded, hence exploiting (i) the early processing provided by XDP that allows to drop packets at a high rate and (ii) the ability to run this program on hardware accelerators (e.g., SmartNICs) that support the offloading of “simple” eBPF programs, further reducing the system load and the resource consumption, as shown in Chapter 6.
Optimized forwarding. If the final decision for a packet traversing the FORWARD chain is ACCEPT, it has to be forwarded to the next-hop, according to the routing table of the host. Since, starting from kernel version 4.18, eBPF programs can query directly the Linux routing table, bpf-iptables can optimize the path of the above packet by directly forwarding the packet to the target NIC, shortening its route within the Linux stack, with a significant performance advantage (Section 5.6). In the (few) cases in which the needed information are not available (e.g., because the MAC address of the next hop is not yet known), bpf-iptables will deliver the first few packets to the Linux stack, following the usual path.

5.4.4.3 Atomic rule update

One of the characteristics of the LBVS classifier is that, whenever a new rule is added, updated or removed, it needs to re-compute all the bitvectors associated with the current fields. However, to avoid inconsistency problems, we must update atomically the content of all maps in the pipeline. Unfortunately, eBPF allows the atomic update of a single map, while it does not support atomic updates of multiple maps. Furthermore, defining a synchronization mechanism for the update (e.g., using locks to prevent traffic being filtered by bpf-iptables) could lead to unacceptable service disruption given the impossibility of the data plane to process the traffic in that time interval.

To solve this issue, bpf-iptables exploits the fact that the classification pipeline is stateless and therefore it creates a new chain of eBPF programs and maps in parallel, based on the new ruleset. While this new pipeline is assembled and injected in the kernel, packets continue to be processed in the initial matching pipeline, accessing to the current state and configuration; when this reloading phase is completed, the Chain Selector is updated to jump to the first program of the new chain, allowing new packets to flow through it. This operation is performed atomically, enabling the continuous processing of the traffic with a consistent state and without any service disruption, thanks to a property of the eBPF subsystem that uses a particular map (BPF_PROG_ARRAY) to keep the addresses of the instantiated eBPF programs. Finally, when the new chain is up and running, the old one is unloaded. We discuss and evaluate the performance of the rules update within bpf-iptables, iptables and nftables in Section 5.6.4.2.

5.4.5 Connection Tracking

To support stateful filters, bpf-iptables implements its own connection tracking module, which is characterized by four additional eBPF programs placed in both ingress and egress pipeline, plus an additional matching component in the classification pipeline that filters traffic based on the current connection’s state. These modules share the same BPF_HASH conntrack map, as shown in Figure 5.2.
To properly update the state of a connection, the \texttt{bpf-iptables} conntrack has to intercept the traffic in both directions (i.e., host to the Internet and vice versa). Even if the user installs a set of rules operating only on the \texttt{INPUT} chain, outgoing packets have to be processed, in any case, by the conntrack modules located in the egress pipeline. The \texttt{bpf-iptables} connection tracking supports TCP, UDP, and ICMP traffic, although it does not handle advanced features such as related connections (e.g., when a SIP control session triggers the establishment of voice/video RTP flows\(^3\)), nor it supports IP reassembly.

\textbf{Packet walkthrough.} The \textit{Conntrack Label} module is used to associate a label to the current packet\(^4\) by detecting any possible change in the \textit{conntrack} table (e.g., TCP SYN packet starting a new connection triggers the creation of a new session entry), which is written into the \textit{packet metadata} per-CPU map shared within the entire pipeline. This information is used to filter the packet according to the stateful rules of the ruleset. Finally, if the packet “survives” the classification pipeline, the second conntrack program (\textit{Conntrack Update}) updates the \textit{conntrack} table with the new connection state or, in the case of a new connection, it creates the new associated entry. Since no changes occur if the packet is dropped, forbidden sessions will never consume space in the connection tracking table.

\textbf{Conntrack entry creation.} To identify the connection associated to a packet, \texttt{bpf-iptables} uses the packet 5-tuple (i.e., src/dst IP address, L4 protocol, src/dst L4 port) as key in the \textit{conntrack} table. Before saving the entry in the table, the \textit{Conntrack Update} orders the key as follows:

\begin{equation}
\text{key} = \{\text{min}(IpSrc,IpDest), \text{max}(IpSrc,IpDest), \text{Proto}, \text{min}(PortSrc,PortDest), \text{max}(PortSrc,PortDest)\} \tag{5.1}
\end{equation}

This process allows to create a single entry in the \textit{conntrack} table for both directions, speeding up the lookup process. In addition, together with the new connection state, the \textit{Conntrack Update} module stores into the \textit{conntrack} table two additional flags, \textit{ip reverse} (\texttt{ipRev}) and \textit{port reverse} (\texttt{portRev}) indicating if the IPs and the L4 ports have been reversed compared to the current packet 5-tuple. Those information will be used during the lookup process to understand if the current packet is in the same direction as the one originating the connection, or the opposite.

\(^3\)eBPF programs can read the payload of the packet (e.g., [7]), which is required to recognize related connections. Supporting these features in \texttt{bpf-iptables} can be done by extending the conntrack module to recognize the different L7 protocol from the packet and inserting the correct information in the conntrack table.

\(^4\)The possible labels that the conntrack module associates to a packet are the same defined by the \texttt{netfilter} framework (i.e., NEW, ESTABLISHED, RELATED, INVALID).
Lookup process. When a packet arrives to the Conntrack Label module, it computes the key for the current packet according to the previous formula and determines the ip reverse and port reverse flags as before. At this point it performs a lookup into the conntrack table with this key; if the lookup succeeds, the new flags are compared with those saved in the conntrack table to detect which direction the packet belongs to. For instance, if:

\[(\text{currIpRev} \neq \text{IpRev}) \&\& (\text{currPortRev} \neq \text{PortRev})\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

we are dealing with the reverse packet related to the stored session; this is used, e.g., to mark an existing TCP session as ESTABLISHED, i.e., update its state from SYN_SENT to SYN_RCVD (Figure 5.5).

Stateful matching module. If at least one rule of the ruleset requires a stateful match, bpf-iptables instantiates also the Conntrack Match module within the classification pipeline to find the bitvector associated to the current label. While this module is present only when the ruleset contains stateful rules, the two connection tracking modules outside the classification pipeline are always present, as they have to track all the current connections in order to be ready for state-based rules instantiated at a later time.

TCP state machine. A summary of the TCP state machine implemented in the connection tracking module is shown in Figure 5.5. The first state transition is triggered by a TCP SYN packet (all other packets not matching that condition are marked with the INVALID label); in this case, if the packet is accepted by the classification pipeline, the new state (i.e., SYN_SENT) is stored into the conntrack table together with some additional flow context information such as the last seen sequence number, which is used to check the packet before updating the connection state. Figure 5.5 refers to forward or reverse packet (i.e., pkt or rPkt) depending on the initiator of the connection. Finally, when the connection reaches the TIME_WAIT state, only a timeout event or a new SYN will trigger a state change. In the first case the entry is deleted from the conntrack table, otherwise the current packet direction is marked as forward and the new state becomes SYN_SENT.

Conntrack Concurrency. Even though the conntrack table, as all the others eBPF maps, is protected by the kernel’s RCU mechanism, it is not enough to ensure the atomicity of the operations performed inside the conntrack module itself. Indeed, to correctly work, the algorithm presented above assumes that both the direct and reverse connection are received on the same CPU core, requiring RSS/RPS\(^5\)

\(^5\)The Receive Side Scaling (RSS) is a hardware mechanism implemented in the NIC itself to distribute different flows to multiple receive and transmit descriptor queues, which are generally mapped to different CPU cores. The Receive Packet Steering (RPS) is logically a software
Figure 5.5: TCP state machine for bpf-iptables conntrack. Grey boxes indicate the states saved in the conntrack table; labels represent the value assigned by the first conntrack module before the packet enters the classification pipeline.

implementation of RSS and it is used when RSS is not supported by the underlying NIC.
to be enabled on the system. However, this assumption alone it is still not enough
to ensure the correctness the entire conntrack module. In fact, before updating the
value, the Conntrack Update first checks the current state of the packet in the state
machine and then updates the value with the new state. Although the update can
happen atomically through the bpf_map_update() system call, it is not the same
for both operations (check and update), then causing inconsistencies between the
two conntrack modules. bpf-iptables solves this problem by using (for v5.1+
kernels) the bpf_spin_lock mechanism [49, 152], which allows to acquire a lock
on a specific conntrack entry and then perform, atomically, the read and update of
the value.

Conntrack Cleanup. bpf-iptables implements the cleanup of conntrack en-
tries in the control plane, where a dedicated thread checks the presence of expired
sessions. For this reason, the Conntrack Update module updates the timestamp
associated to session each entry when a new packet is received. Since we noticed
that the usage of the bpf_ktime() helper to retrieve the current timestamp causes
a non-negligible performance overhead, we store in a dedicated per-CPU array the
current time every second, which is used by the data plane to timestamp the ses-
sion entries. We are confident that a per-second precision is a reasonable trade-off
between performance and accuracy for this type of application.

5.5 Control plane

This Section describes the main operations of our control plane, which are trig-
gerred whenever one of the following events occur.

Start-up. To behave as iptables, bpf-iptables has to intercept all incoming
and outgoing traffic and handle it in its custom eBPF pipeline. When started,
bpf-iptables attaches a small eBPF redirect program to the ingress (and egress)
hook of each host’s interface visible from the root namespace, as shown in Figure 5.2.
This program intercepts all packets flowing through the interface and calls the first
program of the bpf-iptables ingress or egress pipeline. This enables the creation
of a single processing pipeline that handles all the packets, whatever interface they
come from, as eBPF programs attached to a NIC cannot be called from other
interfaces. Finally, bpf-iptables retrieves all local IP addresses active on any
NIC and configures them in the Chain Selector; this initialization phase is done by
subscribing to the proper set of netlink events.

Netlink notification. When a new netlink notification arrives, bpf-iptables
checks if it relates to specific events in the root namespace, such as the creation of
an interface or the update of an IP address. In the first case, the redirect program
Algorithm 1: Pre-processing algorithm

**Input:** \( N \), the list of filtering rules

1. **Extract** \( K \), the set of matching fields used in \( N \)

   2. **foreach** \( k_i \in K \) do

      3. \( b_i \leftarrow \# \) bit of field \( K_i \)

      4. \( \theta_i \leftarrow \{ k_{i,j} \mid \forall j \leq \min (\text{card}(N), 2^{b_i}) \} \) /* set of distinct values */

      6. **if** \( \exists \) a wildcard rule \( \in N \) for \( k_i \) **then**

         7. Add wildcard entry to \( \theta_i \)

      8. **foreach** \( k_{i,j} \in \theta_i \) do

         9. \( \text{bitvector}_{i,j}[N] \leftarrow \{ 0 \} \)

            11. **foreach** \( n_i \in N \) do

               12. **if** \( k_{i,j} \subseteq n_i \) **then**

                  13. \( \text{bitvector}_{i,j}[i] = 1 \)


is attached to the eBPF hook of the new interface, enabling *bpf-iptables* to inspect its traffic. In the second case, we update the list of local IPs used in the Chain Selector with the new address.

**Ruleset changes.** When the user updates the ruleset, *bpf-iptables* starts the execution of the **pre-processing** algorithm, which calculates the value-bitvector pairs for each field; those values are then inserted in the new eBPF maps and the new programs are created on the parallel chain. The pre-processing algorithm (pseudo-code in Algorithm 1) works as follows. Let’s assume we have a list of \( N \) packet filtering rules that require exact or wildcard matching on a set of \( K \) fields; (i) for each field \( k_i \in K \) we extract a set of distinct values \( \theta_i = \{ k_{i,1}, k_{i,2}, ..., k_{i,j} \} \) with \( j \leq \text{card}(N) \) from the current ruleset \( N \); (ii) if there are rules that require wildcard matching for the field \( k_i \), we add an additional entry to the set \( \theta_i \) that represents the wildcard value; (iii) for each \( k_{i,j} \in \theta_i \) we scan the entire ruleset and if \( \forall n_i \in N \) we have that \( k_{i,j} \subseteq n_i \) then we set the bit corresponding to the position of the rule \( n_i \) in the bitvector for the value \( k_{i,j} \) to 1, otherwise we set the corresponding bit to 0. Repeating these steps for each field \( k_i \in K \) will allow to construct the final value-bitvector pairs to be used in the classification pipeline.

The final step for this phase is to insert the generated values in their eBPF maps. Each matching field has a default map; however, *bpf-iptables* is also able

---

\(^6\)There is a transition window between the reception of the netlink notification and the load of the redirect program, during which the firewall is not yet active. As far as the eBPF is concerned, this transition cannot be totally removed.
to choose the map type at runtime, based on the current ruleset values. For example, a LPM_TRIE is used as default map for IP addresses, which is the ideal choice when a range of IP addresses is used; however, if the current ruleset contains only rules with fixed (/32) IP addresses, it changes the map into a HASH_TABLE, making the matching more efficient. Before instantiating the pipeline, bpf-iptables modifies the behavior of every single module by regenerating and recompiling the eBPF program that best represents the current ruleset. When the most appropriate map for a given field has been chosen, bpf-iptables fills it with computed value-bitvector pairs. The combination of eBPF map and field type affects the way in which bpf-iptables represents the wildcard rule. For maps such as the LPM_TRIE, used to match IP addresses, the wildcard can be represented as the value 0.0.0.0/0, which is inserted as any other value. On the other hand, for L4 source and destination ports, which use a HASH_MAP, bpf-iptables instantiates the wildcard value as a variable hard-coded in the eBPF program; when the match in the table fails, it will use the wildcard variable as it was directly retrieved from the map.

Bpf-iptables adopts a variant of the previous algorithm for fields that have a limited number of possible values, where instead of generating the set $\theta_i$ of distinct values for the field $k_i$, it produces all possible combinations for that value. The advantage is that (i) it does not need to generate a separate bitvector for the wildcard, being all possible combinations already contained within the map and (ii) can be implemented with an eBPF ARRAY_MAP, which is faster compared to other maps. An example is the processing of TCP flags; since the number of all possible values for this field is limited (i.e., $2^8$), it is more efficient to expand the entire field with all possible cases instead of computing exactly the values in use.

5.6 Evaluation

5.6.1 Test environment

Setup. Our testbed includes a first server used as DUT running the firewall under test and a second used as packet generator (and possibly receiver). The DUT encompasses an Intel Xeon Gold 5120 14-cores CPU @2.20GHz (hyper-threading disabled) with support for Intel’s Data Direct I/O (DDIO) [84], 19.25 MB of L3 cache and two 32GB RAM modules. The packet generator is equipped with an Intel® Xeon CPU E3-1245 v5 4-cores CPU @3.50GHz (8 cores with hyper-threading), 8MB of L3 cache and two 16GB RAM modules. Both servers run Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS, with the packet generator using kernel 4.15.0-36 and the DUT running kernel 4.19.0. Each server has a dual-port Intel XL710 40Gbps NIC, each port directly connected to the corresponding one of the other server.
Evaluation metrics. Our tests analyze both TCP and UDP throughput of bpf-iptables compared to existing (and commonly used) Linux tools, namely iptables and nftables. TCP tests evaluate the throughput of the system under “real” conditions, with all the offloading features commonly enabled in production environments (i.e., IP fragmentation, TCP segmentation offloading, checksum offloading). Instead, UDP tests stress the capability of the system in terms of packet per seconds, hence we use 64B packets without any offloading capability. When testing bpf-iptables, we disabled all the kernel modules related to iptables and nftables (e.g., x_tables, nf_tables) and the corresponding connection tracking modules (i.e., nf_conntrack and nft_ct). Although most of the evaluation metrics are common among all tests, we provide additional details on how the evaluation has been performed on each test separately.

Testing tools. UDP tests used Pktgen-DPDK v3.5.6 [55] and DPDK v18.08 to generate traffic, while for TCP tests we used both iperf v2.0.10 to measure the TCP throughput and weighttp [10] v0.4 to generate a high number of new parallel HTTP connection towards the DUT, counting only the successful completed connections [91]. Particularly, the latter reports the actual capability of the server to perform real work.

Rule sets and Packet-traces. We used the same ruleset for all the firewalls under consideration. In particular, nftables rules have been generated using the same rules loaded for bpf-iptables and iptables but converted using iptables-translate [11]. Since synthetic rule sets vary depending on the test under consideration, we describe their content in the corresponding test’s section. Regarding the generated traffic, we configured Pktgen-DPDK to generate traffic that matches the configured rules; also in this case we discuss the details in each test description.

5.6.2 System benchmarking

This Section evaluates the performance and efficiency of individual bpf-iptables components (e.g., conntrack, matching pipeline).

5.6.2.1 Performance dependency on the number of rules

This test evaluates the performance of bpf-iptables with an increasing number of rules, from 50 to 5k. We generated five synthetic rulesets with rules matching the TCP/IP 5-tuple and then analyzed a first scenario in which rules are loaded on the FORWARD chain (Section 5.6.2.2) and a second that involves the INPUT chain (Section 5.6.2.3). In the first case, performance are influenced by both the classification algorithm and the TCP/IP stack bypass; in the second case packets are
delivered to a local application, hence the performance are mainly influenced by
the classification algorithm.

5.6.2.2 Performance dependency on the number of rules (FORWARD chain)

This test loads all the rules in the FORWARD chain and the DUT is configured as router in order to forward all traffic received from one interface to the other. The generated traffic is uniformly distributed among all the rules\(^7\), without any packet hitting the default rule. Since each rule is a 5-tuple, the number of TCP generated flows is equal to the number of rules.

**Evaluation metrics.** We report the UDP throughput (in Mpps) averaged among 10 different runs. This value is taken by adjusting the sending rate not to exceed 1% packet loss. Single-core results are taken by setting the interrupts mask of each ingress receive queue to a single core, while multi-core performance (14 cores in our case) represent the standard case where all the available cores in the DUT are used.

**Results.** Figure 5.6a and 5.6b show respectively the single-core and multi-core forwarding performance results. We can notice from Figure 5.6a how \texttt{bpf-iptables} outperforms \texttt{iptables} by a factor of two even with a small number of rules (i.e.,

\(^7\)We used a customized version of Pktgen-DPDK [110] to randomly generate packet for a given range of IPv4 addresses and L4 port values.
50); this gap is even larger with nftables, which is almost 5 times slower in the same conditions. The advantage of bpf-iptables is even more evident with more rules; the main performance bottleneck is the scanning of the entire bitvector in order to find the final matching rule, whose size depends on the number of rules (Section 5.4.4). Finally, Figure 5.6b shows how bpf-iptables scale across multiple cores; the maximum throughput is achieved with 1K rules since the number of generated flows with a smaller number of rules is not enough to guarantee uniform processing across multiple cores (due to the RSS/RFS feature of the NIC), with a resulting lower throughput.

5.6.2.3 Performance dependency on the number of rules (INPUT chain)

This test loads all the rules in the INPUT chain; traffic traverses the firewall and terminates on a local application, hence following the same path through the TCP/IP stack for all the firewalls under testing. As consequence, any performance difference is mainly due to the different classification algorithms. We used iperf to generate UDP traffic (using its default packet size for UDP) toward the DUT, where the default accept policy causes all packet to be delivered to the local iperf server, where we compute the final throughput. To further stress the firewall, we used eight parallel iperf clients to generate the traffic, saturating the 40Gbps link.

Evaluation metrics. We report the UDP throughput (in Gbps) among 10 different runs; we forced the firewall to run on a single core, while the iperf server runs on a different core.\(^8\)

\(^8\)We set the affinity of iperf on a single core and then we forced all interrupts on another one.
Results. Figure 5.7 shows how bpf-iptables perform better than the other firewalls, with an increasing gap with larger rulesets. However, the advantage with a low number of rules is smaller compared to the previous case; in fact, in this scenarios, bpf-iptables cannot avoid the cost of passing through the TCP/IP stack (and the allocation of the sk_buff). Therefore its performance advantage is given only by the different classification algorithm, which is more evident when the number of rules grows. However, it is important to note that in case of DROP rules, bpf-iptables discards the packets far before they reach the local application, with a sensible performance advantage thanks to the early processing of XDP.

5.6.2.4 Performance dependency on the number of matching fields

Since the bpf-iptables modular pipeline requires a separate eBPF program (hence an additional processing penalty) for each matching field, this test evaluates the throughput of bpf-iptables when increasing the number of matching fields in the deployed rules in order to characterize the (possible) performance degradation when operating on a growing number of protocol fields.

Ruleset. We generated five different rulesets with a fixed number of rules (i.e., 1000) and with an increasing complexity that goes from matching only the srcIP address to the entire 5-tuple. All the rules have been loaded in the FORWARD chain and have the ACCEPT action, while the default action of the chain is DROP.

Test setup and evaluation metrics. Same as Section 5.6.2.2.
5.6.2.5 Connection Tracking Performance

This test evaluates the performance of the connection tracking module, which enables stateful filtering. We used HTTP traffic to stress the rather complex state machine of that protocol (Section 5.4.5) by generating a high number of new connections per second, taking the number of successfully completed sessions as performance indicator.

9First ruleset had 1000 rules, all operating on source IP addresses. Second ruleset used #50 distinct srcIPs and #20 distinct dstIPs, resulting again in 1000 rules.
Test setup. In this test weighttp [10] generated 1M HTTP requests towards the DUT, using an increasing number of concurrent clients to stress the connection tracking module. At each request, a file of 100 byte is returned by the nginx web server running in the DUT. Once the request is completed, the current connection is closed and a new connection is created. This required to increase the limit of 1024 open file descriptors per process imposed by Linux in order to allow the sender to generate a larger number of new requests per second and to enable the net.ipv4.tcp_tw_reuse flag to reuse sessions in TIME_WAIT state in both sender and receiver machines.10

Ruleset. This ruleset is made by three rules loaded in the INPUT chain, hence operating only on packets directed to a local application. The first rule accepts all packets belonging to an ESTABLISHED session; the second rule accepts all the NEW packets coming from the outside and with the TCP destination port equal to 80; the last rule drops all the other packets coming from outside.

Evaluation metrics. We measure the number of successfully completed requests; in particular, weighttp increments the above number only if a request is completed within 5 seconds.

Results. bpf-iptables scores better in both single-core and multi-core tests, with iptables performing from 5 to 3% less and nftables being down from 7 to 10%, as shown in Figures 5.9a and 5.9b. However, for the sake of precision, the connection tracking module of bpf-iptables does not include all the features supported by iptables and nftables (Section 5.4.5). Nevertheless, we remind that this logic can be customized at run-time to fit the necessity of the particular running application, including only the required features, without having to update the Linux kernel.

5.6.3 Realistic Scenarios

In this set of tests we analyzed some scenarios that are common in enterprise environments, such as (i) protecting servers in a DMZ, and (ii) performance under DDoS attack.

5.6.3.1 Enterprise public servers

This test mimics the configuration of an enterprise firewall used as front-end device, which controls the traffic directed to a protected network (e.g., DMZ) that

10We also tuned some parameters (e.g., max backlog, local port range) in order to reduce the overhead of the web server.
hosts a set of servers that must be reachable from the outside world. We increase the number of public servers that needs to be protected, hence tests were repeated with different number of rules.

**Ruleset.** The first rule *accepts* all the *ESTABLISHED* connections towards the protected network; then, a set of rules *accept* *NEW* connections generated by the servers in the protected network towards the outside world; the latest set of rules enable the communication towards the services exposed in the protected network by matching on the destination IP, protocol and L4 port destination of the incoming packets. Among the different runs we used an increasing number of rules ranging from 50 to 5K, depending on the number of public services that are exposed to the outside world.

**Test setup.** All the rules are loaded in the *FORWARD* chain and the traffic is generated so that the 90% is evenly distributed among all the rules and the 10% matches the default *DROP* rule. The packet generator is connected to the DUT through two interfaces, simulating a scenario where the firewall is between the two (public and protected) networks. When traffic belonging to a specific flow is seen in both directions, the session is considered *ESTABLISHED* and then will match the first rule of the ruleset.

**Evaluation metrics.** The test has been repeated 10 times; results report the throughput in Mpps (for 64B UDP packets).
Results. bpf-iptables outperforms existing solutions thanks to the optimized path for the FORWARD chain, which transparently avoids the overhead of the Linux TCP/IP stack, as shown in Figure 5.10. In addition, its throughput is almost independent from the number of rules thanks to the optimization on the ESTABLISHED connections (Section 5.4.4.2), which avoids the overhead of the classification pipeline if the conntrack module recognizes an ESTABLISHED connection that should be accepted. Even if iptables would also benefit from the fact that most packets match the first rule, hence making the linear search faster, the overall performance in Figure 5.10 show a decrease in throughput when the number of rules in the ruleset grows. This is primarily due to the overhead to recognize the traffic matching the default rule (DROP in our scenario), which still requires to scan (linearly) the entire ruleset.

5.6.3.2 Performance under DDoS Attack

This tests evaluates the performance of the system under DDoS attack. We analyzed also two optimized configurations of iptables and nftables that make use of ipset and sets commands, which ensures better performance when matching an entry against a set of values.

Ruleset. We used a fixed set of rules (i.e., 1000) matching on IP source, protocol and L4 source port, DROP action. Two additional rules involve the connection tracking to guarantee the reachability of internal servers; (i) accepts all the ESTABLISHED connections and (ii) accepts all the NEW connection with destination L4 port 80.
Figure 5.12: Performance with single default ACCEPT rule (baseline). Left: UDP traffic, 64B packets matching the FORWARD chain. Right: number of HTTP request/s (downloading a 1MB web page), TCP packets matching the INPUT chain.

**Test setup and evaluation metrics.** The packet generator sends 64Bytes UDP packets towards the server with the same set of source IP addresses and L4 ports configured in the blacklisted rules. DDoS traffic is sent on a first port connected to the DUT, while a `weighttp` client sends traffic on a second port, simulating a legitimate traffic towards a `nginx` server running in the DUT. `Weighttp` generates 1M HTTP requests using 1000 concurrent clients; we report the number of successfully completed requests/s, with a timeout of 5 seconds, varying the rate of DDoS traffic.

**Results.** Figure 5.11 shows that the performance of `bpf-iptables`, `ipset` and `nft-set` are similar for of low-volume DDoS attacks; `iptables` and `nftables` are slightly worse because of their inferior matching algorithm. However, with higher DDoS load (>8Mpps), the performance of `ipset` and `nft-set` drop rapidly and the server becomes unresponsive, with almost no requests served; `iptables` and `nftables` are even worse (zero goodput at 2.5Mpps). Vice versa, thanks to its matching pipeline at the XDP level, `bpf-iptables` can successfully sustain ~95,000 HTTP requests/s of legitimate traffic when the DDoS attack rate is more than 40Mpps, i.e., ~60% of the maximum achievable load. Higher DDoS load was not tested because of a limitation of our traffic generator.
5.6.4 Microbenchmarks

5.6.4.1 Baseline performance

This test analyzes the overhead of `bpf-iptables` on a vanilla system, without any firewall rule. This represents the most favorable case for `iptables` where cost grows linearly with the number of rules, while `bpf-iptables` has to pay the cost of some programs at the beginning of the pipeline that must be always active, such as the connection tracking and the logic that applies the default action to all packets (i.e., `ALLOW`). The left side of Figure 5.12 shows the performance of `bpf-iptables`, `iptables` and `nftables` when the traffic (64B UDP packets) traverses the `FORWARD` chain. This case shows a considerable advantage of `bpf-iptables` thanks to its optimized forwarding mechanism (Section 5.4.4.2). The situation is slightly different when the traffic hits the `INPUT` chain (Figure 5.12, right). In fact, in such case the packets has to follow the usual path towards the stack before reaching the local application, with no chance to shorten its journey. While `bpf-iptables` does not show the advantages seen in the previous case, it does not show any worsening either, hence demonstrating that the overhead of the running components is definitely limited.

5.6.4.2 Rules insertion time

The LBVS matching algorithm requires the update of the entire pipeline each time the ruleset changes (Section 5.4.4.3). This test evaluates the time required to insert the \((n + 1)\)th rule when the ruleset already contains \(n\) rules; in case of `iptables` and `nft`, this has been measured by computing the time required to execute the corresponding userspace tool. Results, presented in Table 5.1, show that both `iptables` and `nftables` are very fast in this operation, which completes in some tens of milliseconds; `bpf-iptables`, instead, requires a far larger time (varying from 1 to 2.5s with larger rulesets). To understand the reason of this higher cost, we exploded the `bpf-iptables` rules insertion time in three different parts. Hence, \(t_1\) indicates the time required by the `bpf-iptables` control plane to compute all the value-bitvector pairs for the current ruleset. Instead, \(t_2\) indicates the time required to compile and inject the new eBPF classification pipeline in the kernel; during this time, `bpf-iptables` continues to process the traffic according to the old ruleset, with the `swapping` performed only when the new pipeline is ready.\(^{11}\) Finally, \(t_3\) is the time required to delete the old chain, which has no impact on the user experience as the new pipeline is already filtering traffic after \(t_2\). Finally,

\(^{11}\)Since time \(t_2\) depends on the number of matching fields required by each rule (bpf-iptables instantiates the minimum set of eBPF programs necessary to handle the current configuration), numbers in Table 5.1 take into account the worst case where all the rules require matching on all the supported fields.
Table 5.1: Comparison of the time required to append the \((n + 1)^{th}\) in the ruleset in milliseconds (ms).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># rules</th>
<th>iptables</th>
<th>nftables</th>
<th>bpf-iptables</th>
<th>HORUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t1\textsuperscript{1}</td>
<td>t2\textsuperscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2462</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1} Time required to compute all the bitvectors-pairs.
\textsuperscript{2} Time required to create and load the new chain.
\textsuperscript{3} Time required to remove the old chain.
\textsuperscript{4} Time required to identify the rules belonging to a \textsc{Horus} set.
\textsuperscript{5} Time required to insert the new rule in the \textsc{Horus} set.

the last column of Table 5.1 depicts the time required to insert a rule handled by \textsc{Horus} (Section 5.4.4.2). Excluding the first entry of this set that requires to load the \textsc{Horus} eBPF program, all the other entries are inserted in the \textsc{Horus} set within an almost negligible amount of time (t_H\textsuperscript{2}). Instead, the detection if the new rule belongs to an \textsc{Horus} set takes more time (t_H\textsuperscript{1} ranges from 1 to 40ms), but this can be definitely reduced with a more optimized algorithm.

### 5.6.4.3 Ingress pipeline: XDP vs. TC

\textbf{bpf-iptables} attaches its ingress pipeline on the XDP hook, which enables traffic processing as early as possible in the Linux networking stack. This is particularly convenient when the packet matches the \textsc{Drop} action or when we can bypass the TCP/IP stack and forward immediately the packet to the final destination (\textit{optimized forwarding}, Section 5.4.4.2). However, when an eBPF program is attached to the XDP hook, the Generic Receive Offload\textsuperscript{12} feature on that interface is disabled; as a consequence, we may incur in higher processing costs in presence of large TCP \textit{incoming} flows. Results in Figure 5.13, which refer to a set of parallel TCP flows

\textsuperscript{12}Generic Receive Offload (GRO) is a software-based offloading technique that reduces the per-packet processing overhead by reassembling small packets into larger ones.
Figure 5.13: TCP throughput when the bpf-iptables ingress pipeline (with zero rules) is executed on either XDP or TC ingress hook; bpf-iptables running on a single CPU core; iperf running on all the other cores.

between the traffic generator and the DUT, with a void INPUT chain and the default ACCEPT action, show clearly how the XDP ingress pipeline pays a higher cost compared to TC, which easily saturates our 40Gbps link\(^\text{13}\). This higher cost is given by the larger number of (small) packets to be processed by bpf-iptables because of the lack of GRO aggregation; it is important to note that this cost is not present if TCP data exits from the server (outgoing traffic), which is a far more common scenario.

5.7 Additional Discussion

Although one of the main assumption of our work was to rely on a vanilla Linux kernel (Section 5.2.4), as a possible future work we present here a set of viable kernel modifications that are compatible with bpf-iptables and that may enable new optimizations.

New kernel hooks. Being based on eBPF, bpf-iptables uses a different set of hooks compared to the ones used by the netfilter subsystem (Section 5.2.1). This introduces the need to predict, in a preceding eBPF hook, some decisions that would be performed only later in the Linux stack. A possible alternative consists in adding new eBPF hooks that operate in netfilter, hence enabling the replacement of selected portions of the above framework that suffer more in terms of performance (e.g., iptables classification pipeline), while reusing existing

\(^{13}\)To avoid TCP and application-level processing to become the bottleneck, we set all the NIC interrupts to a single CPU core, on which bpf-iptables has to be executed, while iperf uses all the remaining ones.
and well-tested code (e.g., netfilter conntrack). Although this would be the most suitable choice for a 100% iptables-compatible eBPF-based firewall, on the other side it would unavoidably limit the overall performance of the system. In fact, this would set the baseline performance of bpf-iptables to the one of the corresponding TCP/IP stack layer, because of the large amount of code shared between the two approaches and the impossibility to leverage earlier processing provided by the XDP hook. Moreover, the early packet steering provided by XDP enables also the creation of the exact processing pipeline that is required in any given moment in time, instantiating only the proper eBPF modules. This would avoid any source of overhead in the processing path of a packet, which would not be possible in case existing kernel network stack components are used.

**New eBPF helpers.** Adding new eBPF helpers is definitely a suitable direction, in particular with respect to our eBPF conntrack (Section 5.4.5) that is far from complete and supports only basic scenarios. A dedicated helper would enable a more complete implementation without having to deal with the well-known limitations of eBPF programs (e.g., number of instructions, loops). A similar helper that reused the netfilter connection tracking was proposed in [158], which was at the foundation of an alternative version of bpf-iptables [111]. However, based on the above prototype, we would suggest a custom implementation of the conntrack module in order to be independent from the network stack; the above implementation assumed the use of sk_buff structure and hence was available only to eBPF programs attached to the TC hook.

**Improve eBPF internals.** One of the biggest limitation of the eBPF subsystem that we faced in this work is the maximum number of allowed instructions, currently constrained to 4K, which limited the maximum number of supported rules to ~8K (Section 5.4.4, without HORUS). In this respect, the extension of the eBPF verifier (available for kernel v5.3+) to support bounded loops would be extremely helpful [136]. At the same way, a recent patch [150] that introduced the support for larger eBPF programs up to *one million* increases the number of supported rules without any change in the overall design of the system.

### 5.8 Conclusions

This Chapter presents bpf-iptables, an eBPF-based Linux firewall designed to preserve the iptables filtering semantic while improving its speed and scalability, in particular when a high number of rules are used. Being based on eBPF,
bpf-iptables is able to take advantage of the characteristics of this technology, such as the dynamic compilation and injection of the eBPF programs in the kernel at run-time in order to build an optimized data-path based on the actual firewall configuration. The tight integration of bpf-iptables with the Linux kernel may represent a great advantage over other solutions (e.g., DPDK) because of the possibility to cooperate with the rest of the kernel functions (e.g., routing) and the other tools of the Linux ecosystem. Furthermore, bpf-iptables does not require custom kernel modules or additional software frameworks that could not be allowed in some scenarios such as public data-centers.

Bpf-iptables guarantees a huge performance advantage compared to existing solutions, particularly in case of an high number (i.e., up to 32K in the current prototype) of filtering rules; furthermore, it does not introduce undue overheads in the system when no rules are instantiated, even though in some cases the use of XDP on the ingress hook could hurt the overall performance of the system. Existing eBPF limitations have been circumvented with ad-hoc engineering choices (e.g., classification pipeline) and clever optimizations (e.g., HORUS), which guarantee further scalability and fast update time.

On the other hand, currently bpf-iptables supports only a subset of the features available in netfilter-based firewalls. For instance, iptables is often used to also handle natting functions, which we have not considered in this Chapter, as well as the features available in etables and arptables. Those functionality, together with the support for additional matching fields are considered as possible direction for our future work.
Chapter 6

Introducing SmartNICs in Server-based Data Plane Processing: the DDoS Mitigation Use Case

6.1 Introduction

With the objective of further reducing the workload on the precious general-purpose CPU cores of the servers, system administrators have recently resumed the old idea of introducing programmable intelligent networking adapters (a.k.a., SmartNICs) in their servers [156, 103, 64, 41], combining the flexibility of software network functions with the improved performance of the hardware NIC acceleration. Smart Network Interface Cards (SmartNIC) offer hardware accelerators that enable to partially (or fully) offload packet processing functions; examples include load balancing [116], key-value stores [145] or more generic flow-level network functions [128, 118]. On the other hand, SmartNICs may present additional challenges due to their limited memory and computation capabilities compared to current high-performance servers.

In this Chapter we explored the potential of exploiting SmartNICs on a specific use case, i.e., to mitigate volumetric DDoS attacks, which are considered as one of the major threats in today’s Internet, accounting for the 75.7% of the total DDoS attacks [5, 149, 4]. While the detection of DDoS attacks is a largely studied problem in the literature with several algorithms proposed to rapidly and efficiently detect an ongoing attack, in this Chapter we focus on the challenges related to the DDoS attack mitigation; in particular, we explore how the recent advances on the host data-plane acceleration can be used to adequately handle the large speeds required by today’s networks. This work results particularly beneficial also for the
application showed in Chapter ??, where the \texttt{bpf-iptables} classification pipeline can be enhanced and improved with the hardware filtering mechanism available in the SmartNIC.

We provide the following contributions. First, we analyze the various approaches that can be used to design an efficient and cost-effective DDoS mitigation solution. As generally expected, our results show that offloading the mitigation task to the programmable NIC yields significant performance improvements; however, we demonstrate also that, due to the memory and compute limitations of current SmartNIC technologies, a fully offloaded solution may lead to deleterious performance. Second, as a consequence of the previous findings, we propose the design and implementation of a hybrid mitigation pipeline architecture that leverages the flexibility of eBPF/eXpress Data Path (XDP) to handle different type of traffic and attackers and the efficiency of the hardware-based filtering in the SmartNIC to discard traffic from malicious sources. Third, we present a mechanism to transparently offload part of the DDoS mitigation rules into the SmartNIC, which takes into account the most aggressive sources, i.e., the ones that largely impact on the mitigation effectiveness.

The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 presents a high-level overview of the SmartNIC and TC Flower, the flow classifier of the Linux traffic control kernel subsystem. Section 6.3 analyzes the different approaches that can be used to build an efficient DDoS mitigation solution. Section 6.4 presents the design of an architecture that uses the above mentioned technologies to both detect and mitigate DDoS attacks, including the offloading algorithm adopted to install the rules into the SmartNIC (Section 6.4.1.1), while keeping the flexibility and improved performance of the in-kernel XDP packet processing. Finally, Section 6.5 provides the necessary evidence to the previous findings, Section 6.6 briefly discusses the related works and Section 6.7 concludes the Chapter.

\section{Background}

\subsection{SmartNICs}

Smart Network Interface Cards (SmartNICs) are intelligent adapters used to boost the performance of servers by offloading (part of) the network processing workload from the host CPU to the NIC itself [154]. Although the term SmartNIC is being widely used in the industry and academic world, there is still some confusion over the precise definition. We consider traditional NICs the devices that provide several pre-defined offloaded functions (e.g., transmit/receive segmentation offload, checksum offload) without including a fully programmable processing path, e.g., which may involve the presence of a general-purpose CPU on board. In our context, a \textit{SmartNIC} is a NIC equipped with a fully-programmable system-on-chip.
(SoC) multi-core processor that is capable to run a fully-fledged operating system, offering more flexibility and hence potentially taking care of any arbitrary network processing task. This type of SmartNIC can also be enhanced with a set of specialized hardware functionalities that can be used to accelerate specific class of functions (e.g., OpenvSwitch data-plane) or to perform generic packet and flow-filtering. On the other hand, they have limited compute and memory capabilities, making not always possible (or efficient) to completely offload all types of tasks. Furthermore, SmartNICs feature their own operating system and therefore may have to be handled separately from the host. For instance, offloading a network task to the SmartNIC may require the host to have multiple interactions with the card, such as to compile and inject the new eBPF code, to execute additional commands (either on the host, or directly on the card) to exploit the available features such as configure hardware co-processors. Finally, no current standard exist to interact with SmartNICs, hence different (and often proprietary) methods have to be implemented when the support of several manufacturers is required.

### 6.2.2 TC Flower

The Flow Classifier is a feature of the Linux Traffic Control (TC) kernel subsystem that provides the possibility to match, modify and apply different actions to a packet based on the flow it belongs to. It offers a common interface for hardware vendors to implement an offloading logic within their devices; when a TC Flower rule is added, active NIC drivers check if that rule is supported in hardware; in that case the rule is pushed to the physical card, causing packets to be directly matched in the hardware device [77], hence resulting in greater throughput and a decrease of the host CPU usage. TC Flower represents a promising technology that can hide the differences between different hardware manufacturers, but it not able (yet) to support all the high-level features that may be available in modern SmartNICs.

### 6.3 DDoS Mitigation: Approaches

Once a DDoS attack is detected, efficient packet dropping is a fundamental part of a DDoS attack mitigation solution. In a typical DDoS mitigation pipeline, a set of mitigation rules are deployed in the server’s data plane to filter the malicious traffic. The strategy used to block the malicious sources may be determined by several factors such as the characteristics of the server (e.g., availability of a SmartNIC, its hardware capabilities), the characteristics of the malicious traffic (e.g., number of attackers) or the type and complexity of the rules that are used to classify the illegitimate traffic. In particular, we envision the following three approaches.
6.3.0.1 Host-based mitigation

In this case all traffic (either malicious or legitimate) is processed by the host CPU, which drops incoming packets that match a given blacklist of malicious sources; this represents the only viable option if the system lacks of any underlying hardware accelerators/offloading functionalities. All the host-based mitigation techniques and tools used today fall in two different macro-categories depending on whether packets are processed at kernel or user-space level.

Focusing on Linux-based system, the first category includes *iptables* and its derivatives, such as *nftables*, which represent the main tools used to mitigate DDoS attacks. It allows to express complex policies to the traffic, filtering packets inside the *netfilter* subsystem. However, the deep level in the networking stack where the packet processing occurs causes poor performance when coping with increasing speed of the today’s DDoS attacks, making this solution practically unfeasible, as demonstrated in Section 6.5. As opposite to kernel-level processing, a multitude of fast packet I/O frameworks relying on specialized NIC/networking drivers and user-space processing have been built over the past years. Examples such as Netmap [133], DPDK [54], PF_RING ZC [121] rely on a small kernel component that maps the NIC device memory directly to user space, hence making it directly available to (network-specialized) userland applications instead of relying on normal kernel data-path processing. This approach provides huge performance benefits compared to the standard kernel packet processing but incurs in several non-negligible drawbacks. First of all, these frameworks require to take the exclusive ownership of the NIC, so that all packets received are processed by the userspace application. This means that, in a DDoS mitigation scenario, packets belonging to legitimate sources have to be inserted back into the kernel, causing unnecessary packet copies that slow down the performance\(^1\). Furthermore, these frameworks require the fixed allocation of one (or more) CPU cores to the above programs, independently from the presence of an ongoing attack, hence reducing the performance-cost ratio, as precious CPU resources are no longer available for normal processing tasks (e.g., virtual machines).

*eBPF/XDP* can be considered as a mix of the previous approaches. It is technically a kernel-space framework, although XDP programs can be injected from userspace to the kernel, after guaranteeing that all security properties are satisfied. XDP programs are executed in the kernel context but as early as possible, well before the *netfilter* framework, hence providing an improvement of an order of magnitude compared to *iptables*. The adoption of XDP to implement packet filtering functionalities has grown over the years; (i) its perfect integration with the

---

\(^1\)It is worth mentioning that Netmap has a better kernel integration compared to DPDK; in fact, it is possible to inject packets back into the kernel by just passing a pointer, without any copy. However, it is still subjected to a high CPU consumption compared to eBPF/XDP.
Linux kernel makes it more efficient to pass legitimate packets up to the stack, \((ii)\) its simple programming model makes it easy to express customized filtering rules without taking care of low-level details such as required by common user-space framework and \((iii)\) its event-driven execution gives the possibility to consume resources only when necessary, providing a perfect trade-off between performance and CPU consumption.

6.3.0.2 SmartNIC-based mitigation

If the server is equipped with a SmartNIC, an alternative approach would be to offload the entire mitigation task to this device. This enables to dedicate all the available resources on the host CPU to the target workloads, operating only on the legitimate traffic, freeing the host CPU from spending precious CPU cycles in the mitigation. However, although SmartNICs (by definition) support arbitrary data path processing, they often differ on how this can be achieved. Possible options range from running a custom executable, which should already be present on the card, to dynamically inject a new program created on the fly, e.g., thanks to technologies such as XDP or P4, or to directly compile those programs into the hardware device [34]. This makes more cumbersome the implementation of offloading features that run on cards from multiple manufacturers.

In our context, we envision two different options: \((i)\) exploit any hardware filter (if available) in the SmartNIC and, if the number of blacklisted addresses exceeds the capability of the hardware (which may be likely, given the typical size of the above structure), block the rest of the traffic with a custom dropping program (e.g., XDP) running on the NIC CPU; \((ii)\) block all the packets in software, running entirely on the SmartNIC CPU, e.g., in case the card does not have any hardware filtering capability. In both cases, the surviving (benign) traffic is redirected to the host where the rest of server applications are running. An evaluation of the above possibilities will be carried out in Section 6.5.

6.3.0.3 Hybrid (SmartNIC + XDP Host)

An alternative strategy that combines the advantages of the previous approaches would be to adopt a hybrid solution where part of the malicious traffic is dropped by the SmartNIC (reducing the overhead on the host’s CPU) and the remaining part is handled on the host, possibly leveraging the much greater processing power available in modern server CPUs compared to the one available in embedded devices.

In this scenario, we exploit the fixed hardware functions commonly available in the current SmartNICs to perform stateless matching on selected packet fields and apply simple actions such as modify, drop or allow packets. To avoid redirecting all the traffic to the (less powerful) SmartNIC CPU, we could let it pass through the
above hardware tables (where the match/drop is performed at line rate) and forward the rest of the packets to the host, where the remaining part of the mitigation pipeline is running. However, given the limited number of entries often available in the above hardware tables, which are not enough to contain the large number of mitigation rules needed during a large DDoS attack, the whole list of dropping targets is partitioned between the NIC and the host dropping program (e.g., XDP). This requires specific algorithms to perform this splitting, which should keep into account the difference in terms of supported rules and their importance. Interesting, this scenario in which the companion filtering XDP program is executed in the server is also compatible with some traditional NICs that support fixed hardware traffic filtering, such as Intel cards with Flow Director\textsuperscript{2}. In this case, the mitigation module can use the card-specific syntax (e.g., Flow Director commands) to configure filtering rules, with the consequent decrease of the filtering processing load in the host.

### 6.4 Architecture and Implementation

This section presents a possible architecture that can be used to compare the previous three approaches in the important use case of the DDoS mitigation, enabling a fair comparison of their respective strength and weaknesses in the implementation of an efficient and cost-effective mitigation pipeline. In particular, we present the different components constituting the proposed architecture (shown in Figure 6.1) and their role, together we some implementation details that result from the use of the assessed technologies.

#### 6.4.1 Mitigation

The first program encountered in the pipeline is the filtering module, which matches the incoming traffic against the list of blacklisted entries to drop packets coming from malicious sources; surviving packets are redirected to the host where additional (more advanced) checks can be performed before redirecting packets directly to the next program in the pipeline (i.e., the feature extraction).

Although our architecture is flexible enough to instantiate the filtering program in different locations (e.g., SmartNIC, Host, and even partitioned across the two above), at the beginning we instantiate an XDP filtering program in the host in order to obtain the necessary traffic information and decide the best mitigation strategy. If the userspace DDoS mitigation module recognizes the availability of the hardware offload functionality in the SmartNIC, it starts adding the filtering

\textsuperscript{2}The Flow Director is an Intel feature that supports advanced filters and packet processing in the NIC; for this reason it is often used in scenarios where packets are small and traffic is heavy (e.g., DoS attacks).
rules into the hardware tables, causing malicious packet to be immediately dropped in hardware. However, since those tables have often a limited size (typically $\sim 1-2K$ entries), we place the most active top-$K$ malicious talkers in the SmartNIC hardware tables, where $K$ is the size of those tables, while the remaining ones are filtered by the XDP program running either on the SmartNIC CPU or on the host, depending on a configuration option that enables us to compare the results with different operating conditions.

### 6.4.1.1 Offloading algorithm

The selection of the top-$K$ malicious talkers that are most appropriate for hardware offloading is carried out by the rate monitor module, which computes a set of statistics on the dropped traffic and applies a hysteresis-based function to predict the advantages of possibly modifying the list of offloaded rules that are active in the SmartNIC. In fact, altering this list requires either computational resources or time (in our card a single rule update may require up to $2 \text{ ms}$), which may be unnecessary if the rank of the new top-$K$ rules does not effectively impact on the mitigation effectiveness.

The pseudo-code of our algorithm is shown in Listing 2. First, it computes a list of the global top-$K$ sources, which contains both SmartNIC and XDP entries.
**Algorithm 2: Offloading algorithm**

**Input:** $K$, the max # of supported SmartNIC entries

**Output:** $v'_k \leftarrow$ The list of SmartNIC entries.

1. $\gamma_k \leftarrow$ TOP-K Global entries
2. $v_k \leftarrow$ TOP-K SmartNIC entries
3. sortDescending($\gamma_k$)
4. sortAscending($v_k$)
5. $\gamma'_k \leftarrow \gamma_k - v_k$ /* Remove already offloaded entries */
6. $v'_k \leftarrow v_k - \gamma_k$ /* List of non TOP-K rules */
7. foreach $\gamma'_{i,k} \in \gamma'_k$ do
   8. $\beta_i \leftarrow \text{offloadGain}(\gamma'_{i,k}, v'_k)$
   9. if $\beta_i \geq \text{threshold}$ then
      10. $v'_k \leftarrow v'_k - \gamma'_{i,k}$ /* Remove old entry from offload list */
      11. $v'_k \leftarrow v'_k + \gamma'_{i,k}$ /* Add new entry into offload list */

Sorted in descending order according to their rate, and a second list containing only the offloaded entries, i.e., the ones present in the SmartNIC hardware tables, which is arranged in ascending order. Next, it computes the difference of the above lists, resulting in two lists containing two disjoint sets of elements; the first list contains all the candidate rules that are not yet in the SmartNIC and the second list includes the SmartNIC entries that are not in the top-K anymore. At this point, starting from the first element of the former list, it calculates the possible benefit obtained by removing the first entry of the second list (given by the ratio between the rate of the two entries) and inserting this new entry in the SmartNIC; if the value is greater than a certain threshold, the entry is moved into the offloaded list and the algorithm continues with the next entry. This threshold is adjusted according to the current volume of DDoS traffic and it is inversely proportional to it; this avoids unnecessary changes in the top-K SmartNIC list when the traffic rate is low (compared to the maximum achievable rate), which may bring a negligible improvement. On the other hand, it increases the update likelihood when the volume of traffic is close to the maximum achievable rate; in this scenario, where the system is overloaded, mitigating even slightly more aggressive talkers may introduce substantial performance benefits.

### 6.4.2 Feature extraction

Although not strictly belonging to the mitigation pipeline, the feature extraction module monitors the incoming traffic and collects relevant parameters required by the mitigation algorithm (e.g., counting the number of packets for each combination of source and destination hosts). Being placed right after the mitigation module, it
receives all the (presumed) benign traffic that has not been previously dropped so that can be further analyzed and then passed up to the target applications. XDP represents the perfect technology to implement this component since it provides (i) the low overhead given by the kernel-level processing and (ii) the possibility to dynamically change the behavior of the system by re-compiling and re-injecting (in the kernel) an updated program when we require the extraction of a different set of features. Moreover, XDP offers the possibility to export the extracted information into specific key-value data structures shared between the kernel and userspace (i.e., where the DDoS attack detection algorithm is running) or to directly send the entire packet up to userspace if a more in-depth analysis is needed. In the former case, data are stored in a per-CPU eBPF hash map, which is periodically read by the userspace attack detection application. Since multiple instances of the same XDP program are executed in parallel on different CPU cores, each one processing a different packet, the use of a per-CPU map guarantees very fast access to data thanks to its per-core dedicated memory. As result, each instance of the feature extraction works independently, saving the statistics of each IP source/destination on its own private map. In the latter case, a specific eBPF helper is used to copy packets to a perf event ring buffer, which is then read by the userspace application.

**Analysis and Aggregation.** Computed traffic statistics are retrieved from each kernel-level hash-map, aggregated by the companion userspace application and saved in memory for further processing. This process was found to be relatively slow; our tests report an average of 30µs to read a single entry from the eBPF map, requiring more than ten seconds to process the entire dataset in case of large DDoS attacks (e.g., ~300K entries). In fact, eBPF does not provide any possibility to read an entire map within a single bpf() system call, hence requiring to read each single value separately. As consequence, to guarantee coherent data to the userspace detection application, we should lock the entire table while reading the values, but this would result in the impossibility for the kernel to process the current incoming traffic for a considerable amount of time.

To overcome this issue, we adopted a swappable dual-map approach, in which the userspace application reads data from a first eBPF map that represents a snapshot of the traffic statistics at a given time, while the XDP program computes the traffic information for the incoming packets received in the the previous timespan, and saved in a second map. This process is repeated every time the periodic user-space detection process is triggered, allowing the detection algorithm to always work with consistent data. From the implementation point of view, we opted for a swappable dual-program approach instead of a swappable dual-map because of its reduced swapping latency. We create two feature extraction XDP programs, each one with its own hash-map, and swap them atomically by asking the filtering module to dynamically update the address of the next program in the pipeline, which basically means updating the target address of an assembly jump instruction.
6.4.3 Detection

The identification of a DDoS attack is performed by the detection module, which operates on the traffic statistics presented in the previous section and exploits the retrieved information to identify the right set of malicious sources, which are then inserted in the blacklist map used by the filtering module to drop the traffic.

Since the selection of the best mitigation algorithm is out of the focus here, we provide here only a small description of the possible choices that, however, need to be carefully selected depending on the characteristics of the environment and the type of workloads running on the end-hosts. Different approaches are available [149, 92] falling in two main categories: (i) anomaly-based detection mechanisms based on entropy [19, 18, 23], used to detect variations in the distribution of traffic features observed in consecutive timeframes and (ii) signature-based approaches that employ a-priori knowledge of attack signatures to match incoming traffic and detect intrusions. Of course, the type of detection algorithm may influence the exported traffic information on the feature extraction module; however, thanks to the excellent programmability of XDP we can change the behavior of the program without impacting on the rest of the architecture.

6.4.4 Rate Monitor

Sometimes, a given detection algorithm may erroneously detect some legitimate sources as attackers. To counter this situation, a specific mechanism is used to eliminate from the blacklist a source that is no longer considered malicious, e.g., because it was considered an attacker by mistake or because it does no longer participate to the attack. This task is performed by the rate monitor, which starts from the global list of blacklisted addresses, sorted according to their traffic volume, and examines the entries that are at the bottom of the list (i.e., the ones sending less traffic), comparing them with a threshold value; if the current transmission rate of the source under consideration is below the threshold, defined as the highest rate of packets with the same source observed under normal network activity, it is removed from the blacklist. In case the host is removed by mistake, the detection algorithm will re-add to the list of malicious sources in the next iteration.

6.5 Performance evaluation

This section provides an insight of the benefits of SmartNICs in the important use case of DDoS mitigation. First, it outlines the test environment and the evaluation metrics; then, exploiting the previously described architecture, it analyzes different approaches that exploit SmartNICs and/or other recent Linux technologies such as eBPF/XDP for DDoS mitigation, comparing with the performance achievable with commonly used Linux tools (i.e., iptables).
6.5.1 Test environment

Our testbed includes a first machine used as packet generator, which creates a massive DDoS attack with an increasing number of attack sources, and a second server running the DDoS mitigation pipeline. Both servers are equipped with an Intel Xeon E3-1245 v5 with a quad-core CPU @3.50GHz, 8MB of L3 cache and two 16GB DDR4-2400 RAM modules, running Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS and kernel 4.15. The two machines are linked with two 25Gbps Broadcom Stingray PS225 SmartNICs [80], with each port directly connected to the corresponding one of the other server. We used Pktgen-DPDK v3.6.4 and DPDK v19.02 to generate the UDP traffic (with small 64B packets\(^3\)) simulating the attack. We report the dropping rate of the system and the CPU usage, which are the two fundamental parameters to keep into account during an attack. We also measure the capability of the server to perform real work (i.e., serve web pages) while under attack, comparing the results of the different mitigation approaches. In this case, the legitimate traffic is generated using the open-source benchmarking tool weighttp, which creates a high number of parallel TCP connections towards the device under test; in this case we count only the successfully completed TCP sessions.

6.5.2 Mitigation performance

The first test measures the ability of the server to react to massive DDoS attacks that involve an increasing number of sources (i.e., bots), showing the performance of different mitigation approaches in terms of dropping rate (Mpps) and CPU consumption. We generate 64B UDP packets at line-rate at 25Gbps (i.e., 37.2Mpps); we consider both a scenario where the traffic is uniformly distributed among all sources (Figure 6.2a) and a situation where the traffic generated by each source follows a Gaussian distribution (Figure 6.2b). In addition, we report the CPU consumption for the first test (uniform distribution) in Figure 6.3.

6.5.2.1 Iptables

One of the most common approaches for DDoS attacks mitigation relies on iptables, a Linux tool anchored to the netfilter framework that can filter traffic, perform network address translation and manipulate packets. For this test we deployed all the rules containing the source IPs to drop in the PREROUTING netfilter chain, which provides higher efficiency compared to the more common INPUT netfilter chain, which is encountered later in the networking stack. Figure 6.2a and 6.2b show how the dropping rate of iptables are rather limited, around 2.5-4.5Mpps, even with a

\(^3\)We use 64B packets because they represent the minimum size of an Ethernet frame and then are a good measure of the lower bound performance achievable by the system.
Figure 6.2: Dropping rate with an increasing number of attackers. (a): uniformly distributed traffic; (b): traffic normally distributed among all sources.

relatively small number of attack sources, making this solution incapable of dealing with the massive DDoS attacks under consideration. This is mainly given by the linear matching algorithm used by *iptables*, whose performance degrade rapidly when an increasing number of rules are used, leading to a throughput almost equal to zero with more than 4K rules. The CPU consumption (Figure 6.3) confirms this limitation; using *iptables* to mitigate large DDoS attacks would saturate the CPUs of the system, which would be occupied discarding traffic rather then executing the target services.

### 6.5.2.2 Host-based mitigation

Compared to *iptables*, XDP intercepts packets at a lower level of the stack, right after the NIC driver. This test runs the entire mitigation pipeline in XDP without any help from the SmartNIC, which simply redirects all the packets to the host where the XDP program is triggered. The dropping efficiency of XDP is much higher than *iptables*, being able to discard \(\sim26\text{Mpps}\) up to 1K sources, and still \(\sim10\text{Mpps}\) with 128K attackers, using all CPU cores of the target machine\(^4\). This performance degradation is due to the eBPF map used (*BPF_HASH*), in which the lookup time, needed to match the IP source of the current packet against the blacklist, is influenced by the total number of map entries.

\(^4\)In our case, the limiting factor is our Intel Xeon E3-1245 CPU, which is able to drop around 10Mpps within a single core, as opposed to other (more powerful) CPUs that are able to achieve higher rates (e.g., 24Mpps\([75]\)).
6.5.2.3 SmartNIC-based mitigation

In this case the mitigation pipeline is executed entirely on the SmartNIC. We performed a first test where the attack is mitigated only through an XDP filtering program in the SmartNIC CPU, without any help from the hardware filter. Results shown in Figures 6.2a and 6.2b confirm a performance degradation compared to the host-based mitigation due to the slower CPU of the NIC, balanced by the fact that we do not consume any CPU cycles in the host (Figure 6.3), hence leaving room for other applications.

A second test exploits a mixture of hardware filtering and XDP-based software filtering in the card. Results demonstrate that for relatively small attack sources (less than 512), the dropping rate is equal to the maximum achievable rate (37.2Mpps); in fact, the first K rules (where K=512 in our card) are inserted in the SmartNIC hardware tables, causing all the packets to be dropped at line rate. However, when dealing with larger attacks (greater than 1K), the dropping rate immediately decreases, since an increasing number of entries stay outside the SmartNIC hardware tables; as a consequence, the dropping rate is influenced by the performance of the XDP program running in the SmartNIC CPU. This approach may be reasonable when the DDoS attack rate does not exceed the maximum achievable dropping rate in the SmartNIC CPU, which in our case is approximately 15Mpps; handling more massive attacks will cause the SmartNIC to drop packets without processing, with an higher chances to drop also legitimate traffic, as highlighted in Section 6.5.3.
6.5.2.4 Hybrid (NIC Hardware Tables + XDP Host)

In this case the offloading algorithm splits the mitigation pipeline between the SmartNIC hardware tables and the XDP filtering program running in the host. We notice that for large attacks, the dropping rate is considerably higher than the HW + XDP SmartNIC case, thanks to the higher performance of the host CPU compared to the SmartNIC one. Although hardware filtering is available also on some “traditional” NICs (e.g., Intel with Flow Director), we were unable to implement the hybrid approach in them because of the unavailability of hardware counters to measure the dropped packets for each source, which are required by our algorithm; however, we cannot exclude that other mitigation algorithms can leverage the hardware speed-up provided by the above cards as well.

6.5.2.5 Final considerations

Figures 6.2a and 6.2b confirm a clear advantage of the hardware offloading, which is even more evident depending on the distribution of the traffic. For instance, in the second scenario (Figure 6.2b, with some sources generating more traffic than others) we can reach even higher dropping performance, thanks to the offloading algorithm that places the top-K malicious talkers in the SmartNIC, resulting in more traffic dropped in hardware. Also the CPU consumption shown in Figure 6.3 confirms the clear advantage of the offloading, particularly when most of the traffic is handled by the hardware of the SmartNIC, hence avoiding the host CPU to take care of the above portion of malicious traffic. It is worth noticing that the case where a server has to cope with a limited number of malicious sources may be rather common, as the incoming traffic in datacenters may be balanced across multiple servers (backends), each one being asked to handle a portion of the connections and, hence, also a subset of the current attackers.

6.5.3 Effect on legitimate traffic

This test evaluates the capability of the system to perform useful work (e.g., serve web pages) even in presence of a DDoS attack. We generate 64Bytes UDP packets towards the server simulating different attack rates and number of attackers, while a weighttp client generates 1M HTTP requests (using 200 concurrent clients) towards the nginx server running on the target device. The capability of the server to perform real work is reported by the number of successfully completed requests/s, with a timeout of 5 seconds, varying the rate of DDoS traffic.

Results, depicted in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b show the performance with 1K and 4K attackers respectively. In the first case, both hardware-based solutions reach the same number of connection/s, since almost all entries are dropped by the hardware, leaving the host’s CPU free to perform real work. The same behavior can be noticed when the mitigation is performed entirely on the SmartNIC CPU; in this case, the
Figure 6.4: Number of successfully completed HTTP requests/s under different load rates of a DDoS attack carried out by (a) 1K attackers and (b) 4K attackers.

host’s CPU is underused, achieving the maximum number of HTTP requests/s that the DUT is able to handle. However, the performance immediately drop when the attack rate exceeds 15Mpps, which is the maximum rate that the SmartNIC CPU sustain; in such scenario, NIC queues become rapidly full, hence dropping packets without going through the mitigation pipeline and increasing the chance to drop also legitimate traffic. With respect to the XDP Host mitigation, we notice that the number of connections/s is initially lower, in presence of small attack rates, compared to the SmartNIC-based solution, since the host’s CPU has to handle the HTTP requests and, at the same time, execute the XDP program. However, when the rate of the attack grows, it will continue to handle an adequate number of connections/s until 25Mpps, which is the maximum rate that the host XDP program is able to handle. Finally, iptables-based mitigation results unfeasible with large attack sources because of its very poor processing efficiency, severely impacting on the capability of the server to handle the legitimate traffic.

The same analysis is valid for larger attacks (e.g., 4K sources); the main difference here is that the HW + XDP Host solution performs significantly better in this case, thanks to the higher processing capabilities of the host’s CPU compared to the SmartNIC ones.

6.6 Related work

The advantages of using XDP to filter packets at high rates have been largely discussed and demonstrated [26, 171]; several companies (e.g., Facebook, Cloudflare) have integrated XDP in their data center networks to protect end hosts from unwanted traffic, given the enormous benefits from both filtering performance and
low resource consumption. In particular, in [21] Cloudflare presented a DDoS mitigation architecture, called *L4Drop* [61] that performs packet sampling and dropping with XDP. Our approach is slightly different; we use an XDP program to extract the relevant packet headers from all the received traffic, instead of sending the entire samples to the userspace detection application and we consider simpler filtering rules, which are needed to deal with the SmartNIC hardware limitations. Finally, we consider in our architecture the use of SmartNICs to improve the packet processing, which introduces additional complexity (e.g., select rules to offload), which are not needed in a host-based solution.

### 6.7 Conclusions

Given the sheer increase in the amount of traffic handled by modern datacenters, SmartNICs represent a promising solution to offload part of the network processing to dedicated (and possibly more optimized) components. In this Chapter we analyzed the possibility to combine the host processing performed with eBPF/XDP, as presented in the previous chapters, with the performance speedup that may result from the hardware offloading. In particular, we explored various approaches that could be adopted to introduce SmartNICs in server-based data plane processing, assessing the achievable results in particular for the DDoS mitigation use case. We described a solution that combines SmartNICs with extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF)/XDP to handle large amounts of traffic and attackers. The key aspect of our solution is the adaptive hardware offloading mechanism, which partitions the attacking sources to be filtered among SmartNIC and/or host, smartly delegating the filtering of the most aggressive DDoS sources to former.

According to our experiments, the best approach is a combination of hardware filtering on the SmartNIC and XDP software filtering on the host, which results more efficient in terms of dropping rate and CPU usage. In fact, running part of the filtering pipeline on the SmartNIC CPU would bring to inferior dropping performance due to its slower CPU, resulting in a lower capability to cope with large and massive DDoS attacks. Our findings suggest that current SmartNICs can help mitigating the network load on congested servers, but may not represent a turn-key solution. For instance, an effective SmartNIC-based solution for DDoS attacks may require the presence of a DDoS-aware load balancer that distributes incoming datacenter traffic in a way to reduce the amount of attackers landing on each server, whose number should be compatible with the size of the hardware tables of the SmartNIC. Otherwise, the solution may require the software running on the SmartNICs to cooperate with other components running on the host, reducing the effectiveness of the solution in terms of saved resources in the servers.
Chapter 7

Kecleon: A Dynamic Compiler and Optimizer for Software Network Data Planes

7.1 Introduction

In recent years, the role of software packet processing in computer networking has increased significantly. Software switches, Kubernetes CNIs, service mesh data planes, software load-balancers, and software-based in-network computation are becoming increasingly popular, given the unquestionable advantages in terms of agility and rapid innovation. However, despite the improved accessibility and flexibility, the performance gap between hardware and software network data-plane is still evident. To bridge this gap and achieve a better performance-cost trade-off than the hardware, we need to optimize their performance.

In the previous chapters, we explored, thanks to the dynamic injection of eBPF programs, combined with the modular design provided by Polycube, the possibility to apply more application-specific optimizations to network functions (e.g., `bpf-iptables` in Chapter 5) at runtime. However, those optimizations were employed by the NF control plane, which knows the data plane behavior and that is well aware of the different configuration parameters (e.g., the composition of the fields in the ruleset) and how they are mapped into the underlying pipeline. At this point, one question arises: Can we apply those optimizations automatically, without knowing the semantic and behavior of the NF?

We realized that traditional approaches to design and develop those applications (both for user-space and kernel-space network functions) are based on a static compilation: the compiler receives as input a description of the forwarding plane semantic and outputs a binary code that is agnostic to the actual configuration or run-time behavior of the NF, as shown in Figure 7.1a. Since this code is executed on general-purpose servers, standard compilers (e.g., GCC, LLVM) are used to
generate the software data-plane, which both transform the high-level code into the target machine code and apply classical compiler optimization techniques (e.g., rearrange instructions, inline functions, branch elimination) to generate a more efficient version of the original software program.

In addition to the static (offline) optimizations, which happen before the program is deployed, another branch of optimization techniques used in computer science falls under the name of adaptive optimizations. An adaptive optimizer can take advantage of local data conditions to dynamically recompile portions of the original program based on the runtime execution profile. These techniques have been successfully applied to a vast range of languages and applications, from JIT-ed languages such as JVM or JavaScript that use run-time specialization to optimize hot-code paths during the execution of the program, to database management systems to optimize the query evaluation time [168], [97]. The majority of compilers today support Profile Guided Optimizations (PGO) or Feedback Directed Optimizations (FDO) to improve the program run time performance. However, since these compilers are used to generate generic computer programs, they apply a set of optimizations and techniques that are entirely independent of the network function domain. Networking programs need a set of domain-specific optimization that are not possible without contextual information (i.e., the fact that we are processing packets, the existence of match-action-tables) that, if carefully adopted, can potentially improve the software data-plane performance [142, 141]. They often involve lots of manual tweaking and modifications (e.g., batch size, prefetching) that are not valid for every type of application, or that require a in-depth knowledge of the
application context, but that can radically change the performance [2].

In this chapter, we propose a dynamic approach to the data plane compilation where not only the static information but also the runtime data are used to generate a software data-plane, as shown in Figure 7.1b. Our dynamic compiler, Kecleon, uses control plane information (e.g., the type of rules installed in a firewall NFs) as input in the compilation stage to generate a custom version of the original program that is specialized (and optimized) based on the actual behavior of the NF. In addition to configuration data, Kecleon instruments the original NF data path code to retrieve the runtime packet processing behavior and statics (e.g., specific traffic patterns) that are used to optimize its output further.

As for “standard” compilers, Kecleon applies all the optimizations at the Intermediate Representation (IR) level, which make it agnostic to the language in which the NF is written and that allow us to re-use some already existing compiler optimizations at runtime. It combines static code analysis techniques to gather information about the runtime behavior of the NF and the type of operations performed inside the NF data plane. Then, it applies a set of different optimization passes (or templates) that exploit control plane information (e.g., configuration parameters), runtime data structure content, and dynamic traffic profiles to further specialize the final software data-plane.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. We first motivate the need of a dynamic compiler for software data planes by taking as an example different applications, showing how the knowledge of runtime data can be beneficial for achieving higher performance (Section 7.2). We then present the main challenges that we had to address to implement a dynamic compiler for generic applications and the overall architecture of Kecleon in Section 7.3, together with a description of the different optimization passes available. Finally, we present more low-level details of the Kecleon core implementation and its eBPF plugin (Section 7.5) and a (preliminary) performance evaluation of the improvements that can be achieved with the use of Kecleon in Section 7.6. Section 7.7 concludes the Chapter.

7.2 The Case for Dynamic Network Function Optimizations

In this section, we show how the knowledge of runtime information can be exploited by a dynamic specializer to improve the throughput and latency of a given network application.

Performance depends on run-time configuration. NF software is often developed as a single monolithic block containing different features, which are usually disabled at runtime or enabled only on specific cases. Since those applications are released and used within different use cases and for various purposes, it is almost
impossible for the vendors to distribute several versions of the same network function with different features compiled out, given the apparent difficulties that may result from their management. Moreover, although the NF developers would make a non-negligible effort to isolate the code that handles the different features, this often increases the complexity of the code, making it hard to debug and diagnose, while still leaving an additional overhead needed to check if the given configuration is enabled or not. As a result, most of the NFs today pay a non-necessary cost provided by unused features that waste additional CPU cycles and memory even if not needed at that specific moment.

For example, a L2 bridge NF developed with support for VLAN and Spanning Tree (STP) may have those features enabled only under specific circumstances or only for a subset of servers in a given cluster; however, their overhead, even when not used, may not be negligible. As we can see in Figure 7.2, the same version of an eBPF-based bridge NF, compiled with only the needed features can achieve up to 20% better performance, in terms of throughput, compared to the same version compiled with support for VLAN and STP, even if they are not used at runtime. In the same way, the run-time configuration (ruleset) of a firewall NF that supports the filtering of different fields of a packet may contain rules matching only on a subset of the entire supported fields. Even in this case, the cost paid to parse, extract, and process those additional values can be removed, saving other CPU cycles. Figure 5.8 in Chapter 5 shows that this extra cost is not indifferent.

Figure 7.2: L2 bridge NF (eBPF-TC) performance with variable runtime configuration settings between the original version and the one with the unused features compiled-out; traffic is always the same across the different runtime configurations.
Takeaway: Being able to recognize and associate the configuration options installed in the control plane on a given NF with the corresponding instructions operating on those variables can allow a dynamic compiler to automatically remove those additional overheads from the NF and re-create a specialized version of the NF that is optimized for the given run-time configuration setup.

**Performance depends on run-time table content.** Many NFs use different data structures to store data that can be accessed when processing a packet in the pipeline. Those structures are defined by the developers when writing the NF data plane, by carefully choosing the appropriate algorithm (e.g., hash, lpm) and the size that is most appropriate for the data that they will hold. For example, a router NF may use a longest prefix match table to keep the IP addresses in the routing table or a stateful firewall NF can use a large hash table to hold the different connections that pass through it. The values in the data structures can be inserted either by an external player (e.g., the network administrator) from the control plane of the network application or by the data plane itself (e.g., conntrack table in a stateful firewall, filtering database in a L2 learning bridge).

However, at runtime, based on the current values that the table holds, the type, algorithm, or size of the data structures are not always the most efficient possible. For example, the pipeline of a vswitch may have some stages with empty ACL tables, or the routing table of a router may contain only entries with fixed IPs (e.g., /32). Of course, when designing the data plane, the developer cannot make any assumption on the type of these values, constructing it in the most general way.

Figure 7.3a shows the cost that a simple NF (in this case, the bpf-iptables application shown in Chapter 5) pays to perform a lookup into a set of consecutive match-action tables with no values inside; just performing a lookup to discover that the table is empty can waste a lot of CPU cycles that can be used to perform other useful tasks. At the same way, Figure 7.3b shows the throughput of a router NF that uses a LPM table to hold all the entries in the routing table; if we recognize
that those entries can be safely installed within a more efficient table (i.e., a hash table) we can further improve its throughput. Moreover, if we use a smaller hash table as a sort of cache for the most used entries, the performance increase is even more evident since it is more likely that the small table fits entirely into a lower level cache.

_Takeaway:_ Being able to dynamically read the content of the data structure used by the NF may allow a dynamic compiler to chose a table (or a set of tables) that is more appropriate for the current data that are stored. This is not only limited to the type of the table but also to the actual size or algorithm used.

**Performance depends on run-time traffic.** As for the previous cases, when developing the data plane code, the NF developer cannot make any supposition of the type of traffic the NF will receive, hence making the data plane as general as possible to perform equally independently from the traffic that is received. However, Figure 7.4 shows that, under skewed traffic patterns, we can build a fast path by partially computing values for a set of high-volume flows, drastically improving the performance of the original NF.

_Takeaway:_ A runtime compiler that is able to transparently detect specific traffic patterns can dynamically create a fast path code that is optimized for the most common scenario, improving the performance of the original NF drastically.
7.3 Kecleon System Design

7.3.1 Design Goal

Kecleon aims at building an optimized software data path by leveraging runtime information such as the configuration of a NF or the runtime content of the match-action tables. Its main goal is to provide a unified architecture and frameworks that can be used across different software network function implementations, reusing the same type of transformations and optimizations.

To achieve this goal, Kecleon applies the optimizations at the compiler Intermediate Representation (IR) level, which in addition to the data plane independence, provides the following advantages:

1. Faster compilation speed: Once generated, Kecleon keeps the IR representation of the original program to continuously produce the optimized output data plane. All the initial compilation steps performed by the compiler’s fronted (e.g., parse the program, check the syntax) do not need to be performed every time, speeding up the generation of the optimized data planes.

2. Modularity. Every Kecleon pass works independently from each other or uses the result of other passes as input. This would allow Kecleon to dynamically compose and chose the optimization passes that should be applied depending on the runtime data that have been obtained. Such approach also simplifies the development of new passes, which can use the results of other steps without knowing their details.

3. Reuse existing passes. Working at the IR level would allow Kecleon to take advantage and interact with some of the same optimizations that conventional compilers use, such as dead-code elimination, dead-store elimination, and code motion, which can be re-applied at runtime after other Kecleon transformations.

On the other hand, working at the IR level, compared to applying source-code level transformations, is way more complicated, requiring compiler’s knowledge and a certain level of expertise. However, this task is required once for every new supported data plane. Kecleon defines a common interface for every plugin that is used to export the runtime information from the data plane (e.g., the content of the tables) or to apply specific transformation (e.g., create/delete a new table).

7.3.2 Design Challenges and Assumption

Challenge #1: Identify relevant logic. Developing accurate optimizations for software data-plane is challenging for a number of reasons. Many software data-planes are too generic and can be implemented in a different number of ways.
They can perform operations on network packets based on states that may be hidden deep in the data-plane code, making it extremely difficult to recognize those operations. To identify specific patterns and apply the given optimization templates we need to restrict the field of application. Although currently there is not a standard and structured approach of writing software data-plane code, the advent of programmable data planes (PDP) has increased the interest into the adoption of high-level domain-specific languages (DSL), which are specifically designed (and can be easily adopted) to express the packet processing logic of a network application. Starting from the description of the data plane that uses one of these DSL languages (e.g., P4 [33], eBPF [115, 114]), or that adopts specific framework to write NF code, Kecleon can then easily extract particular patterns into the code (e.g., code accessing to a specific structure of data or performing operations on the packets) making easier to apply the different optimizations.

For this reason, Kecleon assumes a clear distinction between stateless and stateful operations in the NF data plane. The former indicates the packet processing logic and forwarding behavior of the NF, while all the stateful operations are performed through a set of fixed functions that access to libraries of different data structures. This approach is followed by various NF frameworks (e.g., Vigor [167], Click-NF [106], BESS [73]), while other languages such as eBPF follow this approach by design (Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2).

**Challenge #2: The cost of instrumentation.** Adding additional logic to characterize input traffic patterns can negatively affect performance, to the point that it may nullify the effect of the optimization. This overhead can be reduced by instrumenting only performance-critical parts in the code.

**Challenge #3: Preserve original data-plane semantic.** Kecleon must ensure that all the compiler transformations and optimizations adopted do not modify the semantic of the original application. The compiler should introduce safety measures (e.g., guards) to restore to the original data plane code when the optimization is not valid anymore.

**Challenge #4: Harmless Pipeline Swap.** At each execution step, Kecleon creates a new optimized version of the original program that should replace the old pipeline. To avoid inconsistency and packet loss, this switch should be performed atomically, keeping unaltered the processing state in the old pipeline and preserving the same semantic of the original application.

### 7.3.3 Design Overview

Figure 7.5 shows the overall system architecture of Kecleon. The input of the compiler is the data plane code of the application, which is first transformed into
an Intermediate Representation (IR) - the layer where the dynamic optimization passes are applied as well as the other standard compiler optimizations. In Kecleon, we distinguish four main steps:

1. **Analysis and logic identification** (§7.4.1): Once a new application is deployed, Kecleon starts calling the different analysis passes, which are in charge of analyzing the data plane code to identify specific patterns (e.g., retrieve configuration variables, operations on match-action tables). Every pass "marks" the IR code by adding some debug information to the most important instructions and stores the result of the analysis into the Kecleon internal data structures. For instance, if a given analysis pass discovers some Math-Action-Table (MAT) related methods (e.g., lookup, update), it marks the corresponding IR instruction so that the other passes do not have to perform this analysis again.

2. **Collection and retrieval of run-time statistics** (§7.4.2): After the initial analysis, Kecleon calls the set of available instrumentation passes, which are used to collect runtime information from running code. According to the debug info set within the previous analysis, these passes usually instruments the code by adding more instructions (e.g., to save the most frequent flows) or interact with a specific Kecleon plugin to retrieve the runtime information (e.g., read the content of a particular table).

3. **Data path optimizations** (§7.4.3): Within this phase, the actual set of optimization passes are called, which are in charge of performing the dynamic
transformation to the original code. They use (i) the result of the analysis to detect candidate methods that can be optimized and (ii) runtime data that are retrieved from the instrumented code or specific data structures.

4. **Pipeline substitution** (§7.4.4): Once the optimization phase is completed, Kecleon emits the optimized IR code and calls the compiler’s back-end to generate the final executable. Then, it gives the control to the back-end specific plugin, which will take care of performing the actual substitution of the old pipeline with the newly generated one.

The execution of the optimization pipeline is triggered (i) at specific time slots or (ii) as a consequence of an external event. In the first case, Kecleon will repeat the entire process by checking if the runtime conditions have changed. In the second case, the pipeline can be triggered after an interaction between the control plane and the data plane, such as the update of a configuration variable or a data structure, which may invalidate the optimization applied within the previous cycle.

## 7.4 Kecleon Compilation Pipeline

In this section, we will go through the various steps of the Kecleon compilation pipeline. We will show how Kecleon interacts with the back-end specific plugin to identify the instructions that are used to determine the packet processing logic of the NF and, when needed, we will show more details of the implementation of the eBPF plugin for Kecleon.

### 7.4.1 Packet Processing Logic Identification

**Identification of configuration instruction.** Given their configuration agnostic implementation, most of the software data plane functions need to retrieve configuration variables at runtime from specific Match-Action-Tables (MAT) or configuration files, which can be dynamically changed by the control plane without having to restart the data plane with the new configuration. In most of the NF frameworks, this is done through the use of fixed APIs that allow both the control plane to configure those variables and the data plane to retrieve the runtime configuration. Configuration variables have the characteristic of (i) being generated by a single read from a configuration file or a MAT and (ii) never being modified during the execution of the data plane.

During the analysis phase, a Kecleon analysis pass operates as described in Algorithm 3. It scans the entire set of instructions available in the IR code and retrieves the corresponding signature, which should be identified by the back-end plugin as a configuration instruction. If the answer is positive, the method and
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**Algorithm 3:** Identification of configuration instructions

**Input:** IRM (Module), IR of the original program
**Input:** P (Plugin), Reference to target Kecleon plugin

**Function** AnalysisConfigPass:

1. foreach IRInstr in IRM do
2.   is_config ← P.IsConfigInstr(IRInstr)
3.   if is_config is True and IsReadOnly(IRInstr) then
4.     IRM.MarkConfig(IRInstr)

**Algorithm 4:** Identification of state instructions

**Input:** IRM (Module), IR of the original program
**Input:** P (Plugin), Reference to target Kecleon plugin

**Function** AnalysisStatePass:

1. foreach IRInstr in IRM do
2.   is_table ← P.IsTableFunction(IRInstr)
3.   if is_table is True then
4.     tid ← P.GetTableID(IRInstr)
5.     IRM.MarkTable(IRInstr)
6.     IRM.StoreTID(tid)

the associated variable are marked, and their use is tracked along with the execution of the program. The marking procedure works by constructing specific debug metadata for the IR instruction, following the DWARF terminology\(^1\), which can be retrieved by the other passes. Kecleon adds to the IR instruction a debug information indicating the configuration nature of the function and associates a unique metadata identifier that references an entry into an internal Kecleon data structure. This entry contains additional details of the method itself (e.g., if the configuration variable is stored into a MAT or not, the maximum number of possible values). The subsequent passes can then use that information to perform the optimizations.

**Identification of MAT instructions.** As for the configuration variables, Kecleon has to discover the instructions accessing to stateful information, which can then be retrieved and used by the subsequent optimization passes. Algorithm 4 shows the behavior of this analysis pass; it scans the entire set of instructions to find the function associated with an operation into a MAT. When found, it “marks”

---

\(^1\)The Debugging With Attributed Record Formats (DWARF) is a widely recognized and standardized debug data format used to store information about a compiled computer program.
that method (e.g., the `lookup` function used to read the table content) and extracts
(i) a unique table ID (TID) used to retrieve the table content at runtime, (ii) the
layout associated with the table itself, which contains the type of data structure
used (e.g., `array`, `hash`, `lpm`) and (optionally) (iii) a `cost function` used by Kecleon
to understand the cost of performing the data structure change.

### 7.4.1.1 Implementation Details (eBPF Plugin)

We will now take an example the Kecleon eBPF Plugin, and we will apply the
operations to a small code snippet (Listing 7.1) of the Katran load balancer [76],
whose data plane is written in eBPF.

```plaintext
1 vip.port = pckt.flow.port16[1];
2 vip.proto = pckt.flow.proto;
3 vip_inf = bpf_map_lookup_ele(&vip_map,&vip);
4 if (!vip_inf) {
5 vip.port = 0;
6 vip_inf = bpf_map_lookup_ele(&vip_map,&vip);
7 if (!vip_inf) {
8 return XDP_PASS;
9 }
10 }
11 . . .
```

Listing 7.1: Sample eBPF code from Katran NF

In an eBPF data path, the only way to set configuration values is to use specific
eBPF maps, which are filled by the control plane when the program starts and
retrieved at runtime from the data plane. On line 3 it performs a `lookup` into an
eBPF map containing the list virtual IPs associated to a particular flow. The role of
the Kecleon analysis pass is to discover that method and the associated eBPF map
so that the subsequent passes can use the runtime values to optimize the new code.

Once executed, Kecleon generates the IR code of the original eBPF program,
shown in Listing 7.2, which is then given as input to the different analysis passes.
Following the previously-mentioned procedure, the Kecleon analysis pass will rec-
ognize the signatures at line 5 and 12 as an operation to a MAT (in this case, a `map_lookup`)
and will proceed with the Algorithm 3 to check if the variable
retrieved from the map is later modified in the data plane.

```plaintext
1 %226 = gep %vip, %vip*, %22, i64 0, i32 1
2 store i16 %220, i16* %226, align 4
3 %227 = gep %vip, %vip*, %22, i64 0, i32 2
4 store i8 %167, i8* %227, align 2
5 %228 = call i8* inttoptr (i64 1 to i8* (i8*, i8*)*)(i8* bitcast ( @vip_map to i8*), i8*nonnull %46) #3
6 %229 = bitcast i8* %228 to %vip_meta*
7 %230 = icmp eq i8* %228, null
8 br i1 %230, label %231, label %241
```
We use the LLVM memory dependency analysis (i.e., MemorySSA) to reason about the interactions between various memory operations, hence detecting if the variable has been modified or not\(^2\). Finally, if the result of the previous analysis detects that the map and the variables are read-only, the Kecleon analysis pass will mark the instruction. It will allocate an internal Kecleon data structure holding the information related to that variable, such as the maximum size of the map, the layout (eBPF HASH), or the unique map identifier, which are extracted by the eBPF plugin.

7.4.2 Runtime Statistics and Data Collection

The second phase of the Kecleon compilation pipeline is composed of two steps. The former is where the actual runtime data of the previously identified instructions are retrieved; after having identified the configuration and state operations, Kecleon can retrieve all the runtime values by issuing a request to the back-end plugin. For instance, in the Katran example shown before, after having identified that vip\_inf is a configuration variable, Kecleon can “ask” the eBPF plugin to retrieve the set of values within the vip\_map.

The latter is where the original data plane code is instrumented to retrieve more specific information about the current execution of the program, which is particularly useful to adopt optimizations that improve the performance for particular traffic patterns. There are several ways in which this instrumentation can be achieved. A first possible approach would be to add a local MAT into the data plane of the NF that records the values of a packet (e.g., 5-tuple) traversing the NF. However, this may incur additional and unnecessary overhead if the actions performed within the NF data plane do not use those fields. A better approach would be just to monitor the used fields, but this requires to complete an additional analysis on the NF data plane, making the instrumentation pass aware of

\(^2\)A careful reader may argue that, if the variable is retrieved from a map with a lookup operation and is later modified without an update operation, it can still be considered as read-only. This is not valid for eBPF, where the result of a lookup is a pointer to the entry in the map; as a consequence, a modification on the pointer’s content will modify the corresponding map.
the actions performed on the packets or depending on its content.

To avoid this, Kecleon adopts an implicit traffic-specific mechanism by automatically instrumenting the sections of the code that access or modify the internal state of the NF. In particular, the Kecleon instrumentation pass retrieves all the MAT accesses and adds a Local MAT that stores the same data of the original table. It samples only the most-accessed entries within the original MAT and their corresponding values, saving only a limited number of entries to reduce its size and overhead. Then, the Kecleon platform-specific plugin exports the entries from the instrumented MAT using the Kecleon common data format so that the various optimization passes can easily consume them in a target-independent way.

This approach brings several advantages. First, it does not require any static analysis on the NF code to retrieve a common set of packet values that should be representative of the incoming traffic. Second, it gives to Kecleon a more fine-grained control of instrumentation that is applied. If it recognizes that the overhead of a single table is minimal or there is no space for improvements, the instrumentation can be disabled only for that specific branch or table, while still allowing to retrieve information on the other methods. Kecleon can change at runtime the size of the instrumented tables according to the level of information it needs and the sampling rate of the instrumented entries, which is a compromise between accuracy of the instrumented traffic and performance overhead introduced by the instrumentation. Finally, merging all the information coming from the different local MAT, it is possible to reconstruct the hot code paths and then optimize for them.

### 7.4.2.1 Implementation Details (eBPF Plugin)

We show here a small example of the `bpf-iptables` network function presented in Chapter 5. In Listing 7.3 we illustrate a short code snippet of module matching the L4 ports of the packet, excluding the colored code that we will explain later. On line 8, a `lookup` in the `port_map` is performed to retrieve the bitvector associated; then from line 11 to 15 the final bitvector is calculated by performing a bitwise `and` operation with the current bitvector obtained in the other steps of the pipeline. If the resulting bitvector is zero, the default action is applied (e.g., the packet is dropped); otherwise, the next module in the pipeline is called.

```c
1 u64 *val = bpf_lookup(&port_map_c, &l4port);
2 (*val)++;
3 bpf_map_update(&cpu_port_map, &l4port, val);
4 if (l4port == 8080) {
5     isAllZero = True;
6     goto NEXT;
7 }
8 ele = bpf_lookup(&port_map, &l4port);
9 ... #pragma unroll
10 for (i = 0; i < _NR_ELEMENTS; ++i) {
```

129
bits[i] = bits[i] & (ele->bits[i]);
if (res->bits[i] != 0)
isAllZero = false;
}
goto NEXT;
...
if (isAllZero) {
applyDefaultAction();
return;
}
call_bpf_program(ctx, _NEXT_HOP_1);

Listing 7.3: Sample code of the bpf-iptables L4-Port matching module

In the eBPF case, the Kecleon instrumentation uses a per CPU BPF_HASH map to store all the L4Ports that reaches the original map with a corresponding counter. The red code in Listing 7.3 shows the corresponding C code that would be added by the instrumentation pass.

The Kecleon optimization pass can then try to optimize the code using the result of the instrumentation. For instance, in this example, if most of the runtime flows contains packets with L4 port 8080, and the associated bitvector contains all bits at zero, a Kecleon optimization pass can pre-compute the value (green code of Listing 7.3), and the loop from line 11 to 15 will be avoided, saving a lot of CPU cycles for the most common case.

7.4.3 Kecleon Data Path Optimizations

In this section, we will describe of the main Kecleon optimization passes and how they exploit the runtime information gathered during the previous steps to generate an optimized data plane.

7.4.3.1 Dead Code Elimination Pass (DCE)

The goal of the Kecleon dynamic DCE pass is equivalent to the corresponding DCE pass used in most of the compiler optimization phases; it prunes “dead” branches and instructions that are considered unreachable at compilation time.

---

3 The instrumented tables can also have entries that are not contained in the original map; this information is also beneficial to the optimization passes that may optimize the code for the most common case.

4 Kecleon does not know that the map value is a “bitvector”, it just substitutes value in the code and tries to find a better path using the already existing compiler (LLVM) optimization passes.
Algorithm 5: Kecleon Dynamic DCE algorithm

Input: IRM (Module), IR of the original program
Input: P (Plugin), Reference to target Kecleon plugin

Function DynDCEPass:

1. forall IRConfInstr in IRM do
2. runtime_val ← P.GetConfigValue(IRConfInstr)
3. if runtime_val.size() > 1 then
4.   foreach val in runtime_val do
5.     P.IRBuilder.PropagateValueSet(val, IRConfInstr)
6.   else
8. RunConstantPropagationPass(IRM)
9. RunConstantFoldingPass(IRM)
10. RunDCEPass(IRM)
11. return IRM

This pass works as described in Algorithm 5. As the first step (line 2), the algorithm scans the entire set of IR instructions to find the one marked as configuration (as described in Section 7.4.1). Then, it interrogates the back-end plugin to retrieve the runtime values for the associated configuration variable. It is important to note that the exported variables can assume different values and types; it is the role of the Kecleon back-end plugin to provide the required information according to the defined plugin interface. For example, if a configuration variable is a list, a parameter is_list is stored into the internal Kecleon data structures during the analysis step; then, the various optimization passes can use this information to act differently based on their goal. As the second step (line 3-6), the algorithm substitutes the original configuration instruction with the runtime value (or set of values). Then, it can directly call the existing compiler passes to automatically perform Constant Propagation, Constant Folding, and Dead Code Elimination (line 7-9) that will eliminate the unreachable code.

The DCE Pass mentioned above can remove redundancy in the NF code, but there are some scenarios where it cannot be fully applied. It may happen that, after the propagation of the configuration, only a subset of the paths into the code is subjected to the dead code elimination. Within the current state, Kecleon is not able to recognize this scenario, given the path-insensitive type of analysis that is applied. A solution would be to use symbolic execution methods to perform a path-aware DCE, then merge the results of each path to generate the final output. Although not currently implemented, this extension is part of the future work.
Algorithm 6: Kecleon Dynamic DSS algorithm

```plaintext
Input: IRM (Module), IR of the original program
Input: P (Plugin), Reference to target Kecleon plugin

Function DynDSSPass:
1. forall IRTableInstr in IRM do
2.    tid ← IRM.RetrieveTID(IRTableInstr)
3.    info ← P.GetTableInfo(tid)
4.    values ← P.GetTableValues(tid)
5.    if IsDSSFeasible(info, values) then
6.        new_info = ApplyDSSToTable(info)
7.        P.CheckCostFunction(new_info, info)
8.        P.IRBuilder.CreateNewTable(new_info, IRTableInstr)
9.    return IRM
```

7.4.3.2 Data Structure Specialization Pass (DSS)

The Kecleon DSS Pass is in charge of analyzing the runtime content of the MATs used by the NF data plane and modify their layout, size, or algorithm to the one that better performs under the given runtime conditions.

For example, knowing which field of a key in a Longest Prefix Match (LPM) table indicates the prefix, under specific circumstances (e.g., all entries have the same prefix) the Kecleon DSS could automatically convert the LPM table into a hash table. Algorithm 6 shows the behavior of this pass.

It starts by extracting the runtime values from the map using the Table Identifier (TID) taken by the previous analysis pass and retrieved from the debug information associated with the IR instruction. Then, depending on the runtime values, it decides if the data structure content matches a possible transformation. If a cost function is given, Kecleon first checks if the new change may provide the expected performance benefits; otherwise, the transformation is discarded. For frameworks that offer a clear definition of the data structures and their implementations, their associated cost function can be automatically deducted using static analysis or symbolic execution methods [124], [126], instead of requiring a manual effort from the plugin developer.

Note: Today, many NFs are stateful, where packet processing updates states that, in turn, influences the packet data path. Changing the data structure used by the data plane of a NF may be dangerous if the table is modified within the data plane itself. If the newly inserted entries invalidate the assumption used by the DSS Pass when it has performed the optimization, we may corrupt the original application semantic. As a consequence, Kecleon applies the DSS Pass only to tables that are not modified in the data plane (the DSS Analysis Pass can recognize this situation). A change in those tables can happen only from the control plane, and, in this
scenario, Kecleon triggers the execution of the optimization pipeline to re-evaluate the feasibility of the optimization.

### 7.4.3.3 Cached Computation (CC) Pass

The CC Pass can be seen as a further specialization of the DSS pass, where together with the runtime MAT values also the results of the instrumented MAT are used. The results of the instrumentation give a hint to the different optimization passes about the most common paths into the code or the most used entries in a MAT. The Cached Computation (CC) Pass can reduce the overhead given by specific memory accesses by, as the name suggests, caching the computation of the most accessed entries within the code itself or in other, more efficient, tables. For example, a simple lookup operation in a large MAT may be in charge of 70% of the overall overhead of the NF, causing a lot of cache misses, even if the number of matched entries (taken from the runtime instrumentation) represent only the 5% of the overall number of entries in the table. The CC Pass can take the 5% of the most used entries within the MAT table and compile them directly in the code, by pre-computing the result of the MAT lookup for those entries. A parameter controls the maximum number of entries under which a table is directly compiled. The pre-computation depends on the original layout of the compiled table and the type of variable used for the lookup. For example, the cached entries within a hash table are converted into a series of switch-case matching the single key value used in the lookup, or a hash of this value for complex entries\(^5\). In the latter case, a pre-computed collision-free hash (among the other cached values) is used to access the pre-computed variable. In the same way, for an LPM table of IP addresses, we could derive from the instrumentation a set of most-accessed IPs, whose lookup result can be pre-computed and cached within the code, using the same procedure described before.

**Avoid inconsistency of cached entries.** When the Kecleon CC Pass caches some entries directly in the code it needs to ensure that a subsequent modification in the table, which may happen both from the control plane and the data plane for non-configuration MAT, is reflected immediately in the cached code that should then use the updated information instead of the old (directly compiled in the code) one. That means that packets coming after the update should be immediately redirected to the original code branch (i.e., performing regular table lookup) instead of accessing the cached information. Triggering the execution of the Kecleon optimization pipeline every time an update is found would result on new packets coming

---

\(^5\)With complex entries we indicate variables that contains more than one primitive value (e.g., a C struct).
immediately after the update to match the old cached version until Kecleon emits a new pipeline, breaking one of the main Kecleon assumption to keep the original data plane semantic untouched.

To avoid this issue, Kecleon makes use of **guards**. A guard is a control variable (or a specific MAT) that contains the version of the currently cached computation that is compiled in the code; before accessing the CC, the NF data plane checks if the value contained in the guard matches the one of the compiled version - if not, it falls back to the “default” path, which corresponds to the original NF data plane. The update of the guard is done atomically before the map associated with it is modified (of course, if the update does not impact the cached entries, the guard is not modified), and the way it is done depends on the given target platform.

For example, in the eBPF plugin implementation, the guard map is implemented as an additional **PER_CPU_ARRAY** table with a single entry containing the current version of the code. Then, an additional kprobe is attached to the `bpf_map_update` helper; therefore, when an update is performed, the Kecleon eBPF program attached to the kprobe is executed and it updates the guard consequently, guaranteeing the consistency of the original data plane. Of course, the use of guards increases the overhead of the NF since it wastes some CPU cycles to check its version before accessing the cached entries. We have measured its cost in Section 7.6.

### 7.4.4 Kecleon Pipeline Update

The execution of the Kecleon optimization pipeline can be triggered (i) as a consequence of an intercepted control plane event (e.g., the update of a configuration MAT) or (ii) periodically at given time slots. Kecleon performs the updates of the original data plane in a non-destructively way. When all the optimizations are applied, Kecleon calls the rest of the compiler pipeline to convert the IR representation of the NF data plane into the target native language where the data plane is executed. During the rebuild, the old running data-path can continue processing packets without any service disruption. The newly created data-path (within its binary form) is then passed to the specific Kecleon plugin that has the role of injecting and substituting it with the previous pipeline.

To do so, Kecleon installs, before the original pipeline, an additional program whose purpose is to “jump” to the first instruction of the pipeline, using the address of the new code, through an *indirect jump* (or *trampoline*). Basically, when the new code is ready, it is loaded (and properly relocated) to a new address into the process address space that will be pointed by the *trampoline* instruction. The new pipeline representation is constructed side by side with the running data-path, it is then inserted into the pipeline by atomically redirecting this *jump* instruction to the address of the new code.

*Note:* As we have seen in the previous chapters, Polycube provides a more natural way to perform this pipeline substitution, thanks to the use of the program array
map, whose role is to hold a set of “pointers” to different eBPF programs. By performing a tail-call to a given index of the array map, the corresponding eBPF program is called. In our case, by updating the index of the old pipeline with the new one we can quickly achieve the swap behavior.

7.5 Prototype Implementation

Kecleon is a specialization of an existing compiler that adds networking domain information to existing (or new) compiler optimizations passes by extracting the needed information from the source code and the runtime execution of the NF, a similar mechanism used by Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers.

Kecleon Core. We implemented Kecleon using the LLVM [99] framework (v10.0.0) and, in particular, through the MCJIT execution engine, which provides an environment for the code generation and the manipulation of the original data plane code within its IR representation. Kecleon is a separate daemon running in the system that receives the NF code. It converts the code into the LLVM IR representation (i.e., a single or a set of LLVM Module objects), which are then analyzed and optimized through the various Kecleon optimization passes. The conversion between the source code and the LLVM IR representation is done by the compiler front-end (e.g., Clang for languages in the C language family); Kecleon does not perform any manipulation on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the compiler front-end and then is independent from the front-end. It would then be possible to run Kecleon by directly providing the IR representation of the original program (i.e., the .bc file) instead of the entire source code.

7.5.1 eBPF Plugin

The Kecleon eBPF plugin is implemented as part of the BPF Compiler Collection (BCC), which already includes a set of abstractions and helper functions to interact with the eBPF APIs. Also, BCC is already built around the Clang/L- LVM toolchain, hence simplifying the interaction between the eBPF source code and the rest of the compiler toolchain. Since Polycube (§4) is also built around BCC, this Kecleon eBPF plugin implementation can be used to dynamically (and automatically) optimize Polycube NFs, as we will see in Section 7.6.

7.6 Evaluation

The goal of this evaluation section, although still in a preliminary phase, aims at validating (i) the performance improvements that real-world applications can
achieve by applying the Kecleon dynamic compilation framework and (ii) how much operational and performance Kecleon can introduce in the normal NF workflow.

7.6.1 Setup

Our testbed includes a first server used as DUT running the firewall under test and a second used as packet generator (and possibly receiver). The DUT encompasses an Intel Xeon Gold 5120 14-cores CPU @2.20GHz (hyper-threading disabled) with support for Intel’s Data Direct I/O (DDIO) [84], 19.25 MB of L3 cache and two 32GB RAM modules. The packet generator is equipped with an Intel® Xeon CPU E3-1245 v5 4-cores CPU @3.50GHz (8 cores with hyper-threading), 8MB of L3 cache and two 16GB RAM modules. Both servers run Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS, with the packet generator using kernel 4.15.0-36 and the DUT running kernel 4.19.0. Each server has a dual-port Intel XL710 40Gbps NIC, each port directly connected to the corresponding one of the other server.

7.6.2 eBPF NFs (Polycube)

In this section, we took some of the eBPF-based NFs implemented in Polycube, and we evaluated the corresponding performance improvements that result from the use of Kecleon to optimize their pipeline. Figure 7.6 shows the result of this evaluation for four different NFs.

The effectiveness and performance advantages brought by Kecleon depend on different factors. The first one, is the way the data plane of the NF is written. We haven’t performed any modification to the original code of the Polycube NFs under consideration but, it is important to note that most of these NFs are developed with the dynamic reloading idea available within eBPF and Polycube. Therefore, there are a lot of “manual” modification already applied to the source code that further improves the speed of the original NF data plane. Nevertheless, the performance advantages brought by the use of Kecleon are evident with an improvement range that goes from 20 to 50% under different scenarios.

The other two factors that affect the performance and the evaluation results are the runtime configuration of the NF and the input traffic that is received. Kecleon uses instrumentation to gather runtime information about the traffic received by the NF and optimize the data path accordingly. If the traffic has a well-defined behavior and a high locality, the improvements with the use of Kecleon are more evident. The same is valid for the type of MAT values and configuration setting. We have evaluated ten different configuration settings and 20 various input traffic traces for each NF under consideration; we have reported the average, maximum, and minimum throughput obtained under the different runs in Figure 7.6. We will further investigate the impact of the configuration and input traffic in Section 7.6.3.
Figure 7.6: Single-core throughput for various Polycube eBPF-based NFs. We report the average, maximum, and minimum throughput values under different configuration and traffic setup when using Kecleon to generate the optimized code.

### 7.6.3 eBPF-firewall (bpf-iptables)

In this section, we evaluated the effectiveness of Kecleon with a more complex application, such as the one presented in Chapter 5, i.e., bpf-iptables. We have used Classbench [155] to generate ten different configuration settings for the firewall and tested them with three various packet traces with different localities of traffic. The no locality trace contains traffic that is uniformly distributed among the entire ruleset; this is the worst scenario for Kecleon optimization passes that rely on the results of the instrumentation to optimize the output code (e.g., the CC Pass in Section 7.4.3.3). On the other hand, the high locality trace contains a set of elephant flows matching a subset of the entire ruleset, which is a more favorable scenario for the Kecleon dynamic passes.

As we can see in Figure 7.7, in all three different cases, the Kecleon dynamic compilation approach provides performance advantages, which are more evident when a high locality trace is used. With the no locality trace, the improvement is less visible since the cost paid for the instrumentation impacts more than the
enhancement that we can get from the instrumentation-based optimization passes and, some time can even invalidate the improvements of the other passes (e.g., DSS or DCE). We will evaluate the cost of the instrumentation in Section 7.6.4.1.

7.6.4 Microbenchmarks

7.6.4.1 Instrumentation overhead

The overhead of Kecleon comes mainly from the instrumentation phase, where the original data plane code is “augmented” with additional instructions used to gather runtime data from the running data path, which is done automatically by Kecleon. In Figure 7.8 we evaluated the cost of this overhead for the \texttt{bpf-iptables} application. The results showed are taken from ten different runs with ten different configuration settings and traffic profiles, with the average result displayed in the figure. We disabled for this test the optimization passes so that only the overhead is calculated. As we can see, the cost of the instrumentation is non-negligible, and it justifies the “low” improvement with the no locality trace shown in Figure 7.7. Although better approaches exist in literature to achieve the same goal [78, 146, 164] with a lower cost and better efficiency (e.g., count–min sketches), they require the use of special data structures or operations that may not be available in every target support. On the other hand, our approach to applying local MATs, although more costly, does not require special requirements in terms of data structures.
Finally, we have also measured the overhead of the guards table, which are used by the Kecleon CC pass to guarantee the original NF semantic when the various transformations are applied. The cost of these tables is less evident because differently from the instrumentation tables, they are used only when a stateful operation is found; in bpf-iptables only one map, the conntrack table, is used to save the actual state of the connections.

### 7.7 Conclusions and Future Works

In this Chapter, we have first demonstrated that the performance of most of the software data planes today are heavily influenced by runtime parameters, which cannot be exploited with the standard “static” compilation process. We presented Kecleon, a runtime compiler for software data planes that exploits runtime information, such as configuration data, runtime table contents or current execution profiles, to generate an optimized version of the original data plane that is more optimized for its runtime behavior.

Kecleon compilation pipeline is divided into three different steps. An analysis phase that is used to identify and extract the packet processing logic of the application. This step works with the assumption that all the data plane code under analysis is written according to a DSL language that provides common abstraction...
and a fixed set of APIs to perform stateful operations. Then, an instrumentation phase is used to monitor and extract the current execution profiles of the data plane. Finally, an optimization phase uses all the previously obtained data to optimize the code. For example, it removes redundant instructions that are not hit within the current configuration and execution profiles, or it substitutes a MAT with a more efficient version based on its content.

We have evaluated the performance of Kecleon for different eBPF-based NFs and we have noticed how it is effective under several configuration settings and traffic profiles.

**Future works.** We have implemented in Kecleon all the previously mentioned compiler passes and the eBPF plugin; however, we are still missing the evaluation of other real-world applications such as OvS-eBPF, Cilium, and Katran, which are developed independently. We are planning to include a DPDK plugin for Kecleon so that it can be used within a vast range of applications and DPDK-based frameworks. According to our “manual” experiments, the performance benefits that we can get from those applications are even more evident, given the greater control of operations that can be performed and, consequently, of the optimization that Kecleon can apply.

Finally, as mentioned in Section 7.4.3.1, we are planning to extend the type of analysis that is currently performed in Kecleon by adding a path-aware analysis. Through symbolic execution and program slicing methods, Kecleon can apply even more aggressive optimization that are not possible within the current prototype.
Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

In this dissertation, we explored the new challenges and requirements that software packet processing is facing in the microservice era. Traditional monolithic approaches to build and run virtual network services result contradictory to the cloud-native paradigm, and simply transforming those monolithic patterns into analogous cloud-native counterparts results in manageability, scalability, and performance problems. Our attempt to solve this issue brought us to the design and implementation of Polycube and Kecleon, and to an additional study of how Smart-NICs can be used to improve such network services. The former’s goal is to provide a common infrastructure to build, manage, and run such networking services that follow the same paradigms on microservices applications. Polycube services can be dynamically combined to form in-kernel service chains and can be externally controlled through a specific set of service-specific APIs that allow customizing the service behavior. The Polycube service data plane, which uses the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF), enables an unprecedented level of customization, programmability, and performance improvements that were not possible before while keeping compatibility with existing applications and with “native” environments. On the other hand, Kecleon enables an automatic specialization of those network services by exploiting the runtime knowledge of configuration data, data structures content and execution profiles to automatically generate an optimized version of the original network function data plane that is more efficient for current runtime behavior.

In the future, we envision a novel model of software network functions that satisfy the following conditions. First, they should be able to provide advanced, programmable and efficient services to cloud-native applications, while being able to dynamically adapt to the continuously changing run-time environment and configuration conditions that are common within this scenario. Second, they should adhere to the same design patterns and concepts of the microservice paradigms, enabling a continuous delivery workflow, horizontal scaling while efficiently using network resources and greater control through well-defined APIs.
We hope that the combination of the works presented in this dissertation can lay the foundation for a new model of packet processing applications that can be dynamically re-combined, re-generated and re-optimized without sacrificing programmability, extensibility and performance. We release the source code of all the systems presented in this thesis and we hope they will be useful for both researchers and industrial system developers to build upon them.
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